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ABSTRACT
Multifunctional nanomaterials have been a point of attraction in cancer research due to its breadth of
applications in imaging, therapeutics and targeting. Apart from imparting targeted diagnosis and
therapy, these systems render the advantages of combinatorial therapeutic regime in alleviation of
cancer. Particularly, biopolymer based nanoparticle delivery systems have been developed for
anticancer treatments, wound healing and hydrogel based injection modules. They can achieve
efficient conjugation, entrapment, absorption and encapsulation of drugs or imaging probes and
enable the delivery of the same to the desired regions. In addition, small chemical molecules also
have been modified towards development of theranostic agents for enhancing therapeutic potential
and cell permeability. Imaging techniques involved in field of theranostic is mostly dependent on
various types of contrast agents out of which luminescence probes acquire special attention. Such
luminescence based imaging probes can be used to monitor the accumulation of nanomaterials in
tissues and to track their multivalent interactions in intracellular domain. This dissertation focusses
on biopolymer as well as small molecule based multifunctional nanomaterials in achieving the
combined goal of in vitro therapy and diagnostics in a single module. The chapter 1 begins with an
insight into the fascinating world of multifunctional nanomaterials. It traces back to the
developmental junctures of theranostic nano-medicine and discusses the most recent progresses in
the field. Some of the landmark findings have been highlighted to convey the importance of
multifunctional nanomaterials in different arenas. Chapter 2 deals with chitosan biopolymer
mediated formation of bimetallic silver nanoparticle based luminescent gold nanocluster composite
nanoparticles for in vitro cancer theranostics. Herein, the composite nanoparticles deliver the
combinatorial properties of both the metals present in different nanoscale domains and deliver both
anticancer therapy and bioimaging of cervical cancer (HeLa) cells. The uptake of the composite
nanoparticles was studied by time dependent sample analysis using TEM. The molecular events of
cell death have been studied in detail by flow-cytometry based assays. Subsequently, chapter 3
demonstrates cationic serum albumin based formation of composite nanoparticles embedded with
luminescent bimetallic Au-Ag nanoclusters, which were applied for suicide gene therapy in HeLa
cells followed by bioimaging. The combination therapy is achieved with cationic albumin based Au–
Ag nanoclusters embedded composite nanoparticles loaded with a suicide gene (CD-UPRT). The
suicide gene when successfully delivered into cells by the composite nanoparticles initiates a
therapeutic response cascade by converting prodrug 5-FC to toxic 5-FU along with its metabolites.
Additionally, the Au–Ag nanoclusters owing to their ultrasmall size generate reactive oxygen
species, which further trigger apoptosis mediated cell death. Further, luminescence of Au–Ag
nanoclusters serves to track the gene delivery into cells. The detailed mechanism of uptake and
manner of cell death have been demonstrated to understand the combinatorial therapeutic efficacy of
the composite system. In the chapter 4, a varied aspect of generation of reactive oxygen species for
initiating apoptosis mediated cell death in HeLa cells was explored by implementing photodynamic
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therapy. Herein, a mucin protein based luminescent gold nanocluster embedded composite
nanoparticle has been developed for the delivery of photosensitizer drug methylene blue with
subsequent monitoring of drug delivery with the aid of luminescent Au nanoclusters in HeLa cancer
cells. The mechanism of cell death and uptake was analysed by flow cytometry as well as confocal
microscopy. The chapter 5 reports phenylboronic acid mediated development of targeted
luminescent gold nanoclusters for in vitro cancer theranostics. The gold nanocluster probe was
applied for in vitro targeted bioimaging of HeLa and Hep G2 cancer cells.

It successfully

demonstrated specific therapeutic effects toward cancer cells as well as multicellular tumor
spheroids. They exhibited pronounced effect toward HeLa cells as compared to other cell lines, and
a pathway of cell death was established using flow-cytometry-based assays. The targeted
phenylboronic acid gold nanoclusters were also applied for specific detection of a biomarker mucin
in vitro, using a smartphone based device. In chapter 6, a rapid and easy method of synthesis of
protein based gold nanoclusters have been reported for diagnostic applications. The gold nanoclusters
were successfully applied towards protein expression studies of recombinant proteins GST and GSThGMCSF using a custom developed bench top device.
In brief, this dissertation explores the various forms of cancer theranostic solutions employing
multifunctional nanomaterials. Rapid and facile synthetic procedures for multifunctional
nanomaterials using biopolymers as well as small molecules were developed. Applications for
delivery of metal nanoparticles, suicide gene, photosensitizer as well as smartphone based
diagnostics were reported.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction
The incessant efforts towards identification and advancement of first-hand drug development and
diagnostics have led to a considerable decline in mortality rates for most of the life-threatening
diseases, such as cancer, which is one of the leading causes of death across the globe. However, out
of the administered drugs, a small portion is conveyed to the diseased site. Moreover, multidrug
resistance

(1)

is a key factor contributing to the failure of several chemotherapeutic drugs affecting

the treatment regime of different types of cancers including cervical, liver, breast, ovarian, lung, and
colon cancer. Nanoparticles offer to improve the pharmacokinetic profile of drugs, reduce off-target
interactions, and increase therapeutic index as well as circulation time in blood. (2) The strategic
approach towards development of multifunctional nanoparticles is intended to advance the early
diagnosis, delivery, therapeutic efficacy, prognosis and outcome of treatment in due course. Also, to
deliver the therapeutic payload selectively to cancer cells it demands functionalization of
nanoparticles with targeting molecules that can bind to their kindred counterparts overexpressed on
the target cells. Multifunctional nanoparticles also exhibit synergistic action when actively targeted
with therapeutic antibodies, genes, peptides etc.(3) Apart from this, the approach of nano-packaging
the therapeutic moieties hold several other advantages like enhanced solubility, increased oral
bioavailability, increased surface area, decreased dosage, to name a few.(4) Together with recent
methodologies implemented for improving the therapeutic accomplishments, nanoparticles are being
explored for various novel and improved methods of disease detection. This has been realised with
the innovative development of image contrast agents along with their conjugation with targeting
molecules. Quantum dots, metal nanoclusters, paramagnetic nanoparticles, SERS active
nanoparticles are widely employed for diagnostic resolutions.(5-8) The integration of therapeutic and
diagnostic properties in a single entity had of late emerged as a recent trend, more commonly referred
to as ‘theranostics’. Theranostic agents can simultaneously convey both imaging and therapeutic
payloads to the desired locations enabling two in one action. This is deemed with the advantage of
having similar biodistribution of both imaging and therapeutic molecules, which in turn assists in
tracking the real time localisation as well as therapeutic outcome of the molecules in vitro or in vivo.
As a result, there is a better prognosis, allowing development of personalized medicine to improve
the quality of treatment and survival chances.
The word Nano was coined from the Latin word ‘nanus’ meaning dwarf. The size domain of
nanotechnology denotes to one thousand millionth of a meter (i.e. 1 nm = 10 -9 m). Nanotechnology
is a widely applied interdisciplinary science in fields like electronics, chemistry, physics, biology
1
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and engineering since many decades. It is termed as science of materials and the devices based on
them expressing novel and reformed physical, chemical and biological properties attributed to their
nanoscale size. In particular nanotechnology has fashioned a special impression in various arenas of
medicine including oncology, immunology, endocrinology, radiology, ophthalmology, and
importantly, specialized areas like delivery of therapeutic gene, drug delivery across blood-brain
barrier etc. Nanotechnology offers noteworthy systems, materials and devices for enhancement of
pharmaceutical applications. Thus, through the manipulation of matter in molecular and nanoscale
levels, nanotechnology provides novel technological advances mainly in the field of medicine
leading to the rise of an independent branch, referred to as nanomedicine. There are five subdisciplines of nanomedicine specified according to European Science Foundation, which includes
nanoimaging tools, analytical tools, clinical and toxicological issues, nanomaterials and nanodevices,
drug delivery systems and novel therapeutics.(9)

1.1 Fabrication of Nanomaterials
The fabrication of nanomaterials, are broadly classified into two main classes top-down approach
and bottom-up approach.(10)

Figure1.1. Top–down and bottom–up methods for the synthesis of nanoparticles. (Reprinted with permission from
reference (10) Copyright 2017, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg )
Top-down synthesis
In this method, the bulk material is disintegrated into particles via physical processes like milling or
grinding, crushing, and lithography. The larger materials after being decomposed into smaller units
are then converted into suitable nanoparticles. Top down approaches are extensively employed in the
2
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development of MEMS (micro electro mechanical systems) technology in micro-electronics
industry.
However, this process usually does not yield homogenous shaped materials, and the process of
acquisition of very small particles at the cost of high energy is complicated.(11) Also, the materials
synthesised by this route are bestowed with imperfections in the surface structure, crystallographic
damage which have a profound impact on their physical properties and surface chemistry.

Bottom-up synthesis
This is the general synthetic route implemented for preparing most of the nanoscale materials.
Precursor atoms/molecules via reduction and sedimentation techniques or chemical vapour
deposition (CVD), physical vapour deposition (PVD) and other decomposition techniques build up
(block by block) to form nanoparticles with desired properties. Such build up finally gives rise to
nanoparticles of uniform size, shape and distributions. It is generally governed by chemical synthesis
and has precise control over the reaction to inhibit further particle growth thereby giving rise to
nanoparticles of desired size. Green synthesis of nanoparticles using biomolecules as precursors has
invited attention due to their ease in synthesis, eco friendliness and non-toxic nature.(12) Proteins,
biopolymers, phytogenic extracts, bacterial cells, and even mammalian cells are widely explored for
the synthesis of nanoparticles.

1.2 Characterization of Nanomaterials
Morphological characterization
The morphology of the nanoparticles influences its properties in a significant manner and thereby
plays a decisive role in demarcating its applications. This makes the study of morphology an
important aspect to understand properties of nanomaterials in detail. There are varied characterization
procedures for morphological examination of which techniques such as SEM and TEM are the
foremost ones. SEM is based on scanning the sample with an electron beam, wherein a fine electron
bean focuses on a sample and after interaction with the sample produce signals in the form of
secondary electrons which in turn are detected through secondary electron detectors. The emission
of secondary electrons near to the surface of the sample leads to high-resolution image formation of
the surface. Similarly, TEM is based on electron transmittance principle, wherein an electron beam
is transmitted through a sample. Upon interacting with the sample the passage of the electrons
through it results into formation of an image which is then magnified and captured by focussing onto
a detection device which then processes the information about the sample at various magnifications
staring from low to high.

3
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Structural characterization
The information about structural properties is essential for revealing the composition and nature of
the nanomaterials. Techniques such as XRD, EDX, Raman, XPS, IR, BET and Zeta/size analyser are
commonly implemented to unknot the structural features of nanoparticles.

Particle size and surface area characterization
The size of the nanoparticles is one of the major factors which influences its applicability in different
procedures. For particle size measurement sophisticated techniques like SEM, TEM, AFM, and DLS
are implemented. SEM, TEM, and AFM provides the dry diameter of the particles, whereas DLS can
measure the hydrodynamic diameter of the nanoparticles. The Brownian motion displayed by
nanoparticles in suspension is measured by DLS, which then relates its translational diffusion
coefficient (velocity), to the size of nanoparticles based on the Stokes–Einstein equation. In case of
agglomeration however, DLS may offer inaccurate measurements, wherein a high resolution
technique named differential sedimentation centrifugation comes into play. The relation between
Brownian motion rate to particle size is utilized in nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) which can
be applied to visualize and analyse nanoparticles in media. For surface area characterisation of the
nanoparticles, a technique named BET is implemented wherein nitrogen gas is used for the purpose
of elucidating the principle of adsorption, desorption using Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
theorem. Four different types of isotherm namely Type-I, Type-II, Type-III and Type-IV are
produced in BET.

Optical characterization
It is important to acquire a fair knowledge of optical properties of the nanoparticles as they are keenly
regarded in photocatalytic, electronics as well as biological applications. The optical properties of
nanoparticles can be illustrated by UV-visible spectroscopy wherein quantitative formation and size
measurement of nanoparticles can be monitored through tracking their different responses
corresponding to the electromagnetic waves, ranging from 190.0 nm to 700.0 nm. FTIR is
implemented to gather information about capping and stabilization of nanoparticles by elucidating
functional groups from the spectrum. The crystal properties and information regarding lattice spacing
of nanoparticles can be verified by XRD. Nanoparticles such as quantum dots, metal nanoclusters
exhibit size dependent luminescence properties which are of major interest for photo-related
application

of

these

luminescent

particles.

The

fluorescence

(photoluminescence)

spectroscopy provide the information regarding the excitation and emission profile of luminescent
nanoparticles. This technique sells information about the important optical properties such as
absorption, luminescence, reflectance, and phosphorescence of nanoparticles.

4
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1.3 Types of Nanomaterials
On the basis of the physiochemical properties, nanoparticles are broadly categorised into various
classes as given below.

Carbon-based nanomaterials
Carbon nanotubes, discovered in 1991 are tubular structures that contain hexagonal networks of
carbon atoms having diameter of one nanometre and length ranging from 1 to 100 nm. Layers of
graphite are arranged and rolled up into a cylindrical form creating this carbon network. They exhibit
unique electrical properties and are well noted for their strength. They are classified into two different
types single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs). Additionally, C60
fullerenes which are hollow, carbon-based, cage-like architectures, also known as bucky balls, have
made significant advances in the field of carbon based nanomaterials. The morphology, surface and
size characteristics of these materials make them attractive candidates for drug delivery applications.
Also, they can be functionalized to enhance solubility, penetration into cell cytoplasm as well as
nucleus and finds application in photodynamic therapy, photothermal therapy, gene delivery, peptide
delivery.(13,14) Additionally, they are recognised as efficient gas adsorbents for environmental
remediation, and as support medium for catalysts. Fullerenes have also shown drug targeting
capability to a greater extent. Carbon dots (CDs), as well as graphene quantum dots (GQDs), are
emerging class of fluorescent carbon based nanomaterials (15), discovered by scientists (Xu et al.) in
2004. Such a finding was accomplished during the electrophoretic purification of single walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) via arc-discharge methods. They have exceptional merits in terms of
their luminescence, chemical stability, excellent biocompatibility and have been explored in a wide
range of applications.

Lipid-based nanomaterials
Lipid based vesicles known as liposomes are comprehensively explored and extensively developed
nanocarriers for drug delivery.(16) These vesicles synthesized by hydration of dry phospholipids can
entrap drug molecules in aqueous space or get intercalated into the lipid bilayer of liposomes.
Liposomes with versatile properties such as distinct composition, size, options for multiple surface
modification can be developed making them as intelligent nanocarriers for both active and passive
delivery of theranostic molecules. They have been successfully exploited in drug therapy,
immunotherapy, gene delivery etc.(16) An alternative nanocarrier system for liposomes are the solidlipid nanoparticles which were developed for controlled drug delivery. They have distinct advantages
in terms of presence of a solid lipid matrix with an average diameter below 1 μm where the drug is
generally incorporated. They are nanoparticles produced by high pressure homogenization in
presence of surfactants to avoid aggregation and to promote stabilization of the dispersion.

5
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Polymeric nanomaterials
Natural polymer based nanoparticles bestow substantial enhancement over traditional drug delivery
systems in terms of biocompatibility, biodegradability and efficacy for potential application in drug
and gene delivery, tissue engineering, and immunotherapy.(17) The various natural polymers like
chitosan, gelatin, albumin and alginate are used to prepare the nanoparticles. Modified forms of
natural polymers consisting of synthetic polyesters like poly(D, L-lactide) and related polymers like
poly(lactic acid) or poly(lactide-co-glycolide) PLGA have also been explored widely. Although they
suffer from some inherent drawbacks like immunogenicity, poor reproducibility and susceptibility
to degradation, there are several notable advantages enlisted such as improvement in stability of
pharmaceutical molecules, easier bulk production, feasibility in being engineered to deliver
theranostic agents to a desired target. Polymer drug conjugates

(18)

can also be formulated by the

conjugation of low molecular weight drugs with polymers. This, in fact, improves the
pharmacokinetic profile of drug throughout the body and various intracellular locations. They are
specifically designed to have high molecular weight with appropriate size so that after being
passively targeted, the nanoformulation facilitate their retention in cancer cells through enhanced
permeation and retention effect. Drug loaded onto polymeric nanoparticles is limited into a cavity
fenced by polymeric membrane and matrix type in which the drug is dispersed or attached throughout
the polymer matrix. The release kinetics of the drug incorporated into the polymer can be modulated
depending on the properties demonstrated by the polymer in intracellular environment. Polymeric
nanoparticle systems are attractive modules for intracellular and site specific delivery. From the
polymer chemistry viewpoint, it will be a challenge to create new polymers matching hydrophilic
and lipophilic properties of upcoming drugs for smart formulation in the nearby future. Polymers
carrying functional groups have also been explored as stabilizers for synthesis of nanoparticles.(19)
Due to hydrophobicity and high surface-to-volume ratio, nanoparticles tend to agglomerate which
can be avoided in presence of a suitable stabilizer. Various kinds of stabilizers like surfactants,
polymers like poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) , poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), poly(l-lactide) and poly(εcaprolactone) etc. have been utilised to provide steric protection and to prevent aggregation of
nanoparticles along with size control.

Metal nanoparticles
The term metal nanoparticle is used to describe metal particles with dimensions (length, width or
thickness) within the nanoscale domain having a size range of 1‐100 nm and possesses captivating
properties markedly distinct from their bulk metal counterparts. The existence of metallic
nanoparticles in solution was first recognized by Faraday in 1857. The quantitative explanation of
their colour was further defined by Mie in 1908. The dynamic display of visible colours by noble
metal nanoparticles is the outcome of collective oscillations of conduction band electrons resulted
by excitation using the light of suitable frequency. The collective oscillation of the conduction
6
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electrons induced by the incident electric field results in light scattering exhibiting the phenomenon
of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). LSPR are surface electromagnetic waves
propagating in a parallel direction to the metal/dielectric (or metal/vacuum) interface. The position
of the plasmon band can be ascertained using a UV-visible spectrophotometer which generally
appears with an extremely high extinction coefficient. Due to the high surface area to volume ratio,
the surface plasmon resonance frequency in case of nanoparticles is highly sensitive to the shape,
size of nanoparticle and dielectric environment. These properties are favourably put together for the
purpose of innovative development of biosensors, optoelectronic devices, memory devices, chemical
sensors, photosensitizes, photothermal agents and enhanced Raman spectroscopy substrates.(20)
Metallic nanoparticles have captivated the attention of scientific community in the recent past and
have been applied extensively applied in biomedical and engineering solutions. These materials can
be synthesised and functionalised with molecules such as antibodies, ligands, sugars, peptides and
drugs as per the requirement allowing them to be qualified for multiple applications in
pharmaceutical biotechnology, biosensor development, bioassays, targeted drug, protein, peptide and
gene delivery combined with diagnostic imaging. With the advancement of time, metal nanoparticles
(iron, gold, copper, silver) have been developed to act as agent with contrasting property in imaging
modalities like MRI, CT, PET, ultrasound, SERS, and optical imaging, which makes them an
important tool for medical diagnostics.(21) Additionally, metal nanoparticles of varied morphologies
have been explored for therapeutic action via ROS mediated cell death, photothermal, photodynamic
effects. They are also used in combination with chemotherapeutic drugs to fight against multidrug
resistance, enabling administration at minimal dosage and enhanced activity.

Semiconductor nanoparticles
In case of bulk inorganic semiconductors, the charge carriers are represented by electrons and holes.
The electron hole pair, loosely bounded is generally delocalised over a larger area in comparison to
the lattice constant. This distance which is few nanometers is known as the Bohr radius. The
minimum energy that is mandatory for separation of charge carriers is known as band gap energy.
As the size of semiconductor material becomes equal to or smaller than the Bohr radius, such that
the space where the charge carriers move decreases, it results in quantum confinement. This results
in increase of band gap energy, along with the increase in the kinetic energy of the electron and hole
and increased density of the charge carriers. Excitons are generated in such nanomaterials upon the
absorption of light, and electron-hole recombination finally leading to luminescence. QDs are
colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals with dimensions ranging from 2 to 10 nm. They are crystalline
materials with facets and a lattice structure analogous to bulk semiconductor material.
Semiconducting quantum dots, having particle sizes in nano domain, possess striking features in
contrast to bulk semiconductors. Depending on their sizes, quantum states and confinement of their
excitons, semiconducting quantum dots may shift their optical absorption and emission energies.
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The capping procedure of quantum dots improves their solubility in water or buffers. The outer shell
of the quantum dots is available for biomolecular conjugation and targeting. Owing to their size
dependent tunable emission, high quantum yield, photostability and broad excitation range, QDs
have been adopted for in vitro bioimaging and real time intracellular tracking.(22) QDs have been
applied as a fluorescence probe in in vitro and in vivo diagnostic assays, genomics, proteomics, MRI
contrast agents, single particle tracking, vehicles for drugs, recombinant protein, gene therapy,
biolabeling of cells and particularly for cancer theranostic.(23)

Metal nanoclusters
Metal nanoclusters of noble metals (e.g., Au, Cu, Ag) are comprised of sizes less than 2-3 nm and
has attracted attention owing to their excellent features, such as luminescence, biocompatibility, large
Stokes shift, photostability, and ease of synthesis.(24) They bridge the gap “missing link” between
metal atoms and metal nanoparticle by displaying molecule like behaviour. In case of bulk metals,
the absence of energy gap between valence band and conduction band restrict the motion of electrons
unlike in metal NPs. In metal nanoparticles, size constrains limits the motion of electrons leading to
occurrence of interactions of the electron on its surface giving rise to the phenomenon of surface
plasmon resonance. In case of metal NCs, the size is further scaled down to less than 2-3 nm, due to
which the continuous band becomes discretised into different levels making them neither conductive
nor plasmonic. On irradiating with an incident light of suitable wavelength, electrons transitions
occur between the energy levels leading to excitation which is followed by the consecutive event of
emission. This dominant optical property allows metal nanoclusters to qualify as luminescent probes
in biosensor development and bio-imaging applications. Fluorescent metal NCs are considered as
good alternatives to organic dyes and QDs due to its minimum cytotoxicity, high photostability, large
Stokes shift, higher aqueous solubility. Also, wide varieties of chemical as well as biological
materials can act as stabilizers for their synthesis. In fact, they can be readily functionalized with
targeting agents for site specific activities finally equipping the entire moiety to be suitable for both
in vitro and in vivo applications. These nanoclusters due to their ultrasmall size have been reported
to have ROS generation capability which can be exploited in cancer therapeutics. Good renal
clearance and biodistribution has been observed for metal nanoclusters in in vivo investigations.(25)
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1.4 Multifunctional Nanomaterials and their Applications

Figure 1.2. Design approaches for multifunctional nanoparticles. All-in-one design involves combination of different
entities into a single nanoparticle. One-for-all design incorporates multifunctional properties possessed inherently in single
nanoparticle. (Reproduced with permission from reference (26). Copyright 2013, Wiley Periodicals, Inc.)
Amongst the emerging branches of life sciences biomedical nanotechnology requires special
mention. It has extended the applications of nanotechnology towards biomedical applications in the
form of materials and devices for drug delivery, diagnostic, imaging and biosensing. This provides
for accurate diagnostics and dedicated treatment of a disease at cellular and molecular levels. It helps
in improvement of detection of biomarkers associated with diseases such as cancer, autoimmune
diseases, genetic disorders, diabetes mellitus, neurodegenerative diseases, infectious diseases as well
as it can detect whole cells (pathogenic microorganisms and viruses) associated with infections.
Applications of nanotechnology to therapeutics providing smart delivery systems is expected to
surface as an alternate to form of treatment along with conventional therapeutic solutions.
Biomedical nanotechnology is profoundly influenced by two most important elements namely
nanomaterials and nanodevices. Orthopedic and dental implants, prosthetics, drug encapsulation
matrices together with scaffolds for tissue-engineered constitutes the nanomaterials for biological
applications. Nanodevices mostly constitute of nanoscale miniaturised devices including
nanoelectromechanical systems and microelectromechanical systems (NEMS/ MEMS), microarrays
and microfluidics. They are applied for detection of biomolecules/chemical moieties or real time
tracking of the same for development of healthcare devices/detection systems.

Cancer theranostics
Theranostics is a rapidly growing discipline that has shown significant advancement in different
sectors like pharmaceutics, molecular biology, medicine, nanotechnology, physics and chemistry.
With the amalgamation of nanotechnology a new arena called “nanotheranostics” have evolved
which comprises of nano based formulations for pursuing combined diagnostics and therapeutics for
simultaneous detection as well as imaging mediated therapeutic delivery and concomitant release.
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Cancer theranostics similarly goals for combinatorial diagnosis and therapeutics to alleviate cancer
as well as for detection of cancer at nascent stages thereby diminishing delays in treatment and
improved personalized treatment. Developments in material science have provided for a leap in the
field of cancer theranostics which includes characterisation and discovery of novel cancer
biomarkers, methods for early cancer detection and development of contrast agents for imaging,
image guided cancer therapy, nanomaterials based platforms embedding both cancer imaging and
therapeutic agents. It is anticipated that with the recent developments it will be possible to identify
cancer early, analyse the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics profile of newly developed
therapeutics, monitor success of the therapy and therapeutic response. The procedures that are
adopted for imaging purposes are optical imaging (OI), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
photoacoustic imaging (PAI), positron emission tomography (PET) and ultrasound (US). Among
these techniques optical imaging (fluorescence based) is economically feasible, easily adaptable and
has become one of the commonly used approaches for in vitro and in vivo applications. In
fluorescence based imaging the probe is excited by a light source and the emitted light is collected
at desired wavelengths. The obtained optical signals provide information regarding the underlying
molecular and cellular processes that contribute towards cancer development and its clinical
presentation.

Biomolecule based bimetallic nanomaterials for cancer theranostics
The ultimate aim of majority of nanomaterial based biomedical technologies is cancer diagnostics
and development of anticancer agents for therapy. Nanotheranostics have been implemented by
amalgamating unique inherent properties of nanomaterials of different nanoscale levels into a
multifunctional platform.(26) Several nanoparticles like silver, copper, zinc etc. have been reported to
have anticancer applications by virtue of its potential in ROS generation and succeeding DNA
damage. However, there lacks a mechanism to track these nanoparticles inside cancer cells alongside
bioimaging. To fulfil this requirement organic dyes, quantum dots and carbon dots have been
extensively experimented as a diagnostic entity. Ortega and co-workers reported a study of antitumor
activity in breast cell lines using silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) conjugated with FITC.(27) Pietro et al
reported FITC-RGD peptide functionalized silver nanoparticles as a targeted platform for cells and
bacteria.(28) ZnO quantum dots labelled Au nanoparticles were designed for targeted camptothecin
delivery in cancer cells.(29) Another investigation on carbon dots embedded into composites
alongwith silver/zinc have been carried out for cancer theranostics.(30) However, these compounds
suffer from drawbacks like narrow Stokes shift, photoblinking, low stability, heavy metal toxicity
and poor water solubility. Their synthesis also requires multistep processing, high temperature
reactions as well as time consuming methods. Also, blue emission of most of the carbon dots makes
them susceptible to interference from cellular autofluorescence. Therefore, novel luminescent metal
nanoclusters (Au, Ag, Cu) synthesized using biomolecular templates like chitosan, protein, DNA,
10
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dendrimers etc. have been preferred to act as diagnostic probes. These metal clusters exhibit
extraordinary properties in terms of luminescence, photo stability, longer luminescence lifetime,
large Stokes shift.(31) They render possibilities for functionalisation and exhibit less toxicity thereby
enabling their use as in vitro as well as in vivo probes. Hence, therapeutic nanoparticles conjugated
with luminescent nanoclusters becomes an ideal candidate towards developing a multifunctional
theranostic system. Bimetallic systems moreover offer combined properties of two metals and have
proved to be more efficient in comparison to their monometallic counterparts. A luminescent Au-Ag
alloy quantum clusters (QCs) in bovine serum albumin (BSA), was reported with combined
properties of both metals.(31)

Figure 1.3. Photostable silver doped gold nanoclusters having enhanced fluorescence applied for bioimaging. (Reproduced
with permission from reference (32), The Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry.)

Xavier and co-workers reported a highly photostable silver doped gold nanoclusters having enhanced
fluorescence and applied for bioimaging.(32) Also, bimetallic systems have been applied as efficient
catalyst compared to monometallic ones in oxidation reactions. Nevertheless, there are only a few
reports on therapeutic applications of bimetallic nanocluster systems. In order to achieve sustained
delivery and protection from degradation, these metal nanoparticles need to be embedded into a
suitable nanocarrier. The potential of nanocarriers based on dendrimers, liposomes, hydrogels, and
polymeric NPs in drug delivery has been well established, whereas their implementation in delivery
of metal NPs for theranostics is less explored. Some of the similar reports include a targeted gold
nanocluster-conjugated amphiphilic block copolymer for camptothecin delivery in cancer cells
designed by Chen and co-workers.(33) Another report demonstrated carbon dot embedded chitosan
nanoparticle for cell imaging and telmisartan hydrophobic drug delivery.(34)
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Figure 1.4. PEI- functionalized gold nanoclusters for therapeutic gene delivery.(Reproduced with permission from
reference (39), The Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry.)
Gene therapy has attained a distinctive position amongst the advanced forms of treatment in current
era. It is related to the transfer of nucleic acids to the diseased cells in order to correct the genetic
anomalies thereby restoring normal function. Suicide gene therapy is one of the prominent forms of
gene therapy executed in clinical trials. In this technique, genes of interest are inserted into diseased
cells via vectors and the delivered gene in presence of a suitable prodrug converts the non-toxic
prodrug into a toxic drug and its metabolites, further triggering the destruction of cancer cells. One
of the widely applied suicide gene therapy system consists of E. coli cytosine deaminase uracil
phosphoribosyltransferase (CD-UPRT) encoded suicide gene which converts nontoxic prodrug 5fluorocytosine (5-FC) to 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) and other toxic metabolites. An important aspect,
which provides the scope to explore the versatility in a gene therapy procedure lies in the design of
a suitable delivery vector. It must ensure the delivery of the loaded gene to its destined location along
with assured protection from nuclease degradation and better stability in both intracellular and
extracellular environments. Hitherto, there are different types of gene delivery vehicles developed
including viral vectors which have proved to be much more efficient but are less preferred due to its
highly immunogenic nature and economically unfeasible procedures involved. Thereby with the
advancement in nanomedicine, researches have been streamlined towards developing nanomaterials
based gene delivery carriers. Cationic polymers like PEI, chitosan, DEAE dextran, poly-lysine, etc.
have been applied for the synthesis of non-viral vectors.(35) Serum albumin which had been a good
choice of material for drug delivery has also been explored for delivery of siRNA after converting it
into cationic albumin. Yet, there lies a lot of opportunities in using serum albumin as a gene carrier.
Gene therapy guided via molecular imaging is essentially required for tracking the delivery process
and analysing its ultimate fate. Variety of fluorescent based probes like organic dyes and
semiconductor quantum dots have been applied in this regard. PEI–FITC functionalized single shell
calcium phosphate nanoparticles were reported as gene delivery agents with comparative study
conducted in different cell lines.(36) Also, another approach on synthesis of cationic carbon quantum
dots from alginate was carried out for gene delivery applications.(37) An efficient gene delivery
vehicle was designed using CdSe quantum dot coated electrostatically with polyethyleneimine for
application in human colon cancer cell lines.(38) However, as discussed above, these materials suffer
from setbacks with respect to their inherent properties hindering their use in such processes. Few
atomic metal nanoclusters have been widely applied for bioimaging recently. Metal nanoclusters can
12
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be synthesised on polymers like chitosan, DNA, protein, peptides, PAMAM, PEI which act as
stabilizers. Hence, such nanoclusters can be easily incorporated into a polymers based gene delivery
vehicle. PEI- functionalized gold nanoclusters(39) and PEI-capped silver nanoclusters(40) were
developed for gene delivery applications and microRNA delivery respectively. Gold nanoclusters
were successfully implemented as a carrier of NGF siRNA for treatment of pancreatic cancer. (41)
Further, TAT peptide based nucleus-targeting gold nanoclusters were applied for gene delivery along
with other multifunctional applications.(42)

Biomolecule based photodynamic drug delivery for cancer theranostics

Figure 1.5. Ce6-conjugated silica-coated gold nanoclusters (AuNCs@SiO2–Ce6) for photodynamic therapy and the
calcination of AuNCs@SiO2 into AuNP@SiO2. (Reproduced with permission from reference (47) Copyright 2013, Elsevier
Ltd.)

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an imminent alternative, non-invasive form of treatment for diseases
such as dental plaques, acne vulgaris, dermatological disorders and most notably cancers. In this
form of therapy, photosensitizers (PS) when activated by a suitable light irradiation, undergo
photochemical reactions resulting in generation of singlet oxygen that triggers apoptosis mediated
cell death. However, some of the notable limitations of most of the current PSs include poor
accumulation in tumor sites, degradation of photophysical characteristics, low solubility in
physiological fluids and self-aggregation.(43) To combat these issues several types of nanocarriers are
developed such as liposomes, polymeric nanoparticles, carbon based nanomaterials, metal
nanoparticles, quantum dots (QDs), and upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs). Such nanocarriers are
synthesized with the basis to encapsulate the photosensitizers to provide stability and prevent their
unwanted interactions with the surrounding environment. Also in the process of developing a
nanocarrier, the biocompatibility, biodegradability and its penetration ability are some of the
important factors to be taken into account. In conventional photodynamic therapy, there are no
significant means to trace the photosensitizers that obstruct tracking of outcomes in such therapies.
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With the development of biomedical nanoscience, image-guided photosensitizer delivery is gaining
popularity which not only aids in tracking but also enables follow up of the therapeutic regime. Such
an advancement leads to better management of the disease and effective cure. (44) A wide variety of
luminescent materials including QDs, nanoparticles conjugated organic molecules and metal
nanoclusters have been developed as multifunctional platform for both optical imaging and
photosensitizer delivery. Wu and his co-worker developed a targeted FITC conjugated folic acid
chitosan functionalised carbon nanotubes for pyropheophorbide mediated photodynamic therapy.(45)
Another study was performed where CdTe quantum dot/ photosensitizer hybrid system was applied
for photodynamic therapy in HeLa and HepG2 cancer cells.(46) Researchers have developed
photosensitizer conjugated silica-coated gold nanoclusters for fluorescence imaging-guided
photodynamic therapy.(47) In one of the studies, fluorescence imaging assisted photodynamic therapy
was achieved using photosensitizer linked to gold nanoclusters.(48)

Luminescent nanomaterials for rapid detection of biomolecules

Figure 1.6. Applications of Au NCs in biomolecular detection. All rights reserved. (Reproduced with permission from
reference (49). Copyright 2014, Elsevier Ltd.)
Ultra-small gold nanoclusters (Au NCs) with sizes less than 3 nm constitutes a special class of
optically active nanomaterials extensively applied in sensing and imaging. Such luminescent
nanomaterials possess several advantages in terms of photostability, large Stokes shift, and
biocompatibility.(49) Researchers have developed glucose oxidase-functionalized Au NCs based
glucose sensing system with a LOD of 0.7 μM.(50) The quenching of the luminescence of Au NCs in
the presence of glucose is a result of oxidation of the Au core by the enzymatic product of H2O2 to
form Au+. Aggregation of the nanoclusters is another factor that induces quenching of Au NCs
luminescence. Urease-stabilized Au NCs(51) were employed for sensitive detection of urea with a
detection limit of 1.0 mM in blood samples. Upon addition of urea, the urease enzyme catalyses the
conversion of urea into NH3 and CO2 which causes NH4+ generation. This NH4+ in turn reacts with
14
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the negative surface charge of the Au NCs leading to its aggregation and subsequent fluorescence
quenching. The detection of biomolecules containing phosphate groups such as adenosine-5′triphosphate (ATP) has been carried out by GSH stabilized Au NCs.(52) The interaction of folic acid
with BSA and succeeding changes in the surrounding environment around the BSA−Au NCs
quenches the fluorescence. Based on this mechanism, a rapid method was devised for determination
of folic acid concentration in a sample, with a 41 nM detection limit. (53) Au NCs decorated
multifunctional boron nitride (BN) sheet was used as fluorescent as well as electrochemical sensor
for interleukin-6 detection.(54) Post-translational modification enzymes and peptidase, (histone
deacetylase 1, protein kinase A, elastase), at subpicomolar levels were tracked based on a real time
label free sensing method using peptide template Au NCs. (55,56) Another approach based on detection
of proteins, such as haemoglobin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin have been reported that have the
potency to quench the luminescence of 11-MUA stabilized Au NCs. This change occurs through
redox reactions between the Fe(II) atoms of hemin units and 11-MUA stabilised Au NCs.(57)
Luminescence based methods for the detection of DNA and microRNA have been developed using
Au NCs as probes.(58,59) Further, BSA stabilised AuNCs have been also applied towards detection of
important drug molecules such as methotrexate, cobalamin and organophosphorus pesticides.
Protein receptors, antibodies, antigens, aptamers, peptides etc. are certain biological molecules that
have been applied towards development of sensitive detection methods. However, they suffer from
drawbacks which include loss of stability when subjected to fluctuations in local environment and
loss of function upon surface modifications. Such limitations have accelerated research strategies
towards development of detection assays based on small synthetic molecules having property to bind
a respective analyte with decent selectivity and sensitivity. Boronic acid is one of such molecules
that have been applied in development of various sensing systems. In addition to its execution in
sensing applications, boronic acids have also gained interest in anticancer therapy as potential
proteasome inhibitors, enzyme inhibitors, boron neutron therapy agents, etc. Boron-containing drugs
have emerged as a new class of chemicals wherein drug testing trials are being carried out for various
diseases including cancer. Many fluorescent sensors have been also designed based on boronic acid
functionalised fluorescent probes. Shen and co-worker reported a boronic acid functionalized carbon
dots for fluorescent blood sugar sensing with 1.5 μM detection limit.(60) Their study has signified that
glucose can selectively lead to the assembly of the C-dots based on the covalent binding between the
cis-diols of glucose and boronic acid of the C-dot surface. Selective sensing of dopamine with 0.1
μM detection limit was achieved using boronic acid functionalized gold nanoclusters. (61) In this
technique, DNA molecules (in basic pH) were found to self-polymerize with one another forming
polydopamine with increased cis-diol groups, interacting with boronic acid on AuNC surface. This
results in quenching of the luminescence of the AuNCs via electron transfer.
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Figure 1.7. Smartphone based diagnostic devices. (Reproduced with permission from reference (62), (63). Copyright 2017,
2016, Springer Nature, Ivyspring International Publisher)
Recently for development of diagnostic medical devices, the smartphone camera mediated detection
procedures are being widely implemented. In this regard, portable spectrophotometers, fluorescence
spectrophotometers, and microscopes have been developed for point of care diagnostics. The
availability of smartphones in nook and corner of the globe has evolved more than a billion
smartphone users which makes an attractive tool for designing point-of-care diagnostic devices. They
also promote wireless transmission and data management facilities. Such devices however are
required to be tested in real clinical samples in different field studies with reproducible
measurements. The assurance of the reproducible data would equip these devices to be used for
clinical detection purposes in future. Recently, accurate and sensitive smartphone-based diagnostics
have been implemented for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), ion sensing,
environmental monitoring etc.(62-65)

1.5 Scope and Challenges
The incredible development accomplished in nanotechnology inspired biomedical research envisions
substantial opportunities in the arena of nanomedicine. The developments toward fabricating
therapeutic delivery vehicles and multimodal imaging techniques open up a new paradigm in this
respect. With this idea the scope of the present dissertation is summarised below:
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The application of multifunctional platforms to better the indigenous properties of individual
elements in designing application oriented nanocarriers and imaging agents based on their
responsive physiognomies.



The encouraging consequences of application of knowledge of nanosystems in life science
and biomedical electronics can very well lead to development of novel systems with
amplified proficiencies in theranostics.



Synthesis and development of biocompatible and sustainable systems with committed
acumen for theranostic applications that needs to be realized by identifying key areas
amalgamating the fields of medical sciences and biomedical devices.



The development of sensitive and rapid nanomaterial based detection systems applicable in
diverse environments.

Salient features of the current dissertation:
•

A bimetallic module consisting of Au NCs (gold nanoclusters) and Ag NPs (silver
nanoparticles) was synthesized and characterized to be effective in theranostic application.
Time dependent TEM sample analysis showed clear evidence of uptake and activity of the
bimetallic module and pathway of cell death was established using flow cytometry analysis.

•

A stable cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs composite NPs loaded with suicide gene (CD-UPRT)
was developed and characterization of the composite system was carried out. Bioimaging
and combinatorial activity of gene therapy and ROS mediated cell death initiated by
bimetallic nanoclusters was evaluated on HeLa cells and combined module was found to be
more effective. The possible pathway of uptake and mechanism of cell death was
substantiated.

•

A mucin based nanocarrier embedded with Au NCs was developed and characterised for
photosensitizer drug delivery. Bioimaging and photodynamic therapy mediated cell death
was evaluated on HeLa cells. The mechanism of cell death was elucidated by flow cytometry.

•

Phenylboronic acid templated Au NCs was synthesized following a rapid synthesis protocol.
Characterization of the synthesized Au NCs was carried out. A smartphone based platform
was designed for biomarker mucin detection. The synthesized Au NCs were also applied for
targeted bioimaging and therapy of cancer cells and was found to be more effective towards
HeLa cells. The pathway and mechanism of cell death initiated was studied using flowcytometry-based assays. The response of the Au NCs was evaluated in multicellular HeLa
cell spheroids. Also, the potential antibacterial nature of the Au NCs was studied which
expands its application in combating possible secondary bacterial infections in some cancers.
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•

A stable protein templated Au NC was synthesized using minimum precursors and time.
Characterization of the synthesized Au NCs was carried out. The synthesized Au NCs were
applied for detection of GST and GST tagged recombinant proteins.
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Chapter 2

Bimetallic Silver Nanoparticle–Gold Nanocluster
Embedded Composite Nanoparticles for Cancer
Theranostics

Abstract
A bimetallic silver nanoparticle based gold nanocluster module has been developed for theranostic cellular application by a
rapid and simple galvanic exchange method. The use of chitosan as a template has helped to convert the bimetallic system
into composite nanoparticles, which can be easily delivered into cancer cells. The synthesized composite nanoparticles offer
the advantage of combinatorial properties of the metals present in two different nanoscale levels enabling both killing and
bioimaging of cancer cells. Detailed molecular events of cell death were illustrated for this combined module to decipher
apoptotic mediated cell death.

2.1. Introduction
Possibilities to create nanoscale materials with desired properties have been in focus to address
several issues in the field of cancer medicine.(1,2) The ultimate target of these nanomaterial based
techniques is to diagnose cancer at nascent stages and to fabricate effective anti-cancer agents
targeting signalling pathway for effective drug delivery or gene silencing. Presently much effort has
been made in nanomedicine to embed both therapy and diagnosis in a single entity i.e.,
‘nanotheranostics’.(3,4) By exploring size dependent physicochemical properties, the noble metal
nanoparticles had emerged as promising materials for therapy as well as diagnosis. Silver
nanoparticles (Ag NPs) are known to induce apoptosis by ROS generation and subsequent DNA
damage.(5) Also nanoparticles conjugated to different organic dyes have been in use for cancer
imaging and diagnostic applications.(6–8) However these organic dyes suffer from several
disadvantages like narrow Stokes shift, photoblinking, low stability, and shorter lifetime.(9) Further,
decrease in the length scale of the metal NPs, in the range of <2 nm, led to ultra-small nanoparticles
known as nanoclusters, which are fascinating in the field of nanophotonics. Numerous methods have
been developed for the synthesis of these metal clusters using proteins, DNA, and polymers as
templates in the presence of thiols, some requiring the use of additional reducing agents, further
functionalization have been achieved by using capping agents.(10–12) These metal clusters owe some
extraordinary properties like inherent luminescence attributing to their small size, enhanced photo
stability, longer lifetime, large Stokes shift, and lower toxicity, making them excellent candidates to
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be used as imaging agents and catalysts in biological applications.(13,14) For instance AuNCs have
been used for bioimaging due to their excellent stability, biocompatibility, and emission in the red
region allowing differentiation of cellular autofluorescence. Further, to maximise the use of metal
NCs as in vitro as well as in vivo probes special characteristics such as specificity, cell penetration
ability, intracellular environment monitoring, toxicity, and clearance have been explored.(15–
19)

Hence, conjugation of nanoclusters with nanoparticles would be an ideal candidate for developing

an efficient and advanced smart theranostic vehicle. Bimetallic systems are preferred rather than
single metal systems as it gives an opportunity to combine the properties of two metals in a single
entity making it a smartly architected nanostructure.(20) There are various methods reported by which
bimetallic nanoparticles and nanoclusters can be synthesized. It can be broadly classified into coreduction methods involving addition of both metal ion salt precursors followed by reduction and
post treatment methods like core etching, galvanic replacement etc.(21,22) Also, the synthesis of
bimetallic hollow NPs have been reported by the galvanic replacement method.(23) Silver and gold
are one of the most widely used bimetallic systems due to the ease in synthesis.(24) The so far studied
bimetallic nanocluster systems focused mainly on enhanced luminescence intensity and the catalytic
properties of bimetallic systems over monoatomic ones.(25–27) However, less reports are available on
evaluation of the therapeutic potential of bimetallic nanocluster systems. Recently, the effect of
luminescent Au NCs on various cancer cell lines have been studied alongside bioimaging.(28) Also,
another work which employed bimetallic AgAuNCs for cellular applications reported noncytotoxicity towards cancer cells except at a very high silver concentration.(29) Hence, it is anticipated
that a combined system including both Ag NPs and luminescent Au NCs would serve the purpose of
anticancer activity and bioimaging better than a monoatomic system. Also, the importance of
biocompatible composite nanoparticles as carriers for effective and sustained delivery of these metal
NPs into cancer cells is a demand of the situation. The potential of nanocarriers based on dendrimers,
liposomes, hydrogels, and polymeric NPs in drug delivery has been well established but the use of
these in delivery of metal NPs is less explored.(30,31) Keeping all these elements in mind, herein this
chapter reports an easy aqueous synthesis of the AuNCs [standard reduction potential of AuCl 4− +
3e− = Au(0) + 4Cl− is 1.00E° (V)] by Galvanic replacement of AgNPs [standard reduction potential
of Ag+ + e− = Ag(0) is 0.80E° (V)] with biocompatible chitosan polymer as a template harbouring
both the AgNPs and AuNCs, which was further converted into theranostic composite nanoparticles
(AgNP–AuNC–CSNPs) by crosslinking of the polymer using sodium tripolyphosphate,(32) which
acted as a carrier to deliver the AgNPs and AuNCs inside cancer cells (Figure 2.1). The synthesis
procedure involves initial preparation of AgNPs on chitosan by reduction under basic conditions.
Then AuNCs were prepared alongside AgNPs by treating with mercaptopropionic acid (MPA).
Generally, the formation of bimetallic nanoclusters or coreshell nanoparticles takes longer time,
harsh reaction conditions, and extensive purification steps. The present method of water soluble
bimetallic nanoparticle–nanocluster synthesis can be marked as a simple and rapid method. The
effect of these theranostic composite nanoparticles was studied in human cervical cancer (HeLa) cell
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line. The disadvantages of using chitosan along with gold nanoclusters is the poor solubility of native
chitosan at pH above 6.5, which is generally resolved by the use of modified chitosan (33,34) and the
excitation of gold nanoclusters, which is in the UV region making it difficult to be used in in vivo
applications,(35) although there are reports of use of UV excitation dependent materials in in
vivo bioimaging applications also.(36,37) Furthermore, considering numerous advantages like low
toxicity, high photo stability, water solubility, ultrasmall size enabling deeper tissue penetration of
gold nanoclusters compared to quantum dots and organic dyes as biological probes and use of a
natural polymer chitosan as a stabilizer makes the system more biocompatible and biodegradable
rather than those involving the use of organic moieties,(38) with enhanced permeation and
mucoadhesive properties suitable for systemic nanocarrier based applications. In addition, the
possibility of using gold nanoclusters for two photon imaging in vitro, with both excitation and
emission wavelengths in the NIR region, has been demonstrated.(17) This also makes the use of gold
nanoclusters appealing. On a promising note, a reduction of cell viability was observed in the
bimetallic system, and a comparative study was done with AgNPs only. Along with cytotoxic nature,
the system facilitated bio-imaging of the cancer cells. The detailed mechanism of cell death
established apoptosis mediated cell death. Thus, these theranostic composite nanoparticles killed
cancer cells and provided an option for concomitant cellular imaging.

Figure 2.1 The synthesis and delivery of bimetallic composite nanoparticles for bioimaging and induction of apoptosis in
cancer cells.
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2.2. Synthesis and Characterisation of AgNP–AuNCs

Figure 2.2. (A) The UV-Vis absorption spectra of Ag NPs, AgNPs after reacting with MPA and AgNP–AuNCs. (B) Emission
spectra of AgNP–AuNCs showing the emission peak at 620 nm when excited at 300 nm. (C) TEM images of AgNP–AuNCs at
50 nm scale bar. (D) TEM images of initial Ag NPs at 50 nm scale bar. (E) HRTEM images of Ag NPs and (F) Au NCs present in
AgNP–AuNCs.

AgNP–AuNCs appeared as brown color dispersion with UV-Vis absorbance at 425 nm indicating
the presence of silver nanoparticles (Figure 2.2A). In case of control silver nanoparticles, the UVVis peak found at 410 nm was slightly red shifted after addition of MPA, which may be attributed to
the change in dielectric constant

(41)

of the stabilizing layer (of the AgNPs) in addition to some

aggregation in the presence of a thiol group containing molecules.(42) The surface plasmon property
was still persistent after treating AgNPs with MPA and subsequent formation of AuNCs, unlike in
previously reported cases where complete disappearance of plasmonic properties was
observed.(43,44) In certain cases for gold nanoclusters absorption at around 300–400 nm due to “d–sp,
sp–sp” transitions or the formation of thiolate complexes has been reported. (45) Nevertheless, there
are reports supporting complete disappearance of UV absorbance after the formation of
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nanoclusters.(46) Here, the galvanic replacement yielded metal nanoclusters, possibly due to the
reaction of the as-formed Au–thiolate complexes by the reaction of HAuCl4 in the presence of MPA
with AgNPs(46) within the biopolymer chitosan, which acted as a template for directed synthesis of
metal clusters. Possibly, along with Ag NPs, the presence of the thiol (in MPA) as the stabilizing
ligand and appropriate amount of template (chitosan) provided protection due to its bulk nature,
facilitating the formation of AgNP–AuNCs. The plasmonic absorption peak for Au NPs was missing
(as inferred from the absorption spectrum) whereas that for AgNPs it was prominent at 425 nm. Thus
in the composite, possibly AuNCs and AgNPs were present and larger particles of AuNPs were
absent. The time dependent UV-Vis spectra remained unaltered, indicating that stable products were
formed (Appendix A, Figure A2.1a). The same sample upon excitation by UV light (300 nm)
exhibited a strong emission peak at 620 nm, which indicated the formation of AuNCs (Figure 2.2B)
and a comparatively weaker peak in the region of 400–500 nm possibly due to chitosan(47) (Appendix
A, Figure A2.1b). The luminescence intensity of AgNP–AuNCs could be tuned when synthesized
in different ratios of the precursors. Keeping the concentration of AgNO3 constant, with increasing
concentrations of HAuCl4 a gradual increase in luminescence intensity was observed alongside the
loss of SPR peak due to etching of silver nanoparticles by gold salts (Appendix A, Figure A2.1c
and d). But, when the reverse process was performed, that is, with increasing concentration of silver,
keeping gold concentration constant an interesting observation was made. The luminescence of gold
clusters was optimised with increasing silver content, and a luminescence enhancement(red) effect
was seen at higher silver concentrations(48–50) (Appendix A, Figure A2.2a and b). However, for the
cellular studies, optimum concentrations of Au and Ag were standardized where both the SPR peak
of AgNPs and luminescence of AuNCs prevailed. TEM investigation showed the formation of
AgNP–AuNCs when compared to initial AgNPs (Figure 2.2C and D). The HRTEM image of bigger
particles which are likely to be Ag nanoparticles (as inferred from the absorption spectrum of Figure
2.2A) showed a lattice spacing of 0.22 nm which corresponds to Ag. However, the HRTEM image
of small size particles possibly due to Au NCs did not show any distinct lattice spacing (Figure 2.2E
and F). The SAED pattern corresponded to AgNPs, but did not show any distinctive signature for
AuNCs (Appendix A, Figure A2.3a). The EDX spectrum of the particles confirmed the presence of
both Ag and Au (Appendix A, Figure A2.3b) which was supported by the HAADF-STEM(BF)
image of AgNP–AuNCs and corresponding EDX mapping of Ag and Au which signified that the
AgNPs and the AuNCs were present as individual entities in chitosan matrix (Appendix A, Figure
A2.4a-c). The average diameter of the particles revealed two different size distributions of 1.41 ±
0.41 nm corresponding to AuNCs and the size distribution of AgNPs showing majority of the
particles in the 3–10 nm range along with few particles of bigger size (Appendix A, Figure A2.5).
Also MALDI-TOF analysis of the sample (Appendix A, Figure A2.6) showed a peak at m/z = 5390,
which was justified by the formation of [Au20(MPA)13 + 4Na+ − 4H+]4−; hence we may conclude that
there are 20 Au atoms in the metal cluster core. The presence of additional peaks could be due to
fragmentation of the sample or the formation of other NCs in small numbers. The photostability
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studies of emission intensity of the NCs revealed that the NCs were stable compared to standard
rhodamine 6G. The luminescence intensity decrease rate (F/F0) of the NCs was 0.0025% per sec,
whereas in the case of commonly used fluorescent dye, such as rhodamine 6G, the rate was found to
be 0.095% per sec. The quantum yield of AgNP–AuNCs was measured to be 2.3% using quinine
sulfate as standard (Appendix A, Figure A2.7a and b) and was deemed suitable for imaging
applications.(51) The FTIR spectra of the AgNPs when compared to control chitosan showed
prominent shift in the peak of –NH bending from 1609 cm−1 to 1570 cm−1, suggesting interaction of
the as-formed AgNPs with the –NH group of chitosan. Also, the –SH stretching of MPA, which
occurred at 2580 cm−1 for free MPA disappeared after the formation of AuNCs, possibly due to –S–
Au bond formation(52,53) (Appendix A, Figure A2.8a-d).

2.3. Synthesis and Characterisation of Composite NPs (AgNP–AuNC–CSNPs)

Figure 2.3. (A) Luminescence spectra of AgNP–AuNCs before and after addition of TPP (the inset contains images of AgNP–
AuNCs before and after addition of TPP under UV transillumination). (B) Time dependent emission spectra of composite NPs.
(C) TEM image of composite NPs. (D) Magnified TEM image of composite NPs.

An important application of this bimetallic system with dual nature of SPR and luminescence is as a
theranostic agent. The luminescence of AuNCs can be used for imaging and further cytotoxicity is
provided by the presence of AgNPs. With the help of the ionic gelation method, the chitosan
biopolymer composite can easily be converted into nanoparticles with its intact luminescent property
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of the NCs for delivery into cancer cells as a smart theranostic vehicle (Figure 2.3A and B). The
luminescence enhancement observed after addition of TPP is probably due to aggregation of
nanoclusters during chitosan nanoparticle formation. Similar observation has been made in the
presence of Zn2+ ions.(54) The mean hydrodynamic diameter of the hence prepared composite NPs
(AgNP–AuNC–CSNPs) was 155.5 nm, with a zeta potential of +19.3 mV, which are generally
considered favourable for cellular delivery applications(55) (Appendix A, Figure A2.9a and b).
Additionally, TEM images revealed that the average size of the composite NPs was 120 ± 20 nm
(Figure 2.3C and D) and FESEM images too exhibited the size to be 120 ± 30 nm (Appendix A,
Figure A2.9c). Further, the presence of both gold and silver was confirmed by atomic absorption
spectroscopy (AAS). The presence of unreacted ions was eliminated by repeated washing of the
sample after centrifugation. The concentrations of Ag and Au in the as-synthesized composite used
were found to be 0.68 μg mL−1 and 0.0017 μg mL−1, respectively. Thereby, an easy rapid fabrication
of smart bimetallic theranostic vehicle was achieved with the conjugation of gold nanoclusters and
silver nanoparticles.
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2.4. Uptake and Bio-imaging Application of Composite NPs

Figure 2.4. Epi fluorescence microscopic images of control HeLa cells; (A) bright field image; (B) the merged fluorescent
image. (C) Fluorescence image and HeLa cells treated with composite NPs for 3 h; (D) bright field image, and (E) the merged
fluorescent image. (F) Fluorescence image at scale bar 100 μm. Deconvolution fluorescence microscopic image showing the
magnified image of the HeLa cells treated with composite NPs for 3 h; (H) bright field image, and (I) the merged fluorescent
image. (J) Fluorescence image. (K) TEM image of HeLa cell treated with composite NPs for 3 h at 0.2 μm scale. (L) Magnified
TEM image of composite NP of the same cell at 20 nm scale bar shows the uptake of the composite NPs inside the cell.
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To analyse the capability of these bimetallic chitosan composite NPs for possible use as intracellular
probes, human cervical cancer (HeLa) cells were incubated with 80 μg mL−1 of the NPs in cell culture
medium for 3 h and then the cells were imaged under a fluorescence microscope. The control cells
showed no fluorescence (Figure 2.4A-C) and the presence of the fluorescent nanoclusters was seen
inside the treated cells as shown in Figure 2.4D-F, which was supported by a high resolution
deconvolution fluorescence microscopy image (Figure 2.4H-J). Here, it is to be mentioned that these
composite NPs (AgNPs–AuNC embedded) should be non-cytotoxic for fluorescent probing. Hence,
a lower concentration (80 μg mL−1) than toxic dose for short duration was applied for imaging
applications. The uptake of composite NPs was evident from the TEM analysis. The incorporation
of the composite (Ag NPs with Au NCs) inside the cell was clearly observed, and the extension of
the plasma membrane suggests possible endocytosis mediated uptake of composite NPs(56) (Figure
2.4K and L). The average size of composite NPs was similar to the as-synthesized ones, confirming
overall stability of the particles after uptake, which is essential for optimal activity. The time
dependent TEM analysis provides an idea of how the cell progresses towards apoptosis by visualizing
the changes in the plasma membrane at different time points (Appendix A, Figure A2.10a-e). In
addition to the conventional methods, this approach provides a new insight to monitor the uptake of
composite NPs by cancer cells where alteration of the cell membrane was also seen in TEM images.
The uptake was further confirmed by exploiting the composite nanoparticle’s luminescence property
using fluorescence activated cells sorter (FACS) without addition of any conventional dye. A dose
dependent study was done which revealed the maximum shift in FL3-H (Figure 2.5A) corresponding
to the red emission compared to FL2-H and FL1-H where it was least (Appendix A, Figure A2.10f
and g).

2.5. Cell Viability Assay and Mechanism of Cell Death
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Figure 2.5. (A) Uptake study of the composite NPs by FACS in HeLa cells, probing the luminescence of Au NCs without using
any additional dye, was carried out (5 h) after treatment with different amounts of the composite. (B) The MTT assay of
control and treated cells depicting cell viability. The values are represented as mean ± SD of three individual experiments.

For establishing the role of cytotoxic activity, MTT assay was done. The results (Figure 2.5B)
indicated that the IC50 value of the composite NPs was at Ag concentration of 3.6 μg mL−1. Also
simultaneously AgNPs only were tested for cytotoxicity, which showed around 40% cell death at
around 3.6 μg mL−1. The amount of Au present in the composite at IC50 was found to be 0.068 μg
mL−1. The as-synthesized composite NPs were concentrated prior to use in cell viability studies. Here
it may be noted that in the case of the presence of gold nanoclusters along with silver nanoparticles,
the activity of the composite had increased as compared to the monoatomic gold nanocluster system
reported earlier,47 possibly due to the synergistic effect of the bimetallic system. Here in this case,
we have optimized the ratio of AgNPs and AuNCs in such a way that the cytotoxicity is retained
(due to Ag) alongside with the ability to image the cells. Only 2.1 : 1 ratio of Ag to Au was found to
satisfy both the criteria. The FESEM analysis of HeLa cells treated for 24 h at IC50 dose revealed
membrane blebbing and disoriented morphology characterizing that the cells have possibly
undergone programmed cell death (Appendix A, Figure A2.11a and b). Ethidium bromide/acridine
orange double staining confirmed that significant percentage of cells were dead at IC50 when
compared to the control cells (Appendix A, Figure A2.12a -c).

Figure 2.6. (A) ROS generation in case of composite NPs with respect to control and AgNPs treated cells. (B) Cell cycle
analysis by FACS of the control, AgNPs treated, and the composite NPs treated cells. The data are represented as mean ±
SD of three individual experiments.

In order to have a clear picture of the mechanism of cell death involved, DCFHDA staining was
performed to confirm the generation of reactive oxygen species, which is the most common
established mechanism of rendering a cell towards apoptosis by AgNPs. A slightly higher amount of
ROS was seen to be generated in the case of composite NPs compared to AgNPs only, possibly due
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to the presence of AuNCs along with AgNPs. Also, cell cycle analysis was carried out by propidium
iodide (PI) staining, which showed significant increase in sub G0/G1 cell population along with slight
changes in other phases of cell cycle (G0/G1, S, and G2/M) as shown in Figure 2.6A and B. After
treatment with composite NPs as compared to AgNPs only, which too showed increase in sub G 0–
G1, but at a lower percentage than composite NPs. Herein, the significant increase in sub-G0/G1
population gives the indication of apoptosis mode of cell death (further details are available in
Appendix A, Figure A2.13).

Figure 2.7. (A) Caspase-3 assay showing percentage of apoptosis in control and (B) AgNPs and (C) composite NPs treated
cells.

It was further confirmed by the caspase-3 assay, which exhibited a marked increase in the percentage
of apoptotic population of cells in the case of composite NP treatment as compared to AgNP
treatment only and the control cells (Figure 2.7A-C). Relative expression level of caspase-3 was
confirmed by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). For that the total RNA was
extracted from the control untreated as well as composite NP treated HeLa cells and was
subsequently transformed into cDNA by (RT-PCR). The cDNA was used to find out the expression
level of the caspase-3 by semi-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis followed by
the agarose gel electrophoresis. The results demonstrated that caspase-3 expression was significantly
high in case of treated HeLa cells as compared to the control; while β-actin a house keeping gene,
served as an endogenous control showed the similar expression level in both cases. From this, we
could infer that cells started to undergo apoptosis via activation of caspases (Appendix A, Figure
A2.14a and b). Hence, it is clear that the bimetallic composite NPs were effective in killing cancer
cells by apoptosis with having the advantage of detection of cancer cells using photoluminescence
under proper excitation.
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2.6. Conclusions
In brief, bimetallic NP–NC based theranostic composite NP nanoparticles were synthesized using an
easy and fast method involving minimal amount of the precursors. The prepared composite NPs were
successfully internalized by HeLa cells due to the favourable size and surface charge. The uptake
and subsequent morphological changes of the cell upon treatment with the composite NPs were
evident. This current module enables cellular imaging due to the presence of luminescent AuNCs
without the use of any organic dye. Also the composite NPs when incubated with HeLa cells offered
anticancer properties due to the presence of AgNPs, resulting in successful killing of cancer cells
through apoptosis.
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Appendix A
A.1 Experimental Section
Materials and methods
Chemicals. For the synthesis mentioned below, HAuCl4 (Au, 17 wt% in dilute HCl; 99.99%, Sigma
Aldrich), AgNO3 (Merck), chitosan (Mw 672 KDa, Sigma Aldrich), sodium hydroxide (Merck),
mercaptopropionic acid (Sigma Aldrich), sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP, Sigma Aldrich), and MilliQ grade water (>18 MΩ cm−1, Millipore) were used without any alterations.

Synthesis of AgNP–AuNCs
For the synthesis of luminescent AgNP–AuNCs, a 0.5% (w/v) chitosan solution was initially
prepared by dissolving 500 mg per 100 mL in Milli Q water containing 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid. After
filtering out the undissolved residues, pH of the resultant solution was adjusted to 6.4 using 5 M
NaOH. Then, a solution was prepared by successive addition of 10 mL of Milli Q water, 1 mL of the
filtered chitosan, 400 μL of 10 mM AgNO3 and then heated to 90 °C. As soon as it started to boil,
400 μL of 0.3 M NaOH was added drop wise. The colour of the solution turned light brown which
indicated the formation of silver nanoparticles.(39) The reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 min
and then cooled to room temperature. The hence formed AgNPs were centrifuged (10 000 rpm, 10
min) and the supernatant was discarded. The pellet containing AgNPs was redispersed in 10 mL
water with pH adjusted to 6.4. Then 2 mL of this AgNPs solution was taken and subsequently 1 mL
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of water, 8 μL of 0.11 M mercapto propionic acid (MPA, Sigma Aldrich) and 20 μL of 10 mM
HAuCl4 were added and the mixture was stirred for 5 min. The final solution contained both AuNCs
and AgNPs and was characterized for confirmation.

Synthesis of AgNP–AuNC chitosan composite nanoparticles
Chitosan nanoparticle synthesis was done by a slightly modified method from that developed by
Calvo et al.(40) With the rest of the traditional methods followed, herein, 0.2 mg mL−1 sodium
tripolyphosphate (TPP, Sigma Aldrich) was added drop-wise to 3 mL solution of above synthesized
AgNP–AuNCs under constant stirring conditions at room temperature to prepare chitosan composite
nanoparticles. AgNP–chitosan NPs (without AuNCs) were synthesized by the same method, keeping
the concentration of chitosan and AgNO3 constant.

Characterization studies
UV visible spectroscopy.
The absorbance characteristics in the UV-Vis region of the as-synthesized AgNPs and AgNP–
AuNCs were examined using an UV-visible spectrophotometer JASCO V-630.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
The sample preparation for the TEM analysis was done by diluting 500 μL of the composite solution
in 500 μL water and out of which 7 μL was drop-cast onto the TEM grids. The dried TEM grid was
examined under a transmission electron microscope (TEM; JEM 2100; Jeol, Peabody, MA, USA),
operating at a maximum accelerating voltage of 200 keV.

Luminescence measurements
All luminescence measurements were performed using a fluorescence spectrophotometer LS55,
Perkin Elmer and Horiba Flurolog3.

Quantum yield measurements
For quantum yield (QY) measurements of the AgNP–AuNCs a conventional method was followed
by using quinine sulfate in a 0.10 M H2SO4 solution as standard. The calculation of the absolute value
of QY was done on the basis of the following equation

QY = QYr

m n2
m r n 2r

Here, m is the slope of integrated luminescence intensity vs. absorbance plot, n is the refractive index
and suffix r refers to reference quinine sulphate solution. The absorbance and the luminescence
intensity were measured simultaneously using the same solution. The refractive index of solvent
(water) is 1.33 and the quantum yield of the standard (QYr) is 0.54.
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Dynamic light scattering study
For the measurement of hydrodynamic diameter and the zeta potential, AgNP–AuNCs (composite
NPs) were assessed using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) analysis
MALDI-TOF (Applied Biosystems 4800 Plus MALDI TOF/TOF Analyzer) analysis was performed
using an R-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) matrix.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
To carry out FTIR analysis, samples were initially lyophilized and then pellets were prepared after
mixing with KBr. The pellets were characterized by a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One machine in the
range of 4000–400 cm−1.

Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS)
The amounts of silver and gold present in AgNPs and AgNP–AuNCs (composite NPs) were
determined using an Atomic absorption spectrophotometer AA240-Varian Inc.

Cellular activity studies
Cell culture
For cell culture studies, HeLa cells (human cervical carcinoma) were procured from National Center
for Cell Sciences (NCCS), Pune, India. These cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's
Medium supplemented with L-glutamine (4 mM), penicillin (50 units per mL), streptomycin (50 mg
mL−1, Sigma-Aldrich) and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (PAA Laboratories, Austria) in a 5%
CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C.

Epi-fluorescence microscopy
The cells were treated with composite NPs and imaged under an epi-fluorescence microscope (Nikon
ECLIPSE, TS100, Tokyo) under UV (340–380 nm) excitation. Briefly, the sample preparation for
imaging involves incubation of 1 × 106 HeLa cells (seeded into a cover slip contained in a 35 mm
culture plate) for 24 h. The hence incubated cells were treated with composite NPs for 6 h. Following
which, the medium was discarded and the cells were washed with 1X PBS for visualization under a
microscope.

Deconvolution fluorescence microscopy
The cells were treated with composite NPs and imaged under a Delta Vision deconvolution
microscope (GE Healthcare). Herein, the sample preparation for imaging involves incubation of 1 ×
106 HeLa cells (seeded into a cover slip contained in a 35 mm culture plate) for 24 h. The hence
incubated cells were treated with composite NPs for 6 h. The medium was then discarded and the
cells were washed with 1× PBS for visualization under a microscope.
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MTT assay
For cell viability studies, 1 × 105 HeLa cells per well were (seeded in a 96-well microtiter plate)
grown overnight in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator (37 °C for 24 h). These cells were subsequently
treated with composite NPs. MTT [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide]
assay was carried after 24 h to obtain the number of viable cells. Mitochondria reduces MTT into
color formazan in living cells. Thus, absorbance at 550 nm reveals the amount of formazan product,
which is directly proportional to the number of living cells. However, there is a background
interference due to absorbance at 690 nm which is to be addressed. The % of cell viability was
calculated as

Cell Viability  %  =

(Abs570 - Abs690 ) of treated cells
 100
(Abs570 -Abs690 ) of control cells

Acridine orange/ethidium bromide staining
Also for AO/EB staining, 1 × 105 HeLa cells per well were (seeded in a 96-well microtiter plate)
grown overnight in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator (37 °C for 24 h) and were subsequently treated
with composite NPs. The treated cells were stained with AO/EB (Sigma-Aldrich) dual dyes. After
removing the culture media, cells were washed twice with PBS and stained by adding 5 μL of 1 mg
mL−1 EtBr and 2 μL of 1 mg mL−1 AO. The cells were then incubated for 10 min and were washed
again with PBS for visualization under a fluorescence microscope (Nikon ECLIPSE, TS100, Tokyo)
with an excitation filter of 480/30 nm.

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
FESEM analysis was carried out to reveal the cell morphology prior to and after the treatment with
composite NPs. Briefly, the sample preparation involves the growth of cells (1 × 105 cells per well,
6-well tissue culture plates) and then treatment with composite NPs. These cells were fixed in 0.1%
formaldehyde after being washed with PBS. Centrifugation of this cell suspension is done and the
pellet is redispersed in PBS. Following this, the cells were drop-cast on an aluminium foil covered
glass slide and were allowed to dry for analysis.

Uptake studies of composite NPs in HeLa cells by TEM
The uptake of composite NPs by cells was examined under a transmission electron microscope. The
sample preparation involved the initial growth of HeLa (1 × 105 cells, 35 mm culture dishes) cells
and then they were treated with composite NPs for 1 h, 3 h, 6 h, 12 h and 24 h. These cells were then
harvested by trypsinisation followed by centrifugation (650 rcf, 6 min) and finally were fixed in (or
with) 70% chilled ethanol. For the TEM analysis, 7 μL of this sample was drop-cast onto copper
TEM grids.
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Determination of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
For ROS determination, HeLa cells (1 × 105 cells per well, seeded in a 6-well plate) were grown for
24 h and then treated with composite NPs for 3 h. These cells were incubated for 10 min after adding
1 mM 2,7-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (5 μL per well, DCFH-DA, Sigma-Aldrich). After discarding
the media, the cells were harvested and redispersed in fresh media. DCFH-DA (non-fluorescent dye)
can readily diffuse inside the cell where it is converted to DCFH through hydrolysis. Thus formed
DCFH will be ultimately transformed to dichlorofluorescein (DCF, green fluorescent) upon
oxidation. Hence, samples were analyzed for DCF fluorescence in a FL1-H channel in a flow
cytometer (FacsCalibur, BD Biosciences, NJ) at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm and an emission
wavelength of 530 nm. The fluorescence data were recorded using the Cell Quest program (BD
Biosciences) for 15000 cells in each sample.

Cell cycle analysis
The propidium iodide staining method was adopted for cell cycle analysis. Initially, HeLa cells (1 ×
105 cells, 6 well plates) were grown and then were treated with composite NPs for 24 h. Here, for
both treated and control cells, the media and PBS were collected separately. These cells were then
harvested by trypsinization. After harvesting, the cells along with the media and collected PBS were
centrifuged (650 rcf, 6 min). Following this, the cells were fixed by slowly adding 1 mL of cold 70%
ethanol under vortexing and were stored at 4 °C. The cells were then centrifuged and washed in icecold PBS. Upon washing, these cells were treated with RNase for 1 h at 55 °C. To this, 10 μL of 1
mg mL−1 PI was added and incubated (37 °C, 30 min) in the dark. The samples were then analyzed
in a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences, NJ). PI fluorescence data were recorded using the CellQuest
program (BD Biosciences) for 15000 cells in each sample and subsequently analyzed.

Caspase-3 assay
Sample preparation for the Caspase-3 assay involved the growth of HeLa cells (1 × 105 cells per well,
6 well plates) followed by treatment with composite NPs for 24 h. These treated cells were then
harvested by trypsinisation and fixed in 0.1% formaldehyde for 15 min. After fixing, the samples
were centrifuged (650 rcf, 6 min) and the pellet was redispersed in PBS. 0.5% of Tween 20 was
added to this and was incubated in the dark for 20 min. Following this, the cells were washed with
PBS thrice and then 10 μL of PE conjugated anticaspase-3 antibody was added. Finally, these cells
were incubated for half an hour at 37 °C and were analysed for PE fluorescence in a FACSCalibur
(BD Biosciences, NJ).

RT-PCR for caspase expression.
Total RNA was extracted from HeLa cells and the cDNA was prepared using a Verso cDNA kit
(Thermo Scientific). Then, cDNA was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using 2×
BiomixRed

(Bioline)

and

IDT

(Integrated

DNA

technologies)

forward

primer

5′-

TTTGTTTGTGTGCTTCTGAGCC-3′ and the reverse primer 5′-ATTCTGTTGCCACCTTTCGG44
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3′ which is specific for the gene Caspase-3 and actin served as control with forward primer 5′CTGTCTGGCGGCACCACCAT-3′ and reverse primer 5′-GCAACTAAGTCATAGTCCGC-3′.
The PCR amplification condition was maintained as denaturation at 94 °C for 60 s, annealing at 55
°C for 60 s and extension at 72 °C for 60 s.

A.2 Figures

Figure A2.1. (a) Time dependent UV – Vis absorption spectra of the AgNP-AuNCs, (b) Emission spectra of control chitosan.
(ex = 300 nm), (c) UV-Vis absorption spectra of the AgNP-AuNCs with increasing concentration of HAuCl4,corresponding
images are given in the inset, (d) Emission spectra of the AgNP-AuNCs with increasing concentration of HAuCl4 ,corresponding
images are given in the inset. (ex = 300 nm).
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Figure A2.2. (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of the AgNP-AuNCs with increasing amount of Ag. (b) Emission intensity of the
AgNP-AuNCs with increasing concentration of Ag, corresponding images are given in the inset.

Figure A2.3. (a) SAED of AgNP-AuNCs, (b) EDX spectrum of the AgNP-AuNCs.

Figure A2.4. HAADF-STEM (BF) image of AgNP-AuNCs synthesized in chitosan matrix (a); EDX mapping image corresponding
to Ag (b) and EDX mapping image corresponding to Au(c).
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Figure A2.5. Particle size distribution of the AgNP-AuNCs as obtained from the TEM image in Figure 2.2(C).

Figure A2.6: MALDI-TOF analysis of (a) AgNP-AuNCs, (b) control AgNPs and (c) control chitosan.

Figure A2.7. (a) Photostability of AgNP-AuNCs with respect to rhodamine 6G. (b) Quantum yield of AgNP-AuNCs with
respect to quinine sulphate.
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Figure A2.8. (a) FTIR spectrum of control chitosan (b) FTIR spectrum of AgNPs (chitosanstabilized), (c) FTIR spectrum of free
MPA, (d) FTIR spectrum of AgNP-AuNCs (chitosan stabilized).
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Figure A2.9. (a) Hydrodynamic particle size of composite NPs (AgNP-AuNC-CS NP). (b) Zeta potential distribution of
composite NPs. (c) FESEM image of the composite NPs.
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Figure A2.10. (a-e) Time dependent TEM analysis of HeLa cells treated with IC50 dose of composite NPs for 1 h, 3 h, 6 h,
12 h, 24 h, respectively, at 0.2 µm scale. Extensions of plasma membrane at 3 h suggests endocytosis mediated uptake of
composite NPs; membrane disruption at 24 h is visible. (f,g) FACS analysis of uptake of composite NPs in FL1-H and
FL2-H, respectively.

Figure A2.11. (a-b) FESEM images of control and composite NPs treated HeLa cells. Scale bar is 2 µm.
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Figure A2.12. (a) EtBr/AO double staining of control HeLa cells, (b) composite NPs treated (for 24 h at IC5) HeLa cells, (c)
AgNPs only treated HeLa cells for 24 hrs at IC50.

Figure A2.13. (a-c) Cell cycle analysis of control HeLa cells, AgNPs treated HeLa Cells, composite NPs treated HeLa cells,
respectively, for 24 h at IC50.

Figure A2.14. (a-b) Overexpression of Caspase-3 was observed from gene expression analysis of composite NPs treated
and control cells, taking actin as endogenous control.
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Chapter 3

Cationic BSA Templated Au–Ag Bimetallic Nanoclusters as
a Theranostic Gene Delivery Vector for HeLa Cancer Cells
Abstract
A cationic BSA nanoparticle system incorporating bimetallic Au–Ag luminescent nanoclusters (NCs) was developed for the
delivery of therapeutic suicide gene in HeLa cancer cells. Combinatorial therapy is achieved with cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs
composite NPs loaded with pDNA, which binds efficiently with pDNA due to its positive nature. While successful delivery of
a suicide gene (CD-UPRT) into cells by pDNA loaded composite NPs initiates a therapeutic response cascade by converting
prodrug 5-FC to 5-FU, Au–Ag NCs results in ROS (reactive oxygen species) triggered apoptosis mediated cell death. Further,
luminescence of Au–Ag NCs serves to track the gene delivery into cells. The detailed mechanism of uptake and manner of
cell death have been demonstrated to comprehend the combinatorial therapeutic efficacy of the composite system.

3.1. Introduction
In this current era of personalized genomic medicine, the ability to cure diseases at the genetic origins
makes gene therapy a significant practice in clinical treatment of several diseases like cancer,
autoimmune and mutation induced metabolic syndromes. The strategical transfer of appropriate
genetic material within desired cells to achieve alteration of the diseased phenotype and thereby
induce normal biological behaviour formulates the core aspects of this treatment.(1-3) Here, it is to be
mentioned that out of all gene therapy techniques, suicide gene therapy is the first of its kind to have
clinical implications. One of the most widely used systems in this respect is the E. coli cytosine
deaminase uracil phosphoribosyltransferase (CD-UPRT) encoded suicide gene which converts
nontoxic prodrug 5- fluorocytosine (5-FC) to 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) and other toxic metabolites,
resulting in killing of transfected cancer cells.(4-6) In cancer gene therapy, a variety of delivery
vehicles to transfer the naked DNA molecule into the cell have been developed. However, most of
them suffered from hurdles arising in terms of nuclease susceptibility, immune response, reduced
uptake, and selectivity. Above all, non-viral vectors had proved to be more advantageous than their
viral contemporaries due to immunogenicity, safety concerns, and the high cost involved in the
practice of the latter.(7-9) Particularly through advances in nanomedicine, several nanomaterials have
progressed as efficient gene carriers.(10, 11) Nanocarriers based on cationic polymers offers salient
features like efficient electrostatic interactions with anionic nucleic acids, encapsulation to protect
gene from degradation, and specific accumulation in tumor cells. Cationic polymers such as chitosan,
poly-lysine, etc. have been used to synthesize non-viral gene carriers with superior uptake and
mucoadhesive properties attributed to their electrostatic interactions with the cell membrane.(1253
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Serum albumin had been an important choice of material in various drug delivery systems due to

its non-toxic nature, biodegradability, biocompatibility, and cost effectiveness. For instance,
Abraxane, an FDA-approved albumin-based nanoparticle system has been successfully applied for
breast cancer. Additionally, albumin also extends an advantage via numerous important functional
moieties present on its surface for favorable interactions to occur.(16-18) But nevertheless, the use of
serum albumin as a carrier of genetic material has always remained a challenge due to its negative
surface charge at physiological pH. One possible way for application of serum albumin as a gene
delivery vehicle is through modification of the carboxylic group, thereby transforming the negatively
charged albumin into cationic albumin. This cationic albumin can then interact with a negatively
charged DNA molecule more efficiently and importantly results in preferential uptake into cells.(1921)

Luminophores are often tagged to the non-viral vectors with the motive of tracking the gene delivery.
Several organic fluorophores, quantum dots, etc. have been put to use in this regard.(22, 23) With many
of these having issues related to biocompatibility, stability, and environmental friendliness, the
lookout for alternatives is a subject of intense research.(24) In this regard, noble metal nanoclusters
have become a viable alternative as a result of their excellent luminescent properties, high
photostability, environmental friendliness, and suitable quantum yield for imaging applications. (2527)

Metal nanoclusters of gold, silver, and copper have been well established as imaging agents in

both in vitro and in vivo systems. Also, in the synthesis of these metal nanoclusters, several polymers
like DNA, protein, chitosan, PAMAM, etc. have been successfully applied as a template or
stabilizer.(28-32) Moreover, bimetallic nanoclusters have been found to be more advantageous in
comparison to the monometallic ones in various aspects like enhanced fluorescence, better catalytic
activity, and improved sensitivity in the case of sensing applications.(33-36) Though metal nanoclusters
are generally regarded as noncytotoxic,(37) there are several reports stating the cytotoxic nature of
these metal nanoclusters attributed to their small sizes which effectively contributes towards ROS
generation in cells.(38,39) Hence, by embedding these metal nanoclusters into a suitable positive charge
nanocarrier as a delivery vehicle, loaded with a therapeutic suicide gene, could enhance the apoptosis
mediated death induced by gene therapy in cancer cells alongside imaging. Such a non-viral vectorbased combinatorial treatment would deliver efficient tracking of gene delivery with augmented
cancer therapy.(40)
Herein, the synthesis of a cationic BSA embedded Au–Ag bimetallic nanocluster system molded into
a composite nanoparticle as a carrier for the pDNA encoding CD-UPRT enzyme is reported. Native
BSA was used for the synthesis of bimetallic Au–Ag nanoclusters. Subsequently, ethylenediamine
was used to modify the anionic BSA into cationic BSA bearing a positive charge at pH 7. The cationic
BSA embedded with bimetallic nanoclusters were then converted into composite nanoparticles via
desolvation in the presence of acetone followed by heat cross-linking. Finally, the negative charged
pDNA was bound to these composite nanoparticles. These composite nanoparticles were effectively
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uptaken by cancer cells, and the luminescence of bimetallic nanoclusters allowed tracking the
delivery of pDNA into cells. It was observed that the cytotoxicity of the bimetallic nanocluster system
augmented the therapeutic effects of suicide gene mediated killing of cancer cells. Hence, the
incorporation of a bimetallic system in a biocompatible cationic polymer with a loaded suicide gene
bestowed the advantage of combinatorial therapeutic ability along with bioimaging, giving a
theranostic angle to the composite nanoparticle system. The schematic description of the overall
work illustrating Au–Ag NC-embedded cationic BSA composite nanoparticle application in
elucidating combined therapeutic response via metal nanoclusters and suicide gene delivery
alongside bioimaging is demonstrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Synthesis of cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs composite NPs to achieve bioimaging alongside combinatorial therapy as
a result of suicide gene delivery and Au–Ag NC induced ROS generation in cancer cells.
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3.2. Synthesis and Characterisation of Au–Ag NCs, Au–Ag NC-Embedded
Cationic BSA

Figure 3.2. (A) UV–vis absorption spectra of BSA, BSA Au–Ag NCs, cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs, and composite NPs. (B) Emission
spectra of BSA (λem = 359 nm), BSA Au–Ag NCs (λem = 590 nm), cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs (λem = 596 nm), and composite NPs
(λem = 600 nm) when excited at 300 nm. (C) TEM images of Au–Ag NCs with 50 nm scale bar. (D) TEM images of pDNA loaded
composite NPs with 50 nm scale bar. (E) Magnified TEM image of pDNA loaded composite NPs with 20 nm scale bar.

The as synthesized BSA templated Au–Ag NC suspension was deep yellow in color and did not
show any SPR (surface plasmon resonance) peak in the UV–vis region negating the presence of large
sized nanoparticles (Figure 3.2A). It exhibited a sharp emission peak at around 590 nm when excited
at 300 nm, indicating the formation of metal nanoclusters. The second peak at around 360 nm can be
attributed to the native fluorescence of tryptophan residues of BSA (Figure 3.2B).(41) TEM image
revealed the formation of NCs (Figure 3.2C) with an average size of 2.0 ± 0.49 nm as inferred from
the particle size distribution (Appendix B, Figure B3.1a). The size distribution was obtained by
calculating particle size from the TEM image in ImageJ software. Energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) analysis confirmed the presence of both Au and Ag in the nanoclusters as shown
in Appendix B, Figure B3.1b. The formation of bimetallic BSA Au–Ag NCs (as alloys) was
supported and confirmed by the previously reported method via structural analysis.(34) Hence the
synthesized Au–Ag NC embedded BSA was subjected to cationization by ethylenediamine according
to a well-established process for formation of cationic BSA. The formation of positive charge BSA
was confirmed by a change in zeta potential across different pH values. The cationic BSA (embedded
with Au–Ag NCs) in contrast to native BSA (embedded with Au–Ag NCs) was found to be positively
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charged at physiological pH around 7, as confirmed by zeta potential analysis (Appendix B, Figure
B3.1c). Also, the presence of amine groups were analyzed using standard TNBS assay for primary
amines.(42) It was revealed that the cationic BSA (embedded with Au–Ag NCs) had increased amine
group content indicated by increased absorbance at 420 nm for cationic BSA (embedded with Au–
Ag NCs) at all concentrations (20, 75, 100, 200 μg/mL) as compared to native BSA (embedded with
Au–Ag NCs; Appendix B, Figure B3.1d). Also, FTIR analysis showed shifting in amide I (from
1651 to 1637 cm–1) and amide II (1540 cm–1 to 1601 cm–1) in the case of cationic BSA in comparison
to native BSA and BSA Au–Ag NCs (amide I at 1642 cm–1, amide II at 1606 cm–1), which suggests
changes in the secondary structure of protein; also for native BSA the peak at 1398 cm–1 due to the
side chain carboxyl group (COO−) has a prominent shift to 1511 cm–1 in the case of cationic BSA,
suggesting possible modification(43, 44) (Appendix B, Figure B3.2a-c) CD spectra revealed that there
was a considerable change in the secondary structure of the protein after the formation of BSA Au–
Ag NCs and cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs (Appendix B, Figure B3.3a-c).

3.3. Synthesis and Characterisation of Au–Ag NCs Embedded Cationic BSA
Composite Nanoparticles and pDNA Loading
For efficient application of these metal nanoclusters in imaging and therapy along with suicide gene
transfection into cancer cells, the formation of a composite nanoparticle is essential for its success as
a delivery vehicle. Hence, composite nanoparticles of Au–Ag NC embedded cationic BSA were
formed in a similar way with slight modifications as in the synthesis of BSA nanoparticles. (45, 46) In
brief, desolvation in the presence of acetone was carried out at an acetone addition rate of 1 mL per
minute at pH 7. The appearance of turbidity indicated formation of coacervates, which were allowed
to stabilize and then heat cross-linked at 80 °C for 1 h. The obtained product after centrifugation at
10 000 rpm for 5 min contained positively charged composite nanoparticles (referred as composite
NPs from now on). Similarly, sets of negatively charged BSA nanoparticles embedded with Au–Ag
NCs and cationic BSA nanoparticles without Au–Ag NCs were prepared. Now, to appraise the
performance of these composite NPs in bioimaging and gene delivery, a suicide gene (referred to as
pDNA) expressing CD-UPRT enzyme was loaded onto the composite nanoparticles, and DNA
binding studies were carried out. CD-UPRT enzyme converts the non-toxic prodrug 5-FC into 5-FU
and other toxic metabolites, leading to cancer cell death. The pDNA binding studies with increasing
amounts of composite NPs indicated that the pDNA (0.5 μg/mL) was bound to composite NPs.
Agarose gel electrophoresis revealed that at a 0.7 mg/mL concentration of composite NPs, the pDNA
was immobilized into the wells, and its migration was retarded (compared to free pDNA), indicating
the formation of a polyplex with the composite NPs (Appendix B, Figure B3.4a). Also, a DNase
protection assay was carried out to ensure the integrity of the loaded pDNA during delivery, which
is a key element for successful development of a non-viral vector in the form of composite NPs. It
was observed that the unbound pDNA was cleaved by DNase when compared to pDNA loaded into
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composite NPs, which remained intact and retained in the wells, demonstrating the ability of
composite NPs in protecting the pDNA from DNases (Appendix B, Figure B3.4b). TEM
investigation revealed that pDNA loaded composite nanoparticles with an average size of 145 ± 28
nm were formed (Figure 3.2D and E). The mean hydrodynamic diameter was found to be 267 nm
with a positive zeta potential of 20.9 ± 5.78 mV, which is essential for its use as a DNA carrier and
in cellular uptake. The particle size was found to be increased in both pH 5 and pH 11 with respect
to pH 7. A pronounced increase in particle size was observed in the presence of pDNA at all pH
values (Appendix B, Table B3.1). The zeta potential was found to be positive at pH 5, pH 7, and
negative at pH 11. In the presence of pDNA, there was a reduction of positive charge at all pH values
(Appendix B, Table B3.2). FESEM analysis also indicated the formation of particles with an average
size of 154 ± 29 nm (Appendix B, Figure B3.4c-e). Time dependent luminescence spectra revealed
that the pDNA loaded composite nanoparticles were stable in nature. Also, photostability of the
cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs, pDNA loaded composite and NPs indicated by a luminescence decrease
rate of 0.093% per min and 0.069% per min respectively when compared to standard organic dye,
rhodamine 6G with a luminescence decrease rate of 0.279% per min. The quantum yield of the
cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs have been found to be 11.7% and that of pDNA loaded composite NPs
was found to be 8.8%, which is well suited for bioimaging purposes (Appendix B, Figure B3.5a-c).
The photoluminescence intensity was found to be almost similar for pH 7 and pH 11 with a slight
decrease in intensity at pH 5. In the presence of pDNA there was an increase in the intensity initially,
which gets saturated at higher pDNA concentration (Appendix B, Figure B3.6a and b). The
presence of both Au and Ag was confirmed using atomic absorption spectroscopy. The concentration
of Au and Ag was found to be 13.25 μg/mL and 3.11 μg/mL, respectively, in the prepared pDNA
loaded composite NPs (Appendix B, Figure B3.6c and d). The above results indicated the formation
of a non-viral vector carrying pDNA (encoding CD-UPRT) in conjunction with luminescent metal
nanoclusters for potential use as a safe, biocompatible combinatorial delivery system to achieve
therapy as well as imaging of cancer cells.
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3.4. Uptake and Bio-imaging Application of pDNA Loaded Composite NPs

Figure 3.3. Confocal microscopic images. (A) Bright field image, (B) fluorescence image, and (C) merged fluorescence image
of HeLa cells treated with pDNA loaded composite NPs for 4 h. (D) Bright field image of HeLa cells treated with pDNA loaded
composite NPs and cytopainter green lysosomal staining kit, (E) fluorescence image showing green fluorescence from stained
lysosomes of HeLa cells treated with pDNA loaded composite NPs and cytopainter green lysosomal staining kit, (F)
fluorescence image showing fluorescent pDNA loaded composite from NPs inside HeLa cells treated with pDNA loaded
composite NPs and cytopainter green lysosomal staining kit, and (G) merged fluorescence image of HeLa cells treated with
pDNA loaded composite NPs and cytopainter green lysosome staining kit showing localization of pDNA loaded composite in
the lysosomes. Scale bar, 10 μm.

For the application of the composite system in bioimaging through the luminescence attributed to
Au–Ag NCs, HeLa cancer cells were kept under treatment with pDNA loaded composite NPs for 4
h and then were visualized under a confocal microscope. The confocal microscopic images showed
the uptake of pDNA loaded composite NPs into cancer cells (Figure 3.3A-C) as indicated by the
luminescence arising due to Au–Ag NCs. The images of control cells without treatment have been
incorporated in the Appendix B, Figure B3.7a-c. This showed the potential use of luminescent Au–
Ag NCs in pDNA loaded composite NPs in imaging cancer cells. To analyze whether the pDNA
loaded composite NPs were localized in the lysosomal compartments, lysosomes were stained with
a cytopainter green lysosome staining kit (Abcam) for 2 h, after incubating the cells with pDNA
loaded composite NPs for 4 h. The merged images revealed that the pDNA loaded composite NPs
were homed into the lysosomal compartments, which is essential for their activity as shown in Figure
3.3D-G. The images of control cells without treatment are shown in Appendix B, Figure B3.7d-g.
The depth projection of the confocal microscopy image of pDNA loaded composite NP treated cells
revealed the intake of composite NPs inside cells (Appendix B, Figure B3.7h). Also, the uptake of
the cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs was analyzed, and a lower uptake compared to the composite NPs
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(Figure 3.3A-C) was observed (Appendix B, Figure B3.8a-d). Hence, the composite NPs were able
to bind pDNA and were more efficiently uptaken by the cells due to their favorable size and positive
surface charge. The time dependent confocal microscopy studies gave a better insight into the uptake
of pDNA loaded composite NPs. The results showed that the luminescence of the pDNA loaded
composite NPs inside the cells increased with respect to time (Appendix B, Figure B3.9a-d),
indicating the gradual uptake of pDNA loaded composite NPs inside the cells. To confirm the
pathway of uptake of these pDNA loaded composite NPs, the cells were treated with 0.1% sodium
azide (Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 min prior to the treatment with pDNA loaded composite NPs in order
to block the energy dependent uptake processes. There was a visible difference in uptake of the
pDNA loaded composite NPs in case of sodium azide treated cells (Appendix B, Figure B3.10a-f)
after 4 h of treatment. From the above confocal microscopy results, it can be concluded that the
composite NPs were possibly uptaken by the cells via endocytosis mediated uptake pathway.(47, 48)
To study the effects of delivery of these ultrasmall metal nanoclusters and the suicide gene in cancer
cells, the uptake of the pDNA loaded composite nanoparticles was evaluated by fluorescenceactivated cell sorting (FACS) in the FL3-H channel exploiting the luminescence property of the
composite NPs. The studies revealed that pDNA loaded composite NPs were more efficiently
uptaken having around 93% of the cell population positive for fluorescence recorded in the FL3-H
channel, with respect to control cells where it is only 10% and 47% in the case of cells treated with
pDNA loaded negative charged composite NPs as shown in Figure 3.4A-C.

Figure 3.4 (A–C) Uptake of the composite NPs loaded with DNA and negatively charged composite NPs loaded with DNA in
HeLa cells after 5 h of treatment was studied by FACS in the FL3-H channel by tracing the luminescence of Au–Ag NCs without
using any organic fluorophore. (D) The MTT assay representing cell viability of HeLa cells treated with negatively charged
composite NPs, negatively charged composite NPs+DNA, composite NPs, composite NPs+DNA, and positively charged
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composite NPs+DNA without Au–Ag NCs in the presence of 5-FC with respect to control cells. (E) ROS generation profile of
HeLa cells treated with composite NPs+DNA, negatively charged composite NPs+DNA, and positively charged composite
NPs+DNA without Au–Ag NCs with respect to control cells. The values are represented as mean ± SD of three individual
experiments.

3.5. Cell Viability and Mechanism of Cell Death
Now, the challenge is to study the cytotoxic potential of the Au–Ag NCs in pDNA loaded composite
nanoparticles in addition to suicide gene therapy mediated cell death. MTT assay of cells treated with
the composite NPs and negative charge composite NPs (without pDNA, for 36 h) was carried out. It
was observed that the composite NPs effectively induced cell death with an IC50 at 2.20 μg/mL and
0.51 μg/mL of Au and Ag concentrations, respectively, in comparison to negative charged composite
NPs where more cells were found to be viable at the above-mentioned IC50 dose (Appendix B,
Figure B3.11a). The results inferred that Au–Ag NCs contributed to cytotoxicity as indicated in
previous reports.(49) Also, as speculated, the positive nature of the composite NPs may possibly have
resulted in efficient interaction with the negatively charged cell membrane leading to increased
activity. The MTT assay of BSA Au–Ag NCs and cationic BSA Au–Ag NCs (before forming
composite NPs) indicated more percentage of viable cells at the IC50 dose (2.20 μg/mL of Au, 0.51
μg/mL of Ag) of composite NPs, signifying better uptake of composite NPs which corroborated with
the confocal microscopy analysis (Appendix B, Figure B3.11b). The biocompatibility of the
composite NPs was evaluated with HEK 293 cells, and 78% of the cells were found to be viable at
the IC50 dose (2.20 μg/mL of Au, 0.51 μg/mL of Ag) of composite NPs (Appendix B, Figure
B3.11c). Thereafter, to elucidate the effects of suicide gene transfection in combination with
cytotoxicity of metal nanoclusters, a concentration (1.72 μg/mL of Au, 0.40 μg/mL of Ag) slightly
lower than the above-mentioned IC50 was chosen. The cells were treated with pDNA loaded
composite NPs, composite NPs, pDNA loaded negatively charged composite NPs, and negatively
charged composite NPs in the presence of 5-FC for 36 h. An MTT assay showed that at a 5 μM
concentration of 5-FC, about 50% cell death was observed in the case of pDNA loaded composite
NPs, i.e., in the combined system, which is more with respect to composite NPs, pDNA loaded
negatively charged composite NPs, and negatively charged composite NPs. This indicated a possible
combinatorial effect of the metal nanoclusters (Au–Ag NCs) as well as pDNA encoding CD-UPRT
in rendering the cancer cells towards death. Further, pDNA loaded positive charged composite NPs
without Au–Ag NCs evaluated simultaneously in similar conditions exhibited a much lower
cytotoxicity than the combined system in the presence of Au–Ag NCs (Figure 3.4D). A FACS based
DCFH-DA (dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein diacetate) assay was carried out to ascertain ROS
generating potential of Au–Ag NCs embedded in pDNA loaded composite NPs. It was revealed that
the pDNA loaded composite NPs generated a maximum amount of ROS with respect to control cells,
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pDNA loaded negative charged composite NPs, and pDNA loaded positive charged composite NPs
without Au–Ag NCs as shown in Figure 3.4E.

Figure 3.5. (A) Cell cycle analysis of control HeLa cells, HeLa cells treated with composite NPs, composite NPs+DNA,
negatively charged composite NPs, negatively charged composite NPs+DNA, and positively charged comp osite NPs+DNA
without Au–Ag NCs in the presence of 5-FC. The values are represented as mean ± SD of three individual experiments.

Further, to evaluate the mode of cell death by pDNA composite NPs, cell cycle analysis was carried
out by propidium iodide staining (Figure 3.5A). A significant increase of the sub G1population was
observed in the case of pDNA loaded composite NPs compared to control cells and pDNA loaded
negative charged composite. Also, in the absence of pDNA, both composite NPs and the negative
charged composite NPs exhibited less accumulation of cells in sub G1. Further results include the
simultaneous cell cycle analysis of pDNA loaded positive charged composite NPs without Au–Ag
NCs, where a lesser percentage of cells in sub G1 was observed. Hence, the increase in sub
G1 population indicated significant apoptosis mediated cell death in the case of the combined system,
i.e., pDNA loaded composite NPs as shown in Figure 3.5A and Appendix B, Figure B3.12.
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Figure 3.6. Caspase-3 assay of HeLa cells showing percentage of apoptosis in (A) control, treated with (B) positively charged
composite NPs+DNA without Au–Ag NCs, (C) negatively charged composite NPs, (D) negatively charged composite
NPs+DNA, (E) composite NPs, and (F) composite NPs+DNA in the presence of 5-FC.

The caspase-3 assay further strengthened the observed apoptosis mediated cell death. It revealed that
pDNA loaded composite NPs treated cells showed a considerable increase in the apoptotic population
in comparison to control cells and pDNA loaded negative charged composite NPs. Both composite
NPs and negative charged composite NPs in the absence of pDNA exhibited a lesser percentage of
apoptotic signature. Also, pDNA loaded positive charged composite NPs without Au–Ag NCs were
simultaneously evaluated for their caspase-3 activity, which again showed a nominal increase in the
apoptotic population (Figure 3.6A-F). The FESEM images of control cells and pDNA loaded
composite NP treated cells revealed morphological distortions, like membrane blebbing in the case
of pDNA loaded composite NP treated cells when compared to control cells (Appendix B, Figure
B3.13). Hence from all the above findings, it can be concluded that the pDNA loaded composite NPs
effectively killed the cancer cells by virtue of suicide gene therapy alongside cytotoxicity imparted
by the Au–Ag bimetallic nanoclusters. Also, the luminescence property of the composite NPs
conferred biolabeling properties, thereby helping in tracking the delivery process.

3.6. Conclusions
In a nutshell, cationic BSA embedded Au–Ag NC composite nanoparticles were synthesized for
effectively carrying a suicide gene payload into the cancer cells. The pDNA binding and uptake of
the composite NPs was favoured due to its positive nature. The pDNA loaded composite NPs
delivered combinatorial therapeutic activity conferred due to the cytotoxicity attributed by bimetallic
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Au–Ag NCs through ROS generation, and the suicide gene through conversion of prodrug 5-FC into
5-FU. Also, the luminescent nature of the bimetallic NCs gave an opportunity for tracking the
delivery of the gene inside the cells without the need for organic fluorophores. The mechanism of
uptake and mode of cell death have been established via confocal microscopy and flow cytometry
based assays. Thus, the present biocompatible cationic composite NPs have potential for bioimaging
in combinatorial cancer therapy.
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Appendix B
B.1 Experimental Section
Materials and Methods
Chemicals
In the synthesis procedure detailed below, HAuCl4 (Au, 17 wt % in dilute HCl; 99.99%, SigmaAldrich), AgNO3 (Merck), BSA (Mw 66 kDa, Himedia), ammonia (25%, Emparta), ethylenediamine
(Merck), 1-ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich),
sodium acetate (Ranbaxy Chemicals), glacial acetic acid (Merck), and Milli-Q grade water (>18 MΩ
cm–1, Millipore) were used without further alterations.

Synthesis of Au–Ag NCs, Au–Ag NC-embedded cationic BSA, and Au–Ag NC-embedded cationic BSA
composite nanoparticles
For the synthesis of luminescent Au–Ag NCs, 1 mL of 65 mg/mL BSA solution was taken and 100
μL of 10 mM AgNO3 and 600 μL of 10 mM HAuCL4 were added. After stirring for 5 min, 200 μL
of 25% ammonium hydroxide was added dropwise to the mixture and heated in a microwave oven
at 180 W for 3 min. The color of the solution turned to deep yellow from the initial light yellow
color.(34) To the hence prepared Au–Ag NCs, 1.4 M ethylenediamine was added, and the pH of the
solution was adjusted to 4.5. Then, 15 mg of EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino) propyl)
carbodiimide hydrochloride) was added, and the pH was further adjusted to 4.5. After 2 h of stirring,
100 μL of acetate buffer (4 M, pH 4.5) was added to stop the reaction.(20) The above prepared cationic
BSA solution was adjusted to pH 7, and acetone was added dropwise until slight turbidity appeared.
Thereafter, the temperature of the solution was raised to 80 °C and kept for an hour under constant
stirring. The hence formed composite nanoparticles (composite NPs) solution was centrifuged at
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10 000 rpm for 5 min and thoroughly washed before further use. Another set of negatively charged
BSA nanoparticles embedded with Au–Ag NCs (NC composite NPs) and cationic BSA nanoparticles
without Au–Ag NCs (PC composite NPs) were prepared by the same process.

DNA binding and gel retardation assay, DNase protection assay
For DNA binding experiments, various amounts (0, 0.7, 1.4, 3.0 mg/mL) of composite NPs and 0.5
μg/mL of pDNA were added and incubated for half an hour at 37 °C. After centrifugation, the
samples were analyzed by gel electrophoresis at 80 V in 0.8% agarose gel. For the DNase protection
assay, the unbound pDNA and pDNA loaded into composite NPs were treated in the presence of 1
U/mL and 2 U/mL DNase I (Promega, USA) for 10 min at 37 °C and were compared with control
pDNA (without any treatment) and composite NPs alone. The gel electrophoresis was carried out in
0.8% agarose gel at 80 V and visualized in the gel documentation system.

UV visible spectroscopy and luminescence measurements
The absorbance profile in the UV–vis region of the synthesized samples was recorded on a UV–
visible spectrophotometer (JASCO V-630). A fluorescence spectrophotometer (LS55, PerkinElmer)
was used to record all luminescence measurements.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Sample preparation for TEM analysis requires 7 μL of the synthesized composite to be drop cast onto
the TEM grids. The TEM grid was air-dried and observed under a transmission electron microscope
operating at a maximum accelerating voltage of 200 keV (TEM; JEM 2100; Jeol, Peabody, MA,
USA).

Quantum yield measurements
For the calculation of quantum yield (QY) of the composite NPs, a standard method was followed
using reference quinine sulfate in 0.10 M H2SO4 solution. The calculation of QY (absolute value)
was done according to the following equation: Here, n is the refractive index, m is the slope of
integrated luminescence intensity vs absorbance plot, and the r subscript indicates reference quinine
sulfate solution. The measurement of the absorbance and luminescence intensity was done
simultaneously one after the other using the same solution. The standard (QYr) has a quantum yield
of 0.54 and the refractive index of solvent (water) is 1.33.

QY = QYr

m n2
m r n 2r

Dynamic light scattering study
For the measurement of hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential, of composite NPs, a Malvern
Zetasizer Nano ZS was used.
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Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS)
For FTIR analysis, pellets were prepared by mixing with KBr after the samples were lyophilized
initially. A PerkinElmer Spectrum One machine in the range of 4000–400 cm–1 was used to
characterize the pellets. An atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AA240 - Varian Inc.) was used to
determine the amounts of silver and gold present in composite NPs.

Cell culture
HeLa cells (human cervical carcinoma) were acquired from the National Center for Cell Sciences
(NCCS), Pune, India for cell culture experiments. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
supplemented with l-glutamine (4 mM), penicillin (50 units/mL), streptomycin (50 mg/mL, SigmaAldrich), and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (PAA Laboratories, Austria) was used for culturing cells
in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C.

Confocal microscopy
For confocal microscopy studies, 1 × 105 HeLa cells were seeded on a coverslip in a 35 mm culture
dish and grown in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator (37 °C for 24 h). Thereafter, the cells were treated
with pDNA loaded composite NPs for the required time intervals. Then, they were fixed using 0.1%
formaldehyde and 70% chilled ethanol. The coverslips were mounted onto glass slides, and the ends
were sealed. Control samples without treatment with pDNA loaded composite NPs were prepared in
a similar manner. The samples were then observed under a Zeiss LSM 880 microscope (excitation at
405 nm). For the lysosomal staining experiment, a Cytopainter green lysosomal staining kit (Abcam)
was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions after treatment with pDNA loaded composite
NPs for 4 h. For the endocytosis inhibition experiment, 0.1% sodium azide was used to treat the cells
for 10 min prior to treatment with the pDNA loaded composite NPs, and subsequently the same steps
were followed as described above.

MTT Assay
For the cell viability assay, 1 × 104 HeLa cells/well were (seeded in 96-well microtiter plate) cultured
overnight in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator (37 °C for 24 h). For the gene transfection, the cells
were treated with the composite NPs, pDNA loaded composite NPs, negative charged composite
NPs, pDNA loaded negative charged composite NPs, and pDNA loaded positive charged composite
NPs without Au–Ag NCs for 6 h; subsequently, different concentrations of the pro-drug 5-FC were
added. MTT [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] assay was carried after
36 h. MTT is reduced into colored formazan by mitochondria in living cells. Thus, absorbance at 570
nm reveals the amount of formazan product, which is directly proportional to the number of living
cells, and background interference due to absorbance at 690 nm is subtracted. The % of cell viability
was calculated as
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Cell Viability  %  =

(Abs570 - Abs690 ) of treated cells
 100
(Abs570 -Abs690 ) of control cells

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
FESEM was carried out to reveal the morphological changes in the cell prior to and after the
treatment with composite NPs. Cells were grown overnight in a 5% CO2 incubator (1 × 105 cells, in
35 mm culture dish). For sample preparation, the grown cells were treated with composite NPs for 6
h followed by 5-FC for 36 h, washed with PBS, and harvested by trypsinisation. Thereafter, it was
fixed in 70% chilled ethanol. Following this, the cells were drop-casted on an aluminum foil covered
glass slide and were allowed to dry for analysis.

Determination of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)
For ROS generation studies, HeLa cells (1 × 105 cells/well, seeded in 6-well plate) were grown for
24 h and then treated for 3 h with pDNA loaded composite NPs, pDNA loaded negatively charged
composite NPs, and pDNA loaded positive charged composite NPs without Au–Ag NCs. These cells
were incubated for 10 min after adding 1 mM 2,7-dichlorofluoresceindiacetate (5 μL/well, DCFHDA, Sigma-Aldrich). The cells were harvested after discarding the media and redispersed in fresh
media. DCFH-DA (nonfluorescent dye) is converted to DCFH through hydrolysis inside living cells.
Upon oxidation, the hence formed DCFH will be converted to dichlorofluorescein (DCF, green
fluorescent). The samples were analyzed in the FL1-H channel in a flow cytometer (FacsCalibur, BD
Biosciences, NJ) at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm and emission wavelength of 530 nm for DCF
fluorescence. The fluorescence data for 15 000 cells in each sample were recorded with the Cell
Quest program (BD Biosciences).

Cell cycle analysis
For cell cycle analysis, the propidium iodide staining method was employed. HeLa cells (1 × 105cells,
6 well plates) were grown and then treated with composite NPs, pDNA loaded composite NPs,
negative charged composite NPs, pDNA loaded negative charged composite NPs, and pDNA loaded
positive charged composite NPs without Au–Ag NCs for 6 h, and subsequently different
concentrations of the pro-drug 5-FC were added and kept for 36 h. For both treated and control cells,
the media and PBS were collected separately. After harvesting the cells by trypsinization, the cells
and the collected PBS both were centrifuged (650 rcf, 6 min). Subsequently under constant vortexing,
the cells were fixed by slowly adding 1 mL of cold 70% ethanol and were stored at 4 °C. Thereafter,
centrifugation of the cells was carried out, and they were washed in ice-cold PBS. These cells were
treated with RNase for 1 h at 55 °C. A total of 10 μL of PI (1 mg/mL) was added to this and incubated
in the dark (37 °C, 30 min). The samples were then analyzed in a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences,
NJ), and PI fluorescence data were recorded with the CellQuest program (BD Biosciences) for 15 000
cells in each sample for subsequent analysis.
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Caspase-3 assay
Caspase-3 assay sample preparation involves initial growth of HeLa cells (1 × 105 cells/well, 6 well
plates) followed by treatment with composite NPs, pDNA loaded composite NPs, negative charged
composite NPs, pDNA loaded negative charged composite NPs, and pDNA loaded positive charged
composite NPs without Au–Ag NCs for 6 h with the subsequent addition of different concentrations
of the pro-drug 5-FC, followed by being kept for 36 h. The treated and control cells were then
trypsinized and fixed in 0.1% formaldehyde for 15 min. The samples were centrifuged (650 rcf, 6
min), and the pellet was redispersed in PBS. After the addition of 0.5% Tween 20 to the samples,
they were incubated in the dark for 20 min. A total of 10 μL of PE conjugated anticaspase-3 antibody
was added, after the cells were washed with PBS thrice. Finally, these cells were incubated for half
an hour at 37 °C and were analyzed for PE fluorescence in FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences, NJ).
Fluorescence data were recorded with the CellQuest program (BD Biosciences) for 15 000 cells in
each sample for subsequent analysis.

B.2 Figures and Tables

Figure B3.1. (a) Particle size distribution of BSA Au-Ag NCs. (b) EDX analysis of BSA AuAg NCs. (c) Zeta potential of BSA AuAg NCs and cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs. (d) TNBS assay of BSA Au-Ag NCs and cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs.
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Figure B3.2. FTIR spectra of (a) BSA, (b) BSA Au-Ag NCs and (c) cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs.

Figure B3.3. CD spectra of (a) BSA, (b) BSA Au-Ag NCs and (c) cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs.
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Figure B3.4. (a) Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel showing DNA loading in composite NPs depicted by retardation of
DNA into the wells in lane 2, 3, 4 with increasing amounts of composite NPs in comparison to control without composite NPs
(lane 1). (b) Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel showing protection of pDNA loaded into composite NPs (Lane 2, 3) treated
with DNase I (1U/mL for Lane 2, 2U/mL for Lane 3) when compared to unbound pDNA (Lane 5, 6) treated with DNase I (2U/mL
for Lane 5, 1U/ml for Lane 6), control pDNA(Lane 4), composite NPs alone (lane 1). (c) Hydrodynamic particle size distribution,
(d) zeta potential and (e) FESEM image of pDNA loaded composite NPs.

Table B3.1. Size distribution with varying pH and varying pDNA concentrations.
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Table B3.2: Zeta potential with varying pH and varying pDNA concentrations.

Figure B3.5. (a) Time dependent fluorescent spectra of pDNA loaded composite NPs, (b) quantum yield and (c) photostability
of cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs and pDNA loaded composite NPs.
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Figure B3.6. Luminescence intensity of composite NPs at (a) varying pH and (b) at varying pDNA concentrations. Standard
calibration curve of (c) Ag and (d) Au for AAS (atomic absorption spectroscopy).
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Figure B3.7. Confocal microscopic images of HeLa cells. (a) Bright field image, (b) fluorescence image and (c) merged
fluorescent image of control HeLa cells. (d) Bright field image of untreated (control) HeLa cells, (e) fluorescence image
showing no fluorescence of cytopainter green lysosome staining dye in untreated (control) HeLa cells, (f) fluorescence image
showing no fluorescence of pDNA loaded composite NPs in untreated (control) HeLa cells, (g) merged fluorescent image of
control HeLa cells at scale bar 10 µm. (h) Depth projection of confocal microscopy image of pDNA loaded composite NPs
treated HeLa cells showing internalization of pDNA loaded composite NPs inside the cells.
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Figure B3.8. Confocal microscopic images of HeLa cells. (a) Fluorescence image image, (b) bright field and (c) merged
fluorescent image of HeLa cells treated with cationic BSA AuAg NCs (d) Depth projection of confocal microscopy image of
HeLa cells treated with cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs.
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Figure B3.9. Time dependent confocal microscopic images of HeLa cells. (a-d) (i) Bright field image, (ii) merged fluorescent
image and (iii) fluorescence image of HeLa cells treated with pDNA loaded composite NPs for (0 h, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h) Scale bar 10
µm.
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Figure B3.10. Confocal microscopic images of HeLa cells. (a) bright field image, (b) fluorescence image and (c) merged
fluorescence image of HeLa cells treated with pDNA loaded composite NPs for 4 h; (d) bright field image, (e) fluorescence
image and (f) merged fluorescent image of HeLa cells treated with 0.1% sodium azide for 10 min with subsequent treatment
with pDNA loaded composite NPs for 4 h. Scale bar 10 µm.

Figure B3.11. (a) The MTT assay representing cell viability of HeLa cells treated with negatively charged composite NPs
(without pDNA) and composite NPs (without pDNA) with respect to control, (b) MTT assay representing cell viability of HeLa
cells treated with BSA Au-Ag NCs and Cationic BSA Au-Ag NCs with respect to control, (c) MTT assay representing cell viability
of HEK 293 cells treated with composite NPs (without pDNA) with respect to control.
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Figure B3.12. Cell cycle analysis of (a) control HeLa cells, HeLa cells treated with (b) negatively charged composite NPs, (c)
negatively charged, (d) composite NPs, (e) positively charged composite NPs DNA without Au-Ag NCs and (f) composite NPs
DNA in presence of 5-FC.

Figure B3.13. FESEM images of (a) control and (b) treated HeLa cells with composite NPs+DNA in presence of 5-FC.
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Chapter 4

Gold Nanoclusters Embedded Mucin Nanoparticles for
Photodynamic Therapy and Bioimaging
Abstract
Gold nanocluster (Au NCs) embedded mucin nanoparticles were synthesized by a rapid synthetic procedure for application
as a nanocarrier in photodynamic therapy. The photosensitizer methylene blue was loaded onto the Au NC-mucin
nanoparticles. The mucin based nanocarrier exhibited excellent biocompatibility towards normal cells (HEK 293T). HeLa
cancer cells were treated with methylene blue (MB) loaded Au NC-mucin nanoparticles under irradiation of 640 nm light. The
cell viability assay revealed that the viability of HeLa cells was reduced after treatment with MB loaded Au NC-mucin
nanoparticles kept under 640 nm irradiation. The luminescence of the Au NCs was applied for tracking the delivery of the
MB by Au NC-mucin nanoparticles inside HeLa cells using confocal microscopy. The pathway of cell death was elucidated by
flow cytometry based assays.

4.1. Introduction
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) has become an apparent non-invasive therapeutic modality where
photosensitizers (PS) are activated upon light irradiation, thereby resulting in the transformation of
surrounding molecular oxygen into cytotoxic singlet oxygen (SO) and reactive oxygen species (ROS)
for the effective treatment of various diseases including cancer.(1)
Photosensitizers of various types have been synthesized in the last few decades, among which a few
have been given the regulatory approval by Food and Drug administration (FDA) for clinical
application. However, some of the notable issues with the current PSs, include nonspecific selectivity
for tumor tissue versus normal tissue and compromised photophysical characteristics.(2) The efficacy
in administration and delivery to target sites due to their low solubility in physiological media is to
be improved which otherwise renders such PSs underutilized for clinical purpose. Another set of
pervasive issues that limit the usage of most PSs are prolonged cutaneous photosensitivity, poor
hydrophilicity and inadequate selectivity.(3) The inherent hydrophobic nature of most PSs leads to
its pronounced self-aggregation in aqueous environment. Such a property of self-aggregation lowers
their photodynamic efficacy significantly unlike monomeric species which are markedly noted for
its photoactivity.(4) Hence, an interest to develop improved delivery systems for PSs have been
accelerated. An ideal delivery system should entrap the PS without its activity being lost or altered.
At the same time the PSs delivered by the carrier should selectively accumulate within the target
tissues with negligible or no uptake by non-target cells. Various types of nanocarriers, such as
liposomes, polymeric nanoparticles, proteins, ceramic nanoparticles, carbon nanomaterials, gold
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nanoparticles, quantum dots (QDs), magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) and upconversion nanoparticles
(UCNPs) have been formulated to attain stable dispersions of photosensitizers in aqueous media for
their effective delivery. Entrapment of drugs/ sensing elements into nanoparticles possess several
advantages, which primarily include the role of particle matrix as a barrier preventing the interference
of intracellular environment with loaded cargo which by interaction could potentially alter the
functional characteristics of the loaded cargo.(5) Moreover, nanocarriers adequately improvise the
solubility of sparingly aqueous soluble drugs, rendering extended half-life during circulation in the
blood.(6) These nanosystems efficiently modulate the drug pharmacokinetics leading to avid uptake
by the target tissues followed by their accumulation in uptaken regions. They are beneficial in terms
of reduced side effects, increased bioavailability, and further improve susceptibility of target region
to the mode of action of the loaded drug. However, while developing nanocarriers, the penetrability
into tumor tissues is a challenge to be addressed and it is also important to design nanocarriers with
biocompatible and biodegradable characteristics.(7) Designing a putative drug delivery nanoparticle,
requires that the nanoparticle possess the ability to traverse through mucus barrier without
experiencing the resistance due to interactions with the mucin. Further, the rate of penetration of
nanoparticles through mucus should exceed its characteristic clearance rate. (8) Mucus is a viscous
fluid that shields all wet epithelial arena, including nasal cavity, oral cavity, gastrointestinal tract,
lungs and female genital tract.(9) The major component of mucus is mucin which is either bound to
cell membrane or secreted externally. The term “mucin” comprises a family of high molecular weight
glycosylated proteins. It took an evolutionary period of millions of years to have mucin bestowed
with the ability to interact with wide range of molecules for providing protection against pathogenic
viruses, bacteria and minute particles.(10) Being highly complex in structure, mucin molecules are
predominantly equipped with an optimized and manifold chemistry. Their protein backbone
possesses large amount of thiol groups and hydrophobic/charged domains are prevalent within the
highly entangled network of mucin. Additionally, the attachment of oligosaccharides to mucin
protein backbone is majorly responsible for enhancement of intramolecular and intermolecular
hydrogen bonding characteristics, excellent hydration and hydrophilic nature. Moreover, the net
negative charge mucin at neutral pH is conferred by sialic acid, carboxyl and sulfate groups adherent
to it.(11) Thus, the unique chemistry and the intricate composition of mucus leads to binding and
retention of the therapeutic molecules within the complex matrix and this makes mucus play an
important role as biophysical barrier to most of the uptaken drugs.
Until recent times, it was established that mucus acts as protective layer against harmful foreign
entities like pathogenic bacteria, enzymes and chemicals. However, the research advances have
revealed the possible multiple interactions of mucins or mucus glycoproteins with many biologically
important entities such as enzymes, drugs, polymers, cations viruses, cell surfaces molecules and
bacteria in numerous ways. (12) Though mucosal barrier creates a critical problem for drug delivery,
an interesting approach can be brought using this tenacious nature of mucin by exploiting the possible
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mucin–drug interactions for encapsulation and delivery of drug molecules. The ultimate goal is to
develop mucin-based biomaterials to retain and release drugs over long periods of time. The
complexation efficiency of mucin with hydrophobic molecules is interesting to note, which in fact
enhances its solubility in aqueous environment. Novel mucin-complexed molecules depicts potency
in terms of long term bioavailability and high membrane-penetration capability. The ability of bovine
submaxillary mucin to stabilize hydrophobic nanocolloid dispersions such as C60 fullerene and
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) in aqueous medium was demonstrated in a study.(13) The
intriguing mucin-protein interactions have inspired to further advance the research in demonstrating
development of highly versatile multilayered structures/scaffolds using layer-by-layer (LBL)
approach for applications in drug delivery and regenerative medicine. The reduced opsonization
effect with promising haemo- and cyto-compatibility are marked qualities of mucylated nanocarriers
(e.g., polylactic-co-glycolic acid).(14) The coating of mucin on biomaterials can considerably
minimize adherence of protein and neutrophil onto biomaterial substrate like polyethylene
terephthalate, which effectively aid in the reduction of host immune response resulted from
biomaterials.(15) The drug encapsulated mucin coated micro- or nanotubes can be employed for
targeted payload delivery and longer resident time.
The primary method to harness the properties of mucin for drug delivery is to assemble them into
biomaterials with its intact biophysical characteristics. To develop mucin based biomaterial, a layerby-layer assembling can be implemented where mucin is complexed with biomaterials such as
lysozymes, chitosan, or lectins.(16,17) Another strategical development has been evolved where
mucin–alginate(18) or mucin–gelatin(19) complexes have been synthesized to design microparticles. A
robust macroscopic covalently cross-linked mucin hydrogel developed via assembly of
methacrylated mucin have been reported to investigate the drug binding and release efficacy of mucin
molecule.(20) Recently a report suggested the formation of a mucin particle for enzyme encapsulation
and release.(21) These mucin-based scaffolds with its elaborate inherent chemical nature
(hydrophilicity) and its mucoadhesive interactions (e.g., hydrophobic, electrostatic forces), are
suggested to be capable of loading both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs, offering sustained drug
release. Majority of the previous reports involved time consuming protocols, multiple precursors for
synthesis of mucin based nanocarriers. However, no previous investigation has been carried out to
exploit the potency of solely mucin-based biomaterials assembled into nanocarriers via facile one
pot synthetic route in retention and release of drug molecules.
It is to be noted that one of the major setbacks in photodynamic therapy arises from the inability to
trace the photosensitizers under conventional tracking techniques. (22) The putative behaviour of PS
in getting accumulated at cancer site and the lack of successive follow-up of therapy leads to limited
use of such therapeutic practices. Nanoparticles can act as a multimodal platform with imaging
property equipped within it thereby qualifying these drug delivery system into theranostic systems.
Theranostic nanocarriers have improved the outcome of photodynamic-based processes and several
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multifunctional systems have been realised for image-guided photosensitizer delivery.(22,23) The
prompt diagnosis and treatment initiation made possible with this technique significantly increases
the chances of cure.

A wide variety of luminescent materials including QDs, and UCNPs

(upconversion nanoparticles) have been developed as multifunctional platform for both optical
imaging and drug/gene delivery. However, most conventionally existing QDs are composed of heavy
metal elements (such as Cd2+, Pb2+, etc.). The cytotoxic nature of heavy metal ions released into
biological systems and their deleterious environmental causes results in limited application of QDs
in the field of theranostics(24) In case of UCNPs, the lanthanide complexes exhibit poor thermal
stability and mechanical stability which reduces its applications.(25) On the other hand, recently noble
metal nanoclusters such as gold nanoclusters (AuNCs) have gained wide attraction because of their
high fluorescence, excellent photostability, negligible toxicity, high biocompatibility and aqueous
solubility.(26,27) Therefore, photosensitizing agents, conjugated with fluorescent metal nanoclusters,
can offer significant advantages for efficient image guided photodynamic cancer treatment.
Here, in a fast and easy synthesis of a mucin based nanocarrier embedded with luminescent Au NCs
is reported. The cationic photosensitizer MB was loaded onto the Au NCs-mucin nanoparticles for
photodynamic ablation of HeLa cancer cells and simultaneous bioimaging application. The role of
singlet oxygen generation and subsequent cell death pathway was elucidated by flow cytometry
based assays.

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of MB Loaded Au NC-mucin NPs mediated photodynamic therapy
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4.2. Synthesis and Characterisation

Figure 4.2. (A) Emission spectra of Au NC-mucin NPs (λem = 580 nm) when excited at 300 nm. (B) Emission spectra of MB
loaded Au NC-mucin NPs (λem = 580 nm, 700nm) when excited at 300 nm. (C) TEM image of Au NC-mucin NPs with 50 nm
scale bar. (D) Magnified TEM image of Au NC-mucin NPs with 20 nm scale bar.

The Au NCs embedded mucin nanoparticles (Au NC-mucin NPs) appeared as a colourless dispersion
with a strong emission peak at 620 upon excitation at 300 nm which indicated the formation of Au
NCs (Figure 4.2A). The MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs exhibited an additional fluorescence peak at
around 700 nm which confirmed the binding of MB (Figure 4.2B). The UV-Vis absorbance at 280
nm is due to the tryptophan residues of the protein in case of Au NC-mucin NPs as well as MB loaded
Au NC-mucin NPs. MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in addition exhibited a peak at 660 nm due to the
presence of MB which corresponds to maximum absorption peak of only MB. The absence of
plasmonic signature in case of Au NC-mucin NPs at 520 nm indicates that Au NPs were not present
(Appendix C, Figure C4.1a-c). TEM investigation showed the formation of MB loaded Au NCmucin NPs with an average size of 139±47nm. Magnified TEM investigation revealed the presence
of Au NCs with an average size of 1.9±0.34 nm inside the mucin nanoparticles (Figure 4.2C,D). The
loading efficiency of cationic photosensitizer methylene blue loaded on the Au NC-mucin NPs was
found to be 70% (Appendix C, Figure C4.1d). After loading of MB, luminescence of Au NC-mucin
NPs were quenched in comparison to the as synthesised Au NC-mucin NPs due to possible photo87
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induced charge transfer between MB and Au NCs.(28) The zeta potential of mucin(-17.3±2.3), Au
NC-mucin NPs (-5.5±0.2), MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs (-2.8±0.1) indicated the binding of MB to
the Au NC-mucin NPs (Appendix C, Figure C4.2a-c). The photostability studies of emission
intensity of the Au NC- mucin nanoparticles revealed that the NCs were stable compared to standard
rhodamine 6G. The luminescence intensity decrease rate (F/F0) of the NCs was 0.27% per min,
whereas in the case of commonly used fluorescent dye rhodamine 6G, the rate was found to be 0.80%
per min. The quantum yield of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs was measured to be 3.5% using quinine
sulphate as standard and was deemed suitable for imaging applications (Appendix C, Figure
C4.3a,b). The CD spectra of native mucin represented lack of well-defined secondary structure,
characteristic of mucins due to heavy glycosylation. (29) Also, CD spectra of the Au NC-mucin NPs
when compared to native mucin showed decrease in the percentage of turns with nominal increase
in α-helix percentage. (Appendix C, Figure C4.4a,b). The release profile of the MB from the Au
NC-mucin NPs was studied at pH 4.5 and 7.5. It was revealed that about 55% of the drug was released
at the end of 24 h at pH 4.5 and release of 26% was exhibited at pH 7.5 at the end of 24 h. The
sustained release profile followed by initial burst release helps in retention of the photosensitizer for
its optimum activity (Appendix C, Figure C4.5).

4.3. Detection of Singlet Oxygen Generation

Figure 4.3. Luminescence spectra of (A) DPBF and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs, and (B) only DPBF irradiated with 640 nm
light.

The potential of the MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in generation of singlet oxygen was determined
by DBPF based singlet oxygen detection. The luminescence spectra of DPBF in presence of MB
loaded Au NC-mucin NPs and only DPBF (irradiated with 640 nm light) were analysed. In the
presence of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs, the luminescence of DPBF quenched gradually with time
possibly due to the breakdown of DPBF in presence of the singlet oxygen generated by the MB
loaded Au NC-mucin NPs. On the other hand, in the absence of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs
significant decay in luminescence was not observed (Figure 4.3A). These results indicated the
potential of the MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in singlet oxygen generation.
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4.4. Uptake and Delivery of MB Loaded Au NC-mucin NPs

Figure 4.4. Confocal microscopic images of HeLa cells. (A) Bright field image, (B) fluorescence image and (C) merged
fluorescent image of HeLa cells treated with MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs.

For the application of the MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in bio-imaging and tracking the delivery of
MB through the luminescence of Au NCs, HeLa cancer cells were kept under treatment with MB
loaded Au NC-mucin NPs for 4 h and then were visualized under a confocal microscope. The
confocal microscopic images showed the uptake of the MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs into cancer
cells (Figure 4.4A-C) as indicated by the luminescence of Au NCs. The images of control cells
without treatment did not exhibit any luminescence (Appendix C, Figure C4.6a-c). The z-stack of
the confocal microscopic images demonstrated internalization of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs into
cancer cells (Appendix C, Figure C4.7a-d). The confocal microscopic images of cancer cells treated
with Au NC-mucin NPs and MB only are shown in (Appendix C, Figure C4.8a,b). This showed
the potential use of luminescent MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in imaging cancer cells as well as
tracking the delivery of therapeutic photosensitizer MB.
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4.5. Photodynamic Therapy and Mechanism of Cell Death

Figure 4.5. (A) MTT assay of HEK 293T cells, (B) MTT assay of HeLa cells treated with MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in
dark, MB under irradiation, and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs under irradiation. The values are represented as mean ± SD of
three individual experiments.

The biocompatibility of the Au NC-mucin NPs was determined by treating the HEK 293T human
embryonic kidney cell lines with Au NC-mucin NPs for 24 h. The MTT assay revealed that more
than 80% of the cells were viable after 24 h of treatment (Figure 4.5A). In order to establish the
potential of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in photodynamic therapy, the HeLa cancer cells were
treated with MB, Au NC-mucin NPs, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in dark as well as under
irradiation at 640 nm light for 30 min by using a custom LED array device at low irradiation doses
31

(as mentioned in the Experimental Section) compared to high power lasers. After the exposure the

cells were further incubated for 24 h. The MTT assay revealed that in case of the MB loaded Au NCmucin NPs irradiated samples, 50% of the cells were viable at MB concentration of 6 μM whereas
69 % cells were viable in case of only MB. Minimum level of dark toxicity was observed in case of
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both only MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs (Figure 4.5B). Hence, an optimum level of
photodynamic effect was achieved by MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs at low concentrations of
drug which resulted in cancer cell death.

Figure 4.6. ROS generation profile of (A) HeLa cells treated with Au NC-mucin NPs, (B) MB, (C) MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs
under different conditions.

To establish that the mechanism of cell death is initiated by the generation of singlet oxygen,
intracellular ROS levels were monitored in HeLa cells treated with MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin
NPs under irradiation with 640 nm light and in dark. Increased levels of ROS was found in case of
irradiated samples in comparison to control and samples in dark. Further, to ascertain that the
behavior exhibited is due to the generation of singlet oxygen, the intracellular ROS levels were
monitored in HeLa cells with pretreatment of sodium azide (specific singlet oxygen quencher) 31
before MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs treatment under irradiation with 640 nm light and in dark.
The results indicated that in case of sodium azide pretreated samples, the ROS levels were
sufficiently quenched in the cells treated with MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs under irradiation
(Figure 4.6A-C). The enhanced quenching of ROS levels in case sodium azide pretreated samples
under irradiation indicated that the cell death initiated under irradiation was possibly due to MB, MB
loaded Au NC-mucin NPs mediated PDT via generation of singlet oxygen.
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Figure 4.7. Cell cycle analysis of control HeLa cells, HeLa cells treated with MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in dark, MB
under irradiation, and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs under irradiation.

Also, cell cycle analysis was carried out by propidium iodide (PI) staining, which showed increase
in sub G1 cell population after treatment with MB, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs irradiated with
640 nm light as compared to other controls, along with slight changes in other phases of cell cycle
(G0/G1, S, and G2/M) as shown in Figure 4.7. Herein, the significant increase in sub G1 population
gives the indication of apoptosis mode of cell death.

Figure 4.8. Caspase-3 assay of HeLa cells showing percentage of apoptosis in (A) control, treated with (B,C) MB, MB loaded
Au NC-mucin NPs in dark, (D) MB under irradiation, and (E) MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs under irradiation.
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The caspase-3 assay further strengthened the claim of apoptosis mediated cell death. An anti-caspase
antibody was used to label caspase-3 produced inside the cells during apoptosis. It revealed that MB,
MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs treated cells irradiated with 640 nm light showed a considerable
increase in the active caspase-3 positive cell (apoptotic cells) population in comparison to other
controls (Figure 4.8A-E). Hence, from all the above findings, it can be concluded that the MB loaded
Au NC-mucin NPs effectively delivered the photosensitizer and killed the cancer cells by virtue of
generation of singlet oxygen. Also, the luminescence property of the MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs
conferred biolabeling properties, thereby helping in tracking the delivery process of MB.

4.6. Conclusions
In brief, a mucin based luminescent biocompatible nanocarrier was developed for the delivery of
photosensitizer MB into the HeLa cancer cells. The MB binding to Au NC-mucin NPs was carried
out and uptake of the MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs was analysed by confocal microscopy. The MB
loaded Au NC-mucin NPs delivered the MB successfully and the cancer cells were killed through
singlet oxygen generation. Also, the luminescent nature of the MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs gave
an opportunity for tracking the delivery of photosensitizer inside the cells without the need for
organic fluorophores. The mode of cell death has been established by flow cytometry based assays.
Thus, the present biocompatible MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs system possesses the ability to be
used for photodynamic cancer therapy with simultaneous bioimaging.
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Appendix C
C.1 Experimental Section
Materials and methods
Chemicals
HAuCl4 (Au, 17 wt % in dilute HCl; 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), Mucin Type III from porcine stomach
(Sigma-Aldrich), mercaptopropionic acid (MPA; Sigma-Aldrich), methylene blue (Merck) and
Milli-Q-grade water (>18 MΩ/cm; Millipore) were used without any alterations.

Synthesis of Au NCs-mucin nanoparticles
The synthesis of luminescent Au NCs on mucin was achieved by slight modification of our
previously reported method.(26) A total of 1 mL of 1mg/mL mucin was taken, and 8 μL of 0.11 M
MPA and 20 μL of 10 mM HAuCl4 were added to it. The solution was heated to 95 °C for 2 min and
rapidly cooled to 4 °C. The sample was then centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 5 min, and pellet was
redispersed in water for further use.

UV–visible spectroscopy and luminescence measurements
A UV–visible spectrophotometer (Jasco V-630) was used to record the absorbance of all samples.
All luminescence-based measurements were carried out using a fluorescence spectrophotometer
(PerkinElmer LS55).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
For TEM analysis, 7 μL of the synthesized sample was drop-cast onto the TEM grid and air-dried.
The TEM grid was observed under a transmission electron microscope operating at a maximum
accelerating voltage of 200 keV (JEM 2100; JEOL, Peabody, MA).

Quantum yield (QY) measurements
The QY measurement was done using reference quinine sulfate in a 0.10 M H2SO4 solution. The
equation used for calculation of the QY is as follows:

QY = QYr

m n2
m r n 2r

Here, m is the slope of integrated luminescence intensity versus absorbance plot, n is the refractive
index, and subscript r indicates the reference solution quinine sulfate. The absorbance and
luminescence intensity measurements were carried out consecutively one after the other using the
same solution. The QY of the standard (QYr) is 0.54, and the refractive index of water (solvent) is
1.33.
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1, 3 - diphenylizobenzofuran (DPBF) singlet oxygen detection experiment:
For this, 100 μL of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs were mixed with 100 μL of DPBF (0.08 mM) in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) under dark conditions. Another set containing only DPBF was kept as
control. The samples were irradiated for 0 to 4 min in steps of 1 min using LED array with peak
emission around 640 nm (2000 lux). The luminescence of DPBF was recorded using Perkin Elmer
LS 55 fluorescence spectrophotometer.

Cell culture
HeLa (human cervical carcinoma), HEK 293T (human embryonic kidney) cells for cell culture
experiments were acquired from the National Centre for Cell Sciences, Pune, India. For culturing
cells in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium,
supplemented with l-glutamine (4 mM), penicillin (50 units/mL), streptomycin (50 mg/mL, SigmaAldrich), and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS; PAA Laboratories, Austria), was used.

Confocal microscopy
For experiments in confocal microscopy, 1 × 105 HeLa cells were seeded on coverslips in 35 mm
culture dishes and grown in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator (37 °C for 24 h). Thereafter, the cells
were treated with MB, Au NC-mucin NPs and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs for 3 h. The treated
cells were fixed using 0.1% formaldehyde and 70% chilled ethanol. The coverslips were mounted on
glass slides, and the ends were sealed. Control samples without treatment were prepared in a similar
manner. The samples were observed (at excitation 405 nm) under a Zeiss LSM 880 microscope.

MTT Assay
For assessment of the cell viability, 1 × 104 HeLa and HEK cells/well were seeded in a 96-well plate
and cultured overnight (37 °C for 24 h) in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator. The cells were treated
with MB, Au NC-mucin NPs and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs for 3 h and then irradiated with 640
nm light for 30 min using a custom made (red) LED array device at an irradiation dose of 2000 lux
and thereafter incubated for 24 h. Control experiments were carried out by treating the cells with MB
and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs without irradiation (in dark). Thereafter, MTT [3-(4,5dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] assay was carried out. MTT is reduced by
mitochondria in living cells into colored formazan. Thus, absorbance at 570 nm reveals the amount
of formazan product, which directly relates to the number of live cells. The absorbance at 690 nm
was subtracted (background interference). The percent of cell viability was calculated as

% viable cells 

(A570  A690) of treated cells
(A570  A690) of control cells
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Determination of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
For ROS generation studies, HeLa cells were seeded at a density of 1 × 10 5 cells/well in a 6-well
plate, grown for 24 h, and then treated for 3 h with MB and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs. Thereafter
the cells were irradiated in a similar manner as described in MTT assay to induce ROS generation.
In order to confirm the role of singlet oxygen towards increased ROS levels the cells were pretreated
with 50 mM sodium azide (NaN3) for 1 h before irradiation. Control experiments were carried out
by treating the cells with MB and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs without irradiation (in dark). After
the treatment, the cells were incubated for 10 min in 1 mM 2,7-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFHDA; 5 μL/well; Sigma-Aldrich). The media was discarded, and the cells were harvested and
redispersed in fresh media. DCFH-DA, which is a nonfluorescent dye, converts to DCFH through
hydrolysis inside live cells. The hence-formed DCFH on oxidation by ROS converts to green
fluorescent dichlorofluorescein (DCF). The samples were analyzed in FL1-H channel in a flow
cytometer (FacsCalibur, BD Biosciences, NJ) at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm and emission
wavelength of 530 nm for DCF fluorescence. The fluorescence data for 15000 cells in each sample
were recorded with the Cell Quest program (BD Biosciences).

Cell cycle analysis
A propidium iodide (PI)-based staining method was adopted for cell cycle analysis. HeLa cells at a
density of 1 × 105 cells/well were seeded in 6-well plates, grown, and then treated with MB and MB
loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in a similar manner as in case of MTT assay. At the end of 24 h incubation
the media and PBS were collected separately for both the treated and control cell samples. The cells
were then harvested by trypsinization, and all of the samples were centrifuged (650 rcf, 6 min).
Following this, the cells were fixed under constant vortexing by the slow addition of 1 mL of 70%
chilled ethanol and stored at 4 °C. The cells were then centrifuged, washed in ice-cold PBS, and
treated with RNase for 1 h at 55 °C. Then 10 μL of PI (1 mg/mL) was added to all of the samples,
and incubation was carried out in the dark at 37 °C for 30 min. The samples were analyzed in a flow
cytometer (BD). PI fluorescence data were recorded for 15000 cells in each sample with the Cell
Quest program (BD) for further analysis.

Caspase-3 assay
For caspase-3 assay, HeLa cells (1 × 105 cells/well; 6-well plates) were grown for 24 h, followed by
treatment with with MB and MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs in a similar manner as in case of MTT
assay. At the end of 24 h incubation both the treated and control cells after trypsinization were fixed
in 0.1% formaldehyde for 15 min. The samples were centrifuged at 650 rcf for 6 min, and the pellet
was redispersed in PBS. Thereafter, 0.5% Tween 20 was added to the samples and incubated in the
dark for 20 min. The cells were washed three times with PBS, and 10 μL of PE-conjugated
anticaspase-3 antibody was added. After incubation for 0.5 h at 37 °C, the samples were analyzed
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for PE fluorescence in a flow cytometer (BD). Fluorescence data for 15000 cells were recorded with
the Cell Quest program (BD) in each sample for further analysis.

C.2 Figures

Figure C4.1. (a) UV-Visible spectrum of MB. (b) UV-Visible spectrum of mucin. (c) UV-Visible spectrum of Au NC-mucin NPs,
MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs. (d) Loading efficiency of MB onto Au NC-mucin NPs.
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Figure C4.2. (a-c) Zeta potential of mucin, Au NC-mucin NPs, MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs.
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Figure C4.3. (a) Photo stability of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs. (b) Quantum yield of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs.

Figure C4.4. (a,b) CD spectra of the mucin, Au NC-mucin NPs.

Figure C4.5. Release profile of MB from Au NC-mucin NPs at pH 7.4 and 4.5.
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Figure C4.6. (a-c) Bright-field, fluorescence, and merged images of control HeLa cells.

Figure C4.7. (a-c) Bright field image, fluorescence image and merged image of HeLa cells treated with MB loaded Au NCmucin NPs. (d) Depth projection of confocal microscopy image showing internalization of MB loaded Au NC-mucin NPs inside
HeLa cell.
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Figure C4.8. (a) (i–iii) Bright-field, fluorescence, and merged images of HeLa cells treated with Au NC-mucin NPs. (b) (i–iii)
Bright-field, fluorescent, and merged images of HeLa cells treated with MB.
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Chapter 5

Phenylboronic Acid Templated Gold Nanoclusters for
Mucin Detection Using a Smartphone-Based Device and
Targeted Cancer Cell Theranostics
Abstract
A phenylboronic acid templated gold nanocluster probe was developed to detect biomarker mucin by a noninvasive
luminescence based method using a point-of-care smartphone-based fluorescence detection device. The gold nanocluster
probe is able to detect mucin specifically. The same probe was applied for in vitro targeted bioimaging of HeLa and Hep G2
cancer cells, and it demonstrated specific therapeutic effects toward cancer cells as well as multicellular tumor spheroids
imparting theranostic properties. The module is found to be more effective toward HeLa cells, and a pathway of cell death
was established using flow-cytometry-based assays.

5.1. Introduction
Biological molecules like protein receptors, aptamers, peptides, antigens, and antibodies are widely
accepted in cancer research for sensing, recognition, assay of biomarkers, and delivery of therapeutic
solutions.(1) However, they lack stability when subjected to changes in the pH and heat and are more
susceptible to degradation during surface modifications, which is highly desirable to link other
moieties such as fluorophores for detection purposes.(1) Alternatively, the use of small synthetic
molecules for the recognition of a specific analyte provides a suitable platform, which is by far more
stable and can be easily modified for enhancing activity. Akin to biological interactions, these
chemical molecules make use of the functional groups present on them and bind to the analyte with
high specificity and affinity. In this regard, phenylboronic acid has been accredited with targeting
sialic acid residues with high specificity at physiological pH.(2) A wealth of nanoparticle-based
delivery vehicles have been developed in the recent past targeting sialic acids on cancer cell
surfaces.(3-5) Overexpression of sialic acid residues or altered glycosylation play a pivotal role in the
manifestation of many diseases including various cancers like prostate, liver, breast, cervical, and
stomach among many others. Further, hypoxic regions of solid tumors are also known to overexpress
sialic acids.(6, 7) In addition to targeting, boronic acids have also gained interest in anticancer therapy
as potential proteasome inhibitors, enzyme inhibitors, boron neutron therapy agents, etc. Drug testing
has been carried out using boron-containing drugs as a new class of pharmaceuticals for various
diseases including cancer.(8-14) As a consequence, besides the successful detection of cancer markers,
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boronic acids hold the potential to act as anticancer agents. However, for the application of boronic
acids as anticancer agents, it is essential to track their distribution inside the cells, and this can be
achieved via tagging of the therapeutic boron-based compounds with imaging probes. Rapid sensing
methods based on specific targeting of sialic acid could be also useful for the development of pointof-care (POC) diagnostic devices and is of importance in targeted delivery and therapeutics. An
important secretory glycoprotein, mucin, contains sialic acid moieties and is found to be associated
with pathways in cancer progression, invasion, and metastasis. Also, mucins constitute a major
portion of the tumor area/volume in many cases.(15) However, the rapid detection of mucin is
challenging because current standard methods, like histochemical analysis of tumor tissues through
PAS/Alcain blue staining,(16,17) are invasive and time-consuming and alternative approaches, such as
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays, antibody-mediated field-effect-transistor devices, and
aptamer-based fluorometric assays,(18-22) require expensive antibody-mediated reactions and
complicated labeling steps for signal generation. Thereby, the development of a rapid “one-step”
assay for analysis of mucins present in body fluids, tumor biopsy, etc., could enable integration to
POC platforms for in vitro diagnostics. A key element would be its specific recognition using
labeling molecules for adequate signal generation using minimal precursors in order to keep the
operation of the device simple, accurate, and specific.
Therefore, an important factor to either use boronic acid template systems for the development of
rapid in vitro POC assays to detect mucin or track intracellular distribution during therapeutic regime
inside cells is to achieve effective tagging with reporter molecules. In this regard, fluorometric
markers are promising because of their fast response and sensitivity and, hence, are widely used in
the detection of biomolecular analytes and bioimaging. Although fluorescence labeling is a daunting
challenge with respect to small molecules like phenylboronic acid, it is mostly favored and
considered to be advantageous because of its applications in theranostics.
Among fluorescence reporters, organic dyes had been a choice for decades in fluorescence-based
studies, but their applications in biological experiments are limited because of their low
photostability, toxicity (in certain cases), and poor solubility in water.(23) Nanomaterials like quantum
dots, C dots, etc., although a viable option, often require either high-temperature conditions or
purification steps and take a long time, and related toxicity concerns arising from the use of heavy
metals in the synthesis of quantum dots hinder their extensive usage. (24-27) Recently, noble-metal
nanoclusters of gold, silver, and copper have emerged as promising candidates for sensing assays
and biological applications because of their biocompatibility, photostability, and large Stokes
shift.(28) However, the majority of available techniques involve the presynthesis of nanomaterials and
then require functionalization to achieve effective conjugation with receptors for recognition
purposes. This not only introduces an extra step but also increases the possibility of the loss of
properties of the nanomaterial or the biological component involved. Instead, the direct use of an as106
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synthesized luminescent nanomaterial is preferred, particularly for POC assays, in order to reduce
time, cost, and resources and to avoid extra steps. However, such approaches toward developing
luminescence-based assays using nanoclusters on small molecules, produced through rapid synthetic
routes to detect important cancer biomarker mucins, have not been pursued so far. In addition, the
application of the same luminescent probe on small molecules for the specific labelling of cancer
cells as well as tumor spheroids along with anticancer activity has not been explored.
In this chapter, a rapid synthetic route of luminescent phenylboronic acid templated gold nanoclusters
(PB-Au NCs) to elucidate targeted anticancer therapeutic effects with simultaneous bioimaging and
for application in in vitro POC diagnostics is reported. For theranostic applications, the PB-Au NCs
probe was applied to specifically label (imaging) cancer cells by virtue of luminescence from Au
NCs and simultaneously induce therapeutic effects toward cancer cells, resulting from the
contribution of a boron component. The penetration and therapeutic efficacy of PB-Au NCs was also
studied in the case of multicellular spheroids of HeLa cells to better mimic the tumor environment.
The uptake and detailed mechanism of cell death induced by PB-Au NCs were evaluated. Further,
the antibacterial potential of PB-Au NCs was explored in order to assess its potential in combating
secondary bacterial infections in cancer. Toward diagnostics, we discovered a rapid “one-step”
luminescent assay for mucin detection based on its interaction with an indigenously developed PBAu NC probe and further developed a mobile-phone-based POC device with software for integration
of the assay and readout. The specificity of the probe toward mucin resulted in the enhancement of
luminescence upon its addition and thereby allowed one to develop a rapid assay to be integrated
into a POC device. The overall work is illustrated in Figure 5.1 which depicts multiple applications
of the as-synthesized PB-Au NC probe for mucin detection using a smartphone-based platform,
targeted bioimaging, therapeutic activity toward cancer cells, and multicellular spheroids.

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of the rapid synthesis procedure of PB-Au NCs and their application in targeted cancer
cell imaging and therapy as well as smartphone-based mucin detection.
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5.2. Synthesis and Characterisation of PB-Au NCs

Figure 5.2. (A) Luminescence spectra of PB and PB-Au NCs. (B) TEM image of PB-Au NCs at 20 nm scale bar.

The Au NCs synthesized on phenylboronic acid appeared as a colorless suspension. The formation
of Au NCs was suggested by the exhibition of luminescence with a peak emission at 580 nm when
excited by 300 nm light (Figure 5.2A). In addition, SPR signatures corresponding to Au
nanoparticles were not observed, indicating no possible contamination or formation of Au
nanoparticles (Appendix D, Figure D5.1a). The excitation spectrum of PB-Au NCs revealed
excitation maxima at around 300 nm (Appendix D, Figure D5.1b). TEM images revealed the
formation of nanoclusters with an average size of 2.0 ± 0.5 nm (Figure 5.2B and Appendix D,
Figure D5.1c). The QY of the Au NCs was found to be 3.1% with respect to quinine sulfate as the
standard. The luminescence decrease rate in the case of PB-Au NCs was found to be 0.73% per min
compared to 4.0% per min in the case of standard organic dye rhodamine 6G. This indicated that the
hence-prepared PB-Au NCs were more photostable than rhodamine 6G. The matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) results revealed a peak at m/z 4764 in the case
of PB-Au NCs, which corresponds to [Au18(MPA11) + 3Na+ – 3H+]3–, suggesting the presence of 18
Au atoms in the core of the metal nanocluster (Appendix D, Figure D5.2a-d).
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5.3. Uptake and Targeting of Cancer Cells by PB-Au NCs

Figure 5.3. (A) (i–iii) Bright-field, fluorescent, and merged images of HEK cells treated with PB-Au NCs. (B) (i–iii) Brightfield, fluorescent, and merged images of HeLa cells treated with PB-Au NCs. (C) (i–iii) Bright-field, fluorescent, and merged
images of Hep G2 cells treated with PB-Au NCs.

Further, to analyze the potential of PB-Au NCs in targeting cancer cells, HEK, HeLa, and Hep G2
cells were treated with PB-Au NCs. The intracellular uptake of PB-Au NCs was confirmed using
confocal microscopy and flow cytometry by monitoring the luminescence of Au NCs present in PBAu NCs. The results obtained from both of these techniques revealed that the uptake was found to
be negligible for the normal cell line HEK and a maximum in the case of HeLa cells and was closely
followed by Hep G2 cells (Figure 5.3A-C and Appendix D, Figure D5.3a-c). The control cells
without treatment of PB-Au NCs did not exhibit any fluorescence (Appendix D, Figure D5.4a-c).
A depth projection of confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells showed internalization of PB-Au
NCs in the cells (Appendix D, Figure D5.5a-d). To further confirm that PB-Au NCs interact with
sialic acid residues on the cancer cell surface, an inhibition assay was performed, where cancer cells
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were first reacted with PB alone to block the binding sites and thereafter were treated with PB-Au
NCs. The results revealed that, in the case of cells treated with free PB, the uptake was reduced.
Thereby, the inhibition assay indicated that the uptake of PB-Au NCs was mediated through the
interaction of PB and sialic acid residues on the cancer cell surface (Appendix D, Figure D5.6a-c).
The semi quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction of sialyl transferase genes also revealed
the overexpression of ST3GALIII (in HeLa and Hep G2) and ST6GALI (in HeLa) compared to the
normal cell line HEK, which, in turn, effects the sialic acid expression on the cancer cell surface
(Appendix D, Figure D5.7).

5.4. Cell Viability and Mechanism of Cell Death

Figure 5.4. (A) Cell viability assay of HeLa, HEK, and Hep G2 cells treated with PB-Au NCs. (B–D) Bright-field images of
control HeLa cells and HeLa cells treated with PB-Au NCs. (E–G) Fluorescent images of control HeLa cells and HeLa cells
treated with PB-Au NCs exhibiting DCF fluorescence. The values are represented as mean ± SD of three individual
experiments.
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Following uptake studies, the therapeutic potential of PB-Au NCs was assessed by MTT assay in all
three cell lines. As anticipated, the in vitro antiproliferative activity was found to be maximum for
the HeLa cells, followed by Hep G2 and HEK. The IC 50 dose was found to be 1.1 mg/mL for HeLa,
and the viabilities of the Hep G2 and HEK cells were around 54% and 70%, respectively, at this
dose. These results indicated that PB-Au NCs specifically showed therapeutic effects toward cancer
cells (HeLa and Hep G2) over normal cells (HEK; Figure 5.4A). In addition, the results of MTT
assay with free PB treatment alone confirmed that the activity of PB was not significantly affected
after the formation of Au NCs (Appendix D, Figure D5.8a). For elucidating the mechanism of cell
death, further experiments were carried out on HeLa cells because the therapeutic effect of PB-Au
NCs was found to be maximum in this case. The generation of high levels of ROS has been identified
as an early marker of progression toward apoptosis in most of the cell death pathways, followed by
anticancer agents. In this regard, DCFH-DA-based ROS assay was carried out to determine the
intracellular ROS levels. The results revealed a higher amount of ROS generation in the case of PBAu NC-treated cells. This was indicated by the fluorescence intensity (measured at 530 nm emission
for DCF fluorescence), which was found to be high in the case of PB-Au NC-treated cells with
respect to control cells (Appendix D, Figure D5.8b). This was supported by the fluorescence
microscopic images of the cells treated with PB-Au NCs, where the intensity was higher in
comparison to control cells. The changes in the morphology of the cells were also observed in the
corresponding bright-field images of the PB-Au NC-treated cells with respect to control cells (Figure
5.4B-G).

Figure 5.5. Cell cycle analysis of (A) control HeLa cells and HeLa cells (B) treated with PB and (C) treated with PB-AuNCs,
where M1 = sub G1, M2 = G0/G1, M3 = S, and M4 = G2/M. Caspase-3 assay of (D) control HeLa cells and HeLa cells (E)
treated with PB and (F) treated with PB-AuNCs, where M1 = active caspase-3 negative and M2 = active caspase-3 positive.

Subsequently, to unravel the effects of PB-Au NC treatment on the cell cycle distribution, cell cycle
analysis was carried out using flow-cytometry-based PI assay. This provides vital information related
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to the cell death mechanism. The population of cells in the sub-G1 phase, which represents the
apoptotic cell population, was found to be more in the case of both PB (5.83%) and PB-Au NC
(7.12%) treated cells in comparison to control cells (1.98%; Figure 5.5A-C). This indicated a
possible apoptosis mode of cell death. This was then confirmed via analysis of the activation of
caspase-3, which plays a pivotal role in the downstream of the apoptotic pathway. In caspase-3 assay,
an antiCaspase-antibody was used to label caspase-3 produced inside the cells during apoptosis. This
assay confirmed a substantial increase in the active caspase-3 positive cells (apoptotic cells) in the
case of both PB- and PB-Au NC-treated cells in comparison to control cells (Figure 5.5D-F). Hence,
all of the above results revealed the targeted theranostic potential of PB-Au NCs (delivering both
imaging capabilities and therapy) and can be used for the anticancer treatment regime.

5.5. 3D Multicellular Spheroids Culture and Anticancer Activity

Figure 5.6 (A–D) Bright-field images of control HeLa spheroids and HeLa spheroids treated with increasing doses of PB-Au
NCs (0, 1, 3, and 6 mg/mL) for 24 h and stained with AO–EtBr. (E–H) Fluorescent images of control HeLa spheroids and HeLa
spheroids treated with PB-Au NCs (0, 1, 3, and 6 mg/mL) for 24 h and stained with AO–EtBr.

In an attempt to establish the potential application of these nanoclusters in a more realistic solid
tumor environment, the penetration capacity and therapeutic activity of the PB-Au NCs were
determined using 3D multicellular HeLa spheroids. The in vitro spheroid culture of the HeLa cells
was established using agarose-coated wells in a 96-well plate, where, with an increase in the number
of cells, the sphere diameter was found to increase (Appendix D, Figure D5.9a-d). The spheres
(before treatment with PB-Au NCs) were stained with AO live cell staining dye, and the depth
projection of confocal images revealed the morphology of the stained 3D multicellular spheroid
(Appendix D, Figure D5.10a,b). Thereafter, the spheres were treated with PB-Au NCs, and the
successful delivery of PB-Au NCs into the spheroids was essentially established using confocal
microscopy (through luminescence of Au NCs; Appendix D, Figure D5.11a-c). The depth
projection of the confocal image exhibited uptake of PB-Au NCs inside the spheroids (Appendix D,
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Figure D5.11d). Confocal images of control HeLa spheroids without PB-Au NC treatment did not
exhibit any fluorescence (Appendix D, Figure D5.12a-c). For evaluation of the therapeutic
potential, the spheroids were treated with different concentrations of PB-Au NCs and were analyzed
by AO–EtBr (live and dead) assay to identify living (green) and dead (red) cells. At 6 mg/mL PBAu NCs, the bright-field images showed disintegration of the tumor spheres and the amount of dead
cells (represented by red in the double-staining assay) was also found to be maximum at this dose
(Figure 5.6A-H). These results indicated the successful application of a PB-Au NC probe for
labeling and therapeutic response toward multicellular spheroids.

5.6. Antibacterial Activity
One of the major causes of death in several cancer patients is the secondary bacterial infection. (29,
30)

In this context, we evaluated the potential of PB-Au NCs as antibacterial agents. It was found that,

for Gram-negative antibiotic-resistant E. coli, the MIC was at 0.5 mg/mL and the MBC was at 0.7
mg/mL. For Gram-positive S. aureus, the MIC was at 0.8 mg/mL and the MBC was at 1 mg/mL.
Further, the growth characteristics of treated and control bacteria were monitored for up to 12 h. The
growth was found to be minimum for the MBC and MIC in the case of both Gram positive and Gram
negative bacteria (Appendix D, Figure D5.13a-d). Hence, it was revealed that PB-Au NCs could
show antibacterial properties, which would potentially help in the reduction of secondary bacterial
infections in cancer.

5.7. Detection of Mucin using Smartphone Based Platform

Figure 5.7. (A) Smartphone-based device and workflow of the procedure. (B and C) Response of PB-Au NCs with increasing
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concentrations of mucin recorded with a fluorescence spectrophotometer and a smartphone-based device. The values are
represented as the mean ± standard deviation of three individual experiments. (D) Correlation of fluorescence
measurement between a fluorescence spectrophotometer and a smartphone-based device.

Interestingly, when the PB-Au NCs were allowed to interact with mucin type III from porcine
stomach (examined as a model system for human mucin glycoprotein), it was observed that their
interaction could enhance the luminescence intensity. Upon the addition of increasing amounts of
mucin to the PB-Au NC probe, the luminescence increased proportionately (Appendix D, Figure
D5.14a). Also, the increase in the mucin concentration could be detected in terms of the luminescence
enhancement of PB-Au NCs when measured in the presence of FBS spiked with mucin (Appendix
D, Figure D5.15a). Subsequently, the detection of mucin was also carried out in human plasma. The
increase in the mucin concentration in terms of the luminescence enhancement was observed in
human plasma spiked with mucin. This indicates the potential of using the probe in clinical samples
(Appendix D, Figure D5.15b). The stability of the PB-Au NC probe was studied in human plasma
for up to 24 h. The results revealed the stability of PB-Au NCs in human plasma, and no loss of
luminescence was observed for up to 24 h (Appendix D, Figure D5.15c). In addition, hemolysis
assay indicated the blood compatibility of the PB-Au NC probe because no significant percentage of
hemolysis was observed (Appendix D, Figure D5.15d). For ascertaining the specificity of these PBAu NCs toward mucin, other possible interfering analytes such as glucose, trypsin, lipase, HSA, and
α-amyloglucosidase were tested. The luminescence intensity of PB-Au NCs was found to specifically
increase with respect to mucin (Appendix D, Figure D5.14b.). This behavior was possibly due to
the interaction between sialic acid moieties on the mucin surface, with the boronic acid template
leading to a favorable reduction in the intraparticular distance between Au NCs, causing an enhanced
luminescence effect. This was supported by OD measurements where the interaction between mucin
and PB-Au NCs(31) marked an increase in the turbidity of the PB-Au NC suspension in comparison
to other controls (Appendix D, Figure D5.15e). Also, the TEM image after the addition of mucin
revealed the presence of aggregation. The possibility of electrostatic interaction was negligible
because the ζ potentials of both PB-Au NCs and mucin at physiological pH were negative (−6.1 ±
0.16 and −18 ± 1.4, respectively; Figure D5.16a-d).
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C

Figure 5.8. (A-C) Snapshots of the work flow of the custom designed application.

Upon identification that the simple addition of mucin on the synthesized PB-Au NCs would allow
its immediate and specific detection as a virtue of an increase in the luminescence signal, we worked
toward the development of a POC platform based on a mobile phone to integrate this assay for the
rapid estimation of mucin using the luminescence of Au NCs. Here, the system offers two advantages
that are of primary interest for the development of POC assays. First, the synthesis of Au NCs on PB
is rapid, involving a simple procedure. Second, changes in the luminescence can be achieved
immediately after the addition of mucin. These significantly reduce the time and being a “one-step”
procedure requires no additional functionalization steps. The compact device consists of an a UVLED (300 nm) for excitation of the sample in a custom-designed cuvette. The device has a heightadjustable platform to mount the mobile phone at the desired working distance, and its camera is
used to acquire images of the emitted light from the sample (in a perpendicular direction to the
excitation light source) through the emission filter and lens. A user-friendly software application was
developed to obtain intensities of the emitted light and estimate the concentration of the samples
through image analysis (Figure 5.7A). Parts A–C of Figure 5.8 shows screen shots of the application
developed for performing the fluorometric quantification and the detailed approach followed in this
process. To employ the device for mucin quantification, calibration was initially carried out by
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acquiring images of luminescent samples of PB-Au NCs after interacting with known concentrations
of mucin and analyzing the image intensities by the custom-designed software application. It was
found that the obtained intensities and concentrations of mucin (in the range of 0–1000 μg/mL) were
to be best fit with a second-order polynomial. The obtained relation was then compared to that
obtained by the standard spectrofluorometer to evaluate its performance. The fluorescence intensity
from the standard spectrofluorometer and the concentration of mucin were also found to best fit with
a second-order polynomial similar to that obtained by the device. A good correlation was observed
between fluorescence measurements with the spectrofluorometer and smartphone-based device with
a correlation coefficient (r) equal to 0.98. On the basis of the experiments, the detection limit was
found to be 25 μg/mL. Alternatively, using the obtained second-order relationships, the limit of
detection determined by adding 3 times the standard deviation to the mean of the control sample
(with no mucin) was found to be 42.8 μg/mL for the device and 42.7 μg/mL for the standard
fluorescence spectrophotometer, which is suitable for detecting mucin concentrations present in body
fluids(32-35) (Figure 5.7B–D). These results demonstrate that the performance of the POC device
toward mucin detection is comparable to those of standard fluorescence spectrophotometric
techniques. To the best of our knowledge, the time taken for probe development and mucin detection
in the present work is the shortest among previously reported methods, which enables it to be a rapid
POC assay. In this context, the earlier works report time-consuming probe development techniques,
functionalization, and, thereafter, long incubation periods on the sensor surface for reactions to
occur.(36)

5.8. Conclusions
In brief, the work presented a rapid method to develop luminescent Au NCs using a small-molecule
phenylboronic acid for simultaneous imaging and therapy of cancer cells (theranostic applications)
and to achieve mucin detection. It was demonstrated that the PB-Au NC probe possesses the ability
to deliver the simultaneous targeted imaging and therapy of HeLa and Hep G2 cancer cells. This
helped in the assessment of the distribution of phenylboronic acid as an anticancer agent inside cancer
cells as well as multicellular spheroids. The pathway and mechanism of cell death initiated by PBAu NCs was studied using flow-cytometry-based assays. Also, the potential antibacterial nature of
the PB-Au NCs expands its application in combating possible secondary bacterial infections in some
cancers. In addition, the luminescence of PB-Au NC probe enhanced upon its interaction with mucin.
This phenomenon led to the development of a fast luminescent assay for mucin detection suitable for
integration to POC platforms. Further a cost-effective, portable POC device to detect the
luminescence of PB-Au NC probe and estimate mucin was developed. The smartphone-based POC
device functions through image-analysis-based methods to carry out the detection of mucin involving
a “one-step” procedure. The above findings in the case of cancer cells and multicellular spheroids,
along with the blood compatibility and stability of the PB-Au NC probe in human plasma, indicate
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the potential applicability of the PB-Au NCs for in vivo models and opens up a new paradigm for
future work.
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Appendix D
D.1 Experimental Section
Materials and methods
Chemicals
HAuCl4 (Au, 17 wt % in dilute HCl; 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), phenylboronic acid (Sigma-Aldrich),
mercaptopropionic acid (MPA; Sigma-Aldrich), mucin from porcine stomach type III, bound sialic
acid 0.5–1.5%, partially purified powder (Sigma-Aldrich), human serum albumin (HSA; SigmaAldrich), trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich), lipase (Sigma-Aldrich), α-amyloglucosidase (Merck), glucose
(Merck), Luria–Bertani broth, brain–heart infusion media, and Milli-Q-grade water (>18 MΩ/cm;
Millipore) were used without any alterations.

Synthesis of PB-Au NCs
The synthesis of luminescent Au NCs on phenylboronic acid was a modification of our previously
reported method.(18) A total of 1 mL of a 12 mg/mL phenylboronic acid solution was taken, and 10
μL of 0.11 M MPA and 30 μL of 10 mM HAuCl4 were added to it. The solution was heated to 95 °C
for 2 min and rapidly cooled to 4 °C. The sample was then centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 3 min, and
pellets were redispersed in water for further use.

UV–visible spectroscopy and luminescence measurements
A UV–visible spectrophotometer (Jasco V-630) was used to record the absorbance of all samples.
All luminescence-based measurements were carried out using a fluorescence spectrophotometer
(PerkinElmer LS55).
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
For TEM analysis, 7 μL of the synthesized sample was drop-cast onto the TEM grid and air-dried.
The TEM grid was observed under a transmission electron microscope operating at a maximum
accelerating voltage of 200 keV (JEM 2100; JEOL, Peabody, MA).

Zeta potential measurements
A Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS was employed for ζ-potential measurement.

Quantum yield (QY) measurements
The QY measurement was done using reference quinine sulfate in a 0.10 M H2SO4 solution. The
equation used for calculation of the QY is as follows:

QY = QYr

m n2
m r n 2r

Here, m is the slope of integrated luminescence intensity versus absorbance plot, n is the refractive
index, and subscript r indicates the reference solution quinine sulfate. The absorbance and
luminescence intensity measurements were carried out consecutively one after the other using the
same solution. The QY of the standard (QYr) is 0.54, and the refractive index of water (solvent) is
1.33.

Cell culture
HeLa (human cervical carcinoma), HEK 293T (human embryonic kidney), and Hep G2 (human
hepatocellular carcinoma) cells for cell culture experiments were acquired from the National Centre
for Cell Sciences, Pune, India. For culturing cells in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C,
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, supplemented with L-glutamine (4 mM), penicillin (50
units/mL), streptomycin (50 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich), and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS; PAA
Laboratories, Austria), was used.

Confocal microscopy
For experiments in confocal microscopy, 1 × 105 HeLa, Hep G2, and HEK cells were seeded on
coverslips in 35 mm culture dishes and grown in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator (37 °C for 24 h).
Thereafter, the cells were treated with PB-Au NCs for 4 h. The treated cells were fixed using 0.1%
formaldehyde and 70% chilled ethanol. The coverslips were mounted on glass slides, and the ends
were sealed. Control samples without treatment with PB-Au NCs were prepared in a similar manner.
The samples were observed (at excitation 405 nm) under a Zeiss LSM 880 microscope. For a sialic
acid inhibition experiment, the cells were treated with free phenylboronic acid (7 mg/mL) prior to
treatment with PB-Au NCs.
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MTT assay
For assessment of the cell viability, 1 × 104 HeLa, Hep G2, and HEK cells/well were seeded in a 96well plate and cultured overnight (37 °C for 24 h) in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator. The cells were
treated with PB and PB-Au NCs for 24 h, and thereafter MTT assay was carried out. MTT is reduced
by mitochondria in living cells into colored formazan. Thus, absorbance at 570 nm reveals the
amount of formazan product, which directly relates to the number of live cells. The absorbance at
690 nm was subtracted (background interference). The percent of cell viability was calculated as

% viable cells 

(A570  A690) of treated cells
(A570  A690) of control cells

 100

Uptake and activity in 3D multicellular spheroids
Multicellular spheroids of HeLa cells were formed by seeding cells into low attachment wells of a
96-well plate. The low attachment was achieved by casting a layer of 0.8% agarose onto the wells.
The spheroids were then subjected to treatment with PB-Au NCs and analyzed by confocal
microscopy to observe internalization of PB-Au NCs. The acridine orange–ethidium bromide (AO–
EtBr) double staining was carried out at different doses for analyzing the therapeutic ability of PBAu NCs.

Determination of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
For ROS generation studies, HeLa cells were seeded at a density of 1 × 10 4 cells/well in a 96-well
plate, grown for 24 h, and then treated for 3 h with PB-Au NCs. After the treatment, the cells were
incubated for 10 min in 1 mM 2,7-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA; 5 μL/well; SigmaAldrich). The media was discarded, and the cells were harvested and redispersed in fresh media.
DCFH-DA, which is a nonfluorescent dye, converts to DCFH through hydrolysis inside live cells.
The hence-formed DCFH on oxidation by ROS converts to green fluorescent dichlorofluorescein
(DCF). The samples were analyzed using an epifluorescence microscope (Nikon ECLIPSE TS100,
Tokyo, Japan) at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm for DCF fluorescence. Also, the fluorescence
intensity was measured in a TECAN microplate reader.

Cell cycle analysis
A propidium iodide (PI)-based staining method was adopted for cell cycle analysis. HeLa cells at a
density of 1 × 105 cells/well were seeded in 6-well plates, grown, and then treated with PB and PBAu NCs for 24 h. The media and PBS were collected separately for both the treated and control cell
samples. The cells were then harvested by trypsinization, and all of the samples were centrifuged
(650 rcf, 6 min). Following this, the cells were fixed under constant vortexing by the slow addition
of 1 mL of 70% chilled ethanol and stored at 4 °C. The cells were then centrifuged, washed in icecold PBS, and treated with RNase for 1 h at 55 °C. Then 10 μL of PI (1 mg/mL) was added to all of
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the samples, and incubation was carried out in the dark at 37 °C for 30 min. The samples were
analyzed in a CytoFLEX flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). PI fluorescence data were recorded for
15000 cells in each sample with the CytExpert program (Beckman Coulter) for further analysis.

Caspase-3 assay
For caspase-3 assay, HeLa cells (1 × 105 cells/well; 6-well plates) were grown for 24 h, followed by
treatment with PB and PB-Au NCs for 24 h. Both the treated and control cells after trypsinization
were fixed in 0.1% formaldehyde for 15 min. The samples were centrifuged at 650 rcf for 6 min, and
the pellet was redispersed in PBS. Thereafter, 0.5% Tween 20 was added to the samples and
incubated in the dark for 20 min. The cells were washed three times with PBS, and 10 μL of PEconjugated anticaspase-3 antibody was added. After incubation for 0.5 h at 37 °C, the samples were
analyzed for PE fluorescence in a CytoFLEX flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). Fluorescence data
for 15000 cells were recorded with the CytExpert program (Beckman Coulter) in each sample for
further analysis.

Antibacterial activity
For an antibacterial activity test, ampicillin-resistant E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus were
selected as representatives of Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, respectively. Different
concentrations of PB-Au NCs were used to determine the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)
and minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC). The bacteria (108 CFUs/mL) were grown in media
in the presence of different concentrations of PB-Au NCs for 12 h. The lowest concentration at which
there was no visual turbidity was taken as the MIC value of PB-Au NCs. The cultures that lacked
turbidity were reinoculated in fresh media to determine the MBC. The lowest concentration of the
composite that was bactericidal was taken as the MBC. Bacterial growth was monitored by
measuring the optical density (OD) at 595 nm using a UV–visible spectrophotometer.

Smartphone/mobile-phone-based system for luminescence measurements
The mobile-phone-based system for luminescence measurements featured a custom-designed
dismountable portable mechanical case with smartphone mounting capability. The case contained a
dedicated compartment to accommodate a custom-designed cuvette, a commercially obtained
ultraviolet light-emitting-diode (UV-LED) source (300 nm), an optical filter, and a lens. The cuvette
(1 × 1 × 1.5 cm) holds liquid samples and was properly shielded in such a way as to obstruct the
passage of light (except on one side of the lateral wall required for incident light). A battery-powered
UV-LED (310 nm) was placed facing the lateral wall of the cuvette to provide a source of excitation
for the Au NCs. A stage to mount the mobile phone was set perpendicular to the excitation light
source, as shown in Figure 5.7A. The emitted light passed through the emission filter (cutoff ∼400
nm) and an additional lens (placed between the cuvette and camera) and was imaged with the camera
of the mobile phone.
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Software Application for Luminescence Measurements
To analyze the captured images, a software application has been developed using open-source
software and image processing libraries, which perform the tasks of image processing, calibration,
and estimation of the concentrations of the unknown samples. The working process of the application
is as illustrated in the workflow (Figure 5.7). In the first step, desired images were selected using the
application images for analysis. During this step, selective cropping of the image can be done. In the
second step, at least three images (the more, the better) were selected with known concentrations to
establish the calibration equation needed for the estimation of unknown samples. After this, estimated
concentration values of the selected unknown images are displayed based on the best-fit equation.
The application allows the transformation and display of selected images in different color models
with histogram- and intensity-related data of the desired channels. Scatter plots and calibration values
along with the fitted graph are displayed in the application with the option to export.

Luminescence quantification
With the hand-held POC platform, 24-bit images (ARGB) of the emitted luminescence from various
samples were acquired using the mobile-phone camera. A representative 300 × 300 pixel square area
in each image was selected and converted to single V-channel image (HSV model). Thereafter, the
average intensities of the converted images were acquired. To acquire calibration values, the
intensities of the images (whose concentrations are known) were plotted against their concentration
values. Thereafter, these values were fit to a second-order polynomial equation. The equation was
further used to obtain the concentrations of the unknown samples based on the intensity acquired
from the image of the emitted luminescence.

Hemolysis assay
To obtain red blood cells (RBCs), 2.0 mL of human blood was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min.
The supernatant was removed, and the RBCs were washed three times with phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS). The RBCs were then resuspended in PBS. A total of 20 μL of this RBC suspension
was added to 80 μL of PB-Au NCs (0.4, 0.75, 1.1, and 10 mg/mL). Water and PBS were taken as
positive and negative controls, respectively. The samples were incubated at 37 °C for 3 h and
thereafter centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was collected, and the absorbance
was measured at 570 nm with the reference as 655 nm. The percentage of hemolysis was calculated
by
% hemolysis 

(Absorbance of sample  Absorbance of negative control)
(Absorbance of positive control  Absorbance of negative control)
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D.2 Figures

Figure D5.1. (a) UV-Visible spectrum of PB, PB-Au NCs. (b) Excitation spectrum of PB-Au NCs. (c) Particle size distribution of
PB-Au NCs.

Figure D5.2. (a-d) Photo stability, quantum yield, MALDI-TOF of PB-Au NCs, MALDI-TOF of PB.
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Figure D5.3. (a-c) Uptake of PB-Au NCs by HEK, HeLa, Hep G2 cells studied using FACS by tracking the fluorescence of PBAu NCs.

Figure D5.4. (a) (i-iii) Bright field image, fluorescent image and merged image of control HEK cells. (b) (i-iii) Bright field
image, fluorescent image and merged image of control HeLa cells. (c) (i-iii) Bright field image, fluorescent image and merged
image of control Hep G2 cells.
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Figure D5.5. (a-c) Bright field image, fluorescent image and merged image of HeLa cells treated with PB-Au NCs. (d) Depth
projection of confocal microscopy image showing internalization of PB-Au NCs inside HeLa cell.
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Figure D5.6. (a) (i-iii) Fluorescent image, bright field image and merged image of control HeLa cells. (b) (i-iii) Fluorescent
image, bright field image and merged image of HeLa cells that were first exposed to free PB and then treated with PB-Au
NCs. (c) (i-iii) Fluorescent image, bright field image and merged image of HeLa cells treated with PB-Au NCs.
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Figure D5.7. Semi quantitative RT-PCR of genes ST3GAL-III, ST6GAL-I, β-actin expressed in HeLa, HEK, Hep G2 cell lines.

Figure D5.8. (a) Cell viability assay of HeLa cells treated with free PB. (b) ROS generation profile of DCFH-DA stained HeLa
cells treated with PB-Au NCs in comparison to control HeLa cells.

Figure D5.9. (a-d) Increasing diameter of HeLa spheroids generated by seeding of increasing number of cells (2000
cells/well, 5000 cells/well, 10000 cells/well, 20000 cells/well).
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Figure D5.10. (a) Z-stack of confocal microscopy image of HeLa spheroid stained with acridine orange. (b) Depth projection
of confocal microscopy image.
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Figure D5.11. (a-c) Bright field image, fluorescent image, and merged image of HeLa spheroid treated with PB-Au NCs (6
mg/mL for 4 h). (d) Depth projection of confocal microscopy image of HeLa spheroid treated with PB-Au NCs (6 mg/mL for 4
h).

Figure D5.12. (a-c) Bright field image, fluorescent image, and merged image of control HeLa spheroid.
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Figure D5.13. (a) Growth profile of control E.coli, E.coli after treatment with PB-Au NCs with MIC and MBC doses. (b)
Respective plating images of control E.coli, E.coli after treatment with PB-Au NCs with MIC and MBC doses. (c) Growth profile
of control Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus aureus after treatment with PB-Au NCs with MIC and MBC doses. (d)
Respective plating images of control Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus aureus after treatment with PB-Au NCs with MIC
and MBC doses.

Figure D5.14. (a) Luminescence spectra of PB-Au NCs with increasing mucin concentrations. (b) Comparison of effect of
various interfering analytes with respect to mucin towards fluorescence of PB-Au NCs.
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Figure D5.15. (a,b) Luminescence intensity of PB-Au NCs in presence of mucin in FBS, luminescence intensity of PB-Au NCs
in presence of mucin in human plasma. (c) Stability of PB-Au NCs in human plasma. (d) Hemolysis assay of PB-Au NCs. (e)
Change in optical density of PB-Au NCs suspension caused by addition of mucin or HSA.
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Figure D5.16. (A, B) TEM of PB-Au NCs before and after addition of mucin (showing aggregation) respectively. (C, D) Zeta
potential of PB-Au NCs and mucin, respectively.
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Chapter 6

Protein Expression Analyses Using Luminescent Gold
Nanoclusters
Note: This work was carried out in collaboration with Dr. Sunil Kumar Sailapu and a portion of the work (gene expression
analyses) is a part of his thesis. The custom made bench top device and the principle of synthesis of gold nanoclusters in
both the works are the same (or an alternate form of this). The synthesis, characterisation of gold nanoclusters on protein
and the protein expression studies is a part of the current thesis.

Abstract
Luminescent gold nanoclusters were employed to carry out protein expression studies using a bench top device. A rapid and
easy method to synthesize gold (Au) nanoclusters on protein template was developed. The method of synthesis is
versatile and can be applied to different classes of protein. Employing luminescent gold nanoclusters (Au NCs) as the signal
generating agents, array-based protein analysis with custom designed user friendly graphical user interfaces is
implemented. As proof of concept, the device and methods were applied to further to analyse the expressions of glutathioneS-transferase (GST) and GST tagged human granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor (hGMCSF) recombinant proteins
purified from bacterial strain of Escherichia coli (E. coli) BL21(DE3). The rapid diagnosis using luminescence of Au
nanoclusters offer potential use in disease diagnostics with a vision to extend health care facilities especially to remote
geographical locations.

6.1. Introduction
The analysis of proteins can be considered as one of the key elements towards unravelling the
molecular basis of human health. Development of new methods and devices for the analyses is
important, not only for encouraging faster and sensitive detection techniques but also a broad
spectrum of the global populace should be able to benefit from such developments. This can possibly
be realised by interdisciplinary research through a combination of conventional molecular biology
methods and currently developing fields like nanophotonics. Recent developments, in the field of
proteomics, have helped to decode vital information from DNA in terms of expressed proteins in
order to predict possible disease markers and mutations, personalised disease susceptibility and
discovery of novel therapeutic moieties.(1,2) The analysis of protein expression have been an
inevitable part of the above mentioned achievements.(3,4) However, the success of these developments
have been associated with sophisticated instrumentation and fabrication techniques, complex and
multistep analysis, functionalization of the molecules in order to achieve high sensitivity and
selectivity.(5-8) One of the important techniques that is usually applied for diagnostics is fluorescence
based probes for detection of target proteins. Due to high sensitivity fluorometric techniques are
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preferred over colorimetric assays, which are avoided essentially due to background. However, use
of conventional organic dyes and radioactive isotopes have been limited due to their several
drawbacks.(9) The conventional organic fluorophores are susceptible to photo-bleaching, photoblinking and often displays carcinogenicity. Though quantum dots have been used as fluorometric
tags in expression studies as better materials, their toxicity is a concern. (10-12) Thus, there is a genuine
need to develop new fluorescence probes that would address point-of-care diagnosis for easy access
by a large population at an affordable cost. It is also worth noting here that most of the diagnostic
techniques (for protein detection) adopt initial synthesis of nanomaterial followed by specific
functionalization for conjugation with the capture proteins. This particular approach demands extra
labor (such as isolation of the probe), processing and thus is time consuming making them not
suitable for fast detection. Also, since interaction with biomolecules occurs post nanomaterial
synthesis, there lies a possibility that their complete conjugation may be difficult to achieve due to
potential of loss of functionality of the capture proteins to some extent. Validation in every step is
necessary to certify the functionality, which is vital for subsequent interactions to occur. Few atom
luminescent metal nanoclusters are an exciting option as fluorophore due to their salient features
including small size, high photostability, low toxicity with respect to other fluorophores, and low
photo-blinking.(10) Recently, these metal nanoclusters have been applied as luminescent probe for
various applications.(13-17) Biomolecules such as DNA and proteins have been reported to be capable
of directing the synthesis of fluorescent metal nanoclusters. Gold nanoclusters were also reported to
be less cytotoxic and have good renal clearance as suggested by in vivo studies. However, extensive
applications of these nanoclusters have so far been limited in rapid detection assays involving
proteins, due to the requirement of large amount of precursors, longer time period of synthesis, and
extensive purification steps.(18,19) In addition, in earlier works they report formation of larger sized
Au nanoparticles alongside Au nanoclusters which is undesirable in case of luminescence based
detection.20,21
In the current context, to employ them as signal generating agents for array based protein expression
analysis, the synthesis should be rapid, applicable for protein (as direct template) in liquid as well as
solid phase. The use of paper based methods for array based analysis avoid the sophisticated and
complex fabrication procedure. This makes the whole process simple, less expensive, flexible and
disposable, that is favourable for adopting it as an diagnostic assay in remote locations.(22,23) The
traditional dot blot assays are useful for analysis of small number of samples and are viable
alternatives to highly sophisticated micro-array platforms especially in case of first principle analysis.
Herein, the synthesis of protein templated luminescent Au nanoclusters (signal generating probe) by
a rapid single-step method for array based analysis of multiple proteins is reported as illustrated in
Scheme 1. This synthesis of Au nanoclusters can be implemented on protein in solution or purified
protein bound to an antibody attached to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane. The method
proposed had been applied to evaluate protein expression, clinically important protein glutathione138
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S-transferase (GST) and GST tagged human granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor
(GST-hGMCSF) expressed in Escherichia Coli (E. coli) BL21 (DE3) was used. The expressions
were studied using array based methods on a PVDF membrane as shown in Figure 6.1A-C,
following purification and capture by an immobilized anti-GST antibody. The results corroborated
with conventional sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).

Figure 6.1. (A) Synthesis of Au nanoclusters on protein template, (B) Protein Expression Studies: Glutathione-S-transferase
(GST) antigens were extracted and purified from E.coli BL21 (DE3) bacteria and were spotted on polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF) membrane containing preimmobilized GST antibodies. Synthesis of Au nanoclusters was carried out on these spots
using a single temperature cycle and the membrane was imaged and analysed using a bench top device, (C) Bench top device.
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6.2. Rapid Synthesis of Au Nanoclusters with Proteins

Figure 6.2. (A) Luminescence spectra of Au nanoclusters synthesized using different concentrations of BSA with fixed
concentration of HAuCl4. (B) Luminescence spectra of Au nanoclusters synthesized with different concentrations of HAuCl 4
and fixed BSA concentration. (C) Luminescence spectrum of the as-synthesized composite (Au nanoclusters
in protein showing the peak emission at 585 nm when excited by 320 nm UV light) and respective controls. (D) UV-Vis spectra
corresponding to formation of Au nanoclusters and Au nanoparticles. (E) Luminescence spectra of Au nanoclusters
synthesized using various proteins as templates. Excitation wavelength: 300 nm. In the figure, NP stands for
nanoparticle; NC for nanocluster.

A novel method of synthesizing Au nanoclusters on protein templates was developed. The synthesis
in the presence of proteins involved a single step heating and cooling cycle with precursors. Au
nanoclusters were synthesized on bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the template – using HAuCl4 and
MPA as the precursor reagents - by heating to 95 ºC for 2 min and cooling to 15 ºC for 3 min in the
custom made bench top device (thermal cycler) (Figure 6.1C). Au nanoclusters, thus formed emitted
luminescence at 580 nm, when excited by 300 nm light. The formation of the nanoclusters was found
to be dependent on the amount of protein. Also, the nanocluster synthesis is not specific to particular
protein sequence and this has been demonstrated using different classes of proteins. For various
proteins the luminescence intensity obtained was not significantly different from one another. The
versatility makes this assay applicable to wide range of proteins, which is necessary for diagnostic
applications (Figure 6.2A,E). With gradual increase in amount of HAuCL4 however, the intensity
decreases at high concentrations of HAuCL4 as there is a formation of Au NPs instead of Au
nanoclusters. This was inferred by the decrease in luminescence intensity and the appearance of SPR
peak at 580 nm at high HAuCL4 concentrations (Figure 6.2B,D). The luminescence profile of the
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Au nanoclusters for a range of concentrations of protein (BSA) and HAuCl4 is shown in Appendix
E, Figure E6.1a,b. The surface intensity plot (Appendix E, Figure E6.1a,b) indicated that the
luminescence intensity increased with the amount of HAuCl4 (or protein) for a range of concentration
of either protein (or HAuCl4), followed by decrease in the luminescence after a certain concentration.
Proteins are a well-known template for nanoclusters synthesis. Herein, they act as a stabilizer by
providing steric protection along with MPA (auxiliary small molecule stabilizer) which passivates
the Au nanoclusters through –S–Au bond linkages. It could be possible that the clusters were
stabilized by both protein and −COO– groups of MPA. In addition, MPA also contributed in
reduction of AuCl4- to produce the nanoclusters. 24,25 The fluorescence spectrum of only MPA and
HAuCl4 showed formation of extremely low intensity Au nanoclusters, while no formation of Au
nanoclusters was found in case of only protein and HAuCl4. However, in presence of protein along
with MPA and HAuCl4, the intensity of the formed Au nanoclusters were significantly high and also
were found to be stable in nature (Figure 6.2C).

Figure 6.3. TEM images of Au nanoclusters synthesized using BSA as template. At lower concentrations of HAuCl 4, i.e., at
(A) 0.1 mM, (B) 0.15 mM, (C) 0.20 mM, (D) 0.30 mM, Au nanoclusters were formed while use of the higher concentration, (E)
0.80 mM, resulted in the formation of Au nanoparticles.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showed the formation of small particles owing to Au
nanoclusters and also indicated an increase in the particle size from 0.75 ± 0.27 nm to 5.81 ± 2.05
nm, with increasing concentrations of HAuCl4 (Figure 6.3A-E), which corroborated with the
luminescence profile and UV-visible analysis discussed above (Figure 6.2B,D).
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At lower concentrations of HAuCl4, Au nanoclusters were formed with particle size gradually
increasing with concentration of HAuCl4. The particle size obtained from TEM analysis was 0.75 ±
0.27 nm, 1.20 ± 0.33 nm, 1.46 ± 0.35 nm for 0.1 mM, 0.15 mM, 0.20 mM of HAuCl 4 respectively.
However, at 0.30 mM, the particle size was about 1.95 ± 0.53 nm and with further increase in HAuCl4
concentration led to plasmonic Au nanoparticles with particle size 5.81 ± 2.05 nm at 0.80 mM. Also,
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy revealed that the formation of Au nanoclusters did not alter
the 3D structure of BSA significantly. The CD spectrum of BSA-Au nanoclusters exhibited (α-helix:
27.8, β-sheet: 15.2; turn 25.1; random coil: 31.8; RMS value: 10.54) with respect to control (α-helix:
29, β-sheet: 21.5; turn: 19.9; random coil: 29.6; RMS value: 8.14). But in case of Au nanoparticle
formation (α-helix: 0, β-sheet: 55.5; turn: 0; random coil: 44.5; RMS value: 36.63), there was an
increase in β-sheet percentage, which generally results when the protein is exposed to harsh
conditions (high temperature and the presence of high HAuCl4 concentrations in the present case)
(Appendix E, Figure E6.2a-c). The photoluminescence quantum yield of Au nanoclusters on
proteins was found to be 4.5 %, thus making them suitable for sensing applications. Also, when
compared to an organic dye rhodamine 6G with luminescence decrease rate of 2.7 % per min, the
Au nanoclusters showed a luminescence decrease rate of 0.26 % per min, indicating higher
photostability (Appendix E, Figure E6.3a,b). The matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization timeof-flight (MALDI-TOF) analysis (Appendix E, Figure E6.4a,b) showed a distinct peak at 71171
(m/z). The m/z difference between BSA and Au nanoclusters is 4350.8 (m/z) favoring possible
formation of (Au16 (MPA)11 + 2Na+ - H+)-1 corresponding to a metal cluster with 16 Au atoms.
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6.3. Application of Au Nanoclusters for Protein Expression Studies

Figure 6.4. Study of expression of multiple proteins isolated from E coli BL21. (A) Grayscale images under UV illumination
(254 nm) of Au nanoclusters synthesized on various proteins (spots). First, increasing concentrations ((i) 0.1 μg, (ii) 0.2 μg
and (iii) 0.4 μg) of anti-GST antibody were immobilized on to the PVDF membrane in two rows and interacted with increasing
concentrations ((i) 0.08 μg, (ii) 0.16 μg and (iii) 0.32 μg) of GST-hGMCSF in one row and with ((i) 0.1 μg, (ii) 0.2 μg and (iii)
0.4 μg) of pure GST in another row. Only GST-hGMCSF, pure GST and Ab (Anti-GST) were also immobilized in separate rows
on the PVDF membrane in increasing amounts for comparison and analysis. (B) Relative luminescence intensities (with
respect to the maximum mean intensity in the entire data) of Au nanoclusters synthesized on spotted proteins as mentioned
above. The graph depicts the averaged intensity of data from three separate experiments with their standard deviation. (C)
SDS-PAGE analysis of pure GST and GST- hGMCSF. Experiments were done in triplicates, *P<0.05 with respect to Ag or Ab,
**P<0.01 with respect to Ag or Ab,***P<0.001 with respect to Ag or Ab.

For the application of these Au nanoclusters in protein expression studies, the expression
profiling of GST and GST-hGMCSF in E.coli BL 21 DE3 cells was performed after their isolation
and purification. The integrity and functionality of the isolated proteins (GST, GST-hGMCSF)
were analyzed by using standard SDS-PAGE, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, Bradford
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assay, 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB) assay (Appendix E, Figure E6.5 and Figure E6.6). In
SDS-PAGE, bands corresponding to GST and GST-hGMCSF were observed at 26 kDa and 42
kDa, respectively, and concentrations of the proteins obtained from Bradford assay were 239
μg/mL and 96 μg/mL for GST, GST-hGMCSF, respectively.
CD spectroscopy confirmed that 3D conformation of GST 26 as well as GST-hGMCSF27 was intact
for functionality. Also, CNDB assay specific for determination of GST enzyme activity confirmed
that the GST was functional for both the cases of GST and GST-hGMCSF. After obtaining the
proteins (GST and GST-hGMCSF) in their functional forms, they were allowed to interact with their
respective anti-GST antibodies previously immobilized on the PVDF membrane along with their
GST, GST-hGMCSF and anti GST antibody controls. Then, Au nanoclusters were synthesized on
the respective spots using the thermocycler in a single cycle of heating and cooling. Thereafter, the
membrane was imaged using the visualization unit of the bench top device and the luminescence
intensity of the Au nanoclusters was found to be the highest in case of GST – anti-GST antibody
conjugate followed by GST-hGMCSF– anti-GST antibody conjugate, when compared to only GST,
GST-hGMCSF, anti-GST antibody as shown in Figure 6.4. These results corroborated the standard
SDS-PAGE and Bradford assay results obtained previously. As the formation of the nanoclusters
was found to be dependent on the amount of protein, it was observed that in the case of immobilized
antibodies, or only GST protein on the membrane, there was no visible formation of nanocluster as
adequate amount of protein was absent in both these cases. Whereas, when both the immobilized
antibody along with the GST protein were present together, the increase in amount of protein content
led to the formation of nanoclusters. Hence, in absence of the analyte, which can be either the
antibody or the antigen depending on the assay, the luminescence will not be generated or will be
always less compared to the antigen-antibody conjugate. As a control experiment, specific GST
protein and a nonspecific BSA protein was interacted with anti-GST antibody and it was found that
the luminescence did not get enhanced in the case of BSA as it did with increasing concentrations of
GST, possibly due to washing away of the nonspecific BSA antigen (Appendix E, Figure E6.7).
Hence, it can be concluded that the luminescent Au nanoclusters, synthesized in situ, were efficient
probes for the protein expression studies. The short time and minimum precursor requirement
compared to earlier reports20,21 make the Au nanocluster probe reported herein ideal for point-of-care
(POC) detection. In addition, the current method did not form any larger sized Au nanoparticles
alongside Au nanoclusters, which was generally observed in previously reported works. 20,21 The
rapid method of synthesis directly proteins with minimum precursor concentrations,
biocompatibility, concentration dependent luminescence makes the current study an important
addition in the analysis of protein expression.
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6.4. Enhancement of Sensitivity with Zinc Ions

Figure 6.5. (A) Luminescence intensities of Au nanoclusters before and after addition of zinc ions on proteins in
nitrocellulose and PVDF membrane. (B) Relative luminescence intensities (with respect to the maximum intensity in the entire
data) of spots as obtained from the image analysis for proteins respectively. Here, the arrows denote increasing
concentrations of proteins.

It may further be mentioned here that in array based analysis, involving protein,
addition of zinc ions during the synthesis of Au nanoclusters enhanced the luminescence intensity
of the Au nanoclusters. As shown in Figure 6.5A,B, in one of the rows, zinc
ions were added during the synthesis of Au nanoclusters. As is evident from the image analysis,
the luminescence intensity increased in the case where zinc ions were added to the reaction
mixture. The reason for the increase in luminescence may be attributed to the aggregation of Au
nanoclusters caused by zinc ions.28 Thus, this technique can be used for enhancement of
luminescence in case of lower signal intensity.

6.5. Conclusions
A rapid method for protein expression assay based on luminescent bio-friendly Au nanoclusters is
established. The facile and rapid synthesis of signal generating Au nanoclusters on protein allowed
semi-quantitative and qualitative analyses. Futher, it provided a method of synthesis of Au
nanoclusters for protein analyses in liquid as well as samples on membrane. Importantly, the
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techniques, methods and materials employed are bio and environmentally friendly. Taken in account
all these sublime features, the method may add a new dimension to the existing techniques with the
amalgamation of nanotechnology and fundamentals of proteomics. This may create motivation to
converge various techniques and develop methods in a view to make rapid diagnostics available
across the globe.
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Appendix E
E.1 Experimental Section
Materials and Methods
Chemicals
HAuCl4 (Au, 17 wt % in dilute HCl; 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), mercaptopropionic acid (MPA;
Sigma-Aldrich), bovine serum albumin (BSA; Himedia), amylase (Merck), lysozyme (SigmaAldrich) were used without any alterations.

Characterization Studies
Analytical measurements
UV-visible spectrophotometer (JASCO V-630) was used to record UV–Vis spectra. Luminescence
measurements were carried out at room temperature using Perkin–Elmer fluorescence
spectrophotometer (model: LS 55).

Quantum Yield Measurements
For quantum yield (QY) measurements of Au nanoclusters, quinine sulphate in 0.10 M H 2SO4
solution was used as reference. The QY was calculated on the basis of the following equation:

m n2
QY = QYr
m r n 2r
Here, ‘m’ is the slope of integrated luminescence intensity vs. absorbance plot, ‘n’ is the refractive
index and suffix, ‘r’ indicates reference quinine sulphate solution. Measurements of absorbance and
luminescence were done simultaneously using the same solutions. The quantum yield of the standard
(QYr) is 0.54 and refractive index of solvent (water) is 1.33.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
For TEM analysis, 7 µL of Au nanocluster sample was drop cast onto a carbon coated copper grid
and was allowed to air dry. The sample was imaged using JEM 2100; Jeol, Peabody, MA, USA at
200 keV.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy
CD spectroscopy samples were analysed using JASCO-815 spectrometer (Jasco, Japan). For
measurements, a cuvette of 0.2 cm path length was used at 25 ºC under constant nitrogen gas purging
at a flow rate of 5 L/min. Spectra were recorded from 240 nm to 190 nm wavelength with four
accumulations. In all the samples, subtraction of background spectrum of corresponding solvent was
done.
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Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) analysis
Samples were mixed with R-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamicn acid (CHCA) matrix and analysis was
performed using a MALDI TOF/TOF Analyzer (Applied Biosystems 4800 Plus MALDI).

Synthesis of the Au nanoclusters using BSA as template
For synthesis, 20 μL of (0.05 mg/mL – 1.0 mg/mL) BSA (Himedia) was taken and to that 0.4 μL of
10 mM HAuCl4 and 0.16 μL of 0.11 M of MPA were added and the mixture was heated at 95 ºC for
2 min and then cooled at 15 ºC for 3 min.

Protein Expression Studies
a) Expression and Purification of GST and GST-hGMCSF in Escherichia coli BL21 DE3: For
primary culture, 20 µL of E.coli BL21 DE3 stock harbouring pGEX4t2 vector was inoculated in
3 mL of LB (Luria-Bertani) media with 3 µL of 100 mg/mL ampicillin and was incubated
overnight at 37 ºC (180 rpm). 2 mL of the grown primary culture was inoculated into 200 mL
LB media with 200 µL of 100 mg/mL ampicillin and was incubated at 37 ºC (180 rpm) until an
optical density (O.D.) of 0.6 was obtained. Following this, induction was given by 1 mL of IPTG
(isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside, 24 mg/mL) at 24 ºC (180 rpm, 6 h). The cells were then
centrifuged at 6000 rpm (4 ºC, 7 min) and the pellet hence obtained was stored at -20 ºC. For the
preparation of lysis buffer (7 mL), 100 µL of 1 mM EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) and
100 µL of 1 mM PMSF (phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride) were added to 1X PBS (phosphate
buffer saline). The cell pellet was then re-suspended in lysis buffer homogenously and was
sonicated with a probe sonicator for 5 min. Centrifugation was carried out at 12000 rpm (4 ºC,
20 min) and the supernatant was collected. The supernatant obtained in the previous step
contained solubilised protein. It was first filtered through a 0.45 µm syringe filter and then was
put into glutathione agarose beads column (prepared previously by standard method) for half an
hour. The flow through fractions were collected, followed by washing of the column for eight
times with PBS. For elution buffer preparation, 20 mg of reduced glutathione was added to 5 mL
of 50 mM Tris (pH 8). Recombinant GST bound to the affinity column was eluted with the
elution buffer after 20 min. Multiple flow through fractions were collected and analysed using
12 % SDS PAGE. A similar protocol was adopted for isolation and purification of GSThGMCSF.29
b) Estimation of protein by Bradford assay: The concentration of the purified recombinant GST
proteins was estimated using Bradford assay. The standard solution was prepared using bovine
serum albumin of concentration 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 10 μg/mL and 10 μL of the protein sample
(recombinant GST proteins) was used for analysis along with 90 μL of Bradford reagent solution
(Sigma-Aldrich). It was allowed to react at room temperature, for 10 min in dark and the optical
density at 595 nm was measured using TECAN Elisa plate reader.
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c) Enzyme activity: GST activity was determined using CDNB assay: Increasing amount of protein
solutions with 1X PBS buffer (pH 7.5), 1.0 mM GSH, 1.0 mM CDNB, amounting to total volume
of 100 µL were taken in a 96 well plate. The control wells contained PBS, CDNB and
glutathione. After 10 min, the change in absorbance with respect to control was measured at 340
nm using TECAN Elisa plate reader. One unit of activity is defined as the formation of 1 µM
product per min at 25 ºC (ƐmM is the extinction coefficient at 340 nm in a 96-well plate is 5.3 for
CDNB, D is the dilution factor).

Change in absorbance  ΔA 340  / min =

GST Activity  μmol / mL / min  =

A 340 final - A340 initial
reaction time

 ΔA340 / min  × V  mL  × D
Venz  mL  × ε mM

d) Immobilization of primary antibody on PVDF membrane in an array pattern: The primary
antibody specific to GST antigen was immobilized on the PVDF membrane (IMMOBILON P
0.45μm membrane) by spotting different dilutions of primary antibody after activating the
membrane of suitable dimensions (with maximum dimensions of 40 mm x 40 mm) in methanol.
After spotting, the membrane was allowed to air dry for 15-20 min.
e) Interaction of antigens with antibodies on PVDF membrane: The membrane was blocked using
blocking solution (as mentioned above) for 30 min to avoid unspecific binding after that the
membrane was incubated with respective GST antigens for 30 min and was washed with PBST
(phosphate buffered saline with Tween 20) buffer for reducing non specificity.
f) Synthesis of Au nanoclusters on PVDF membrane: After antigen-antibody interactions, Au
nanoclusters were synthesized on the spots, by adding 1.5 μL of 0.7 mM HAuCl 4 and 0.5 μL of
0.01 M MPA followed by heating the membrane using thermocycler at 95 ºC for 2 min and then
cooling at 15 ºC for 3 min.
g) Image acquisition & analysis: The membrane with synthesized Au nanoclusters was imaged and
analysed using the visualization unit using custom developed software under UV illumination
(254 nm).

Statistical analysis: Data were expressed as mean value ± standard deviation (SD). Students t-test was
employed to test significant differences between the experimental groups. (*P <0.05, **P<0.01,
***P<0.001).
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E.2 Figures

Figure E6.1. Luminescence plot of Au nanoclusters for various concentrations of the protein (BSA) and HAuCl 4. (a) Surface
plot of relative emission intensity (I / Imax) of Au nanoclusters for different concentrations of protein and HAuCl 4. Here
intensity I is the luminescence due to protein - Au nanoclusters at 580 nm (when excited by 300 nm light), the maximum
luminescence due to protein – Au nanoclusters is represented by Imax. (b) Contour plot showing the behaviour of
luminescence of Au nanoclusters with varying precursor concentration.

Figure E6.2. CD spectra of (a) BSA, (b) BSA - Au nanoclusters and (c) BSA – Au nanoparticles.
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Figure E6.3. (a) Photoluminescence quantum yield of BSA – Au nanoclusters measured with respect to quinine sulphate as
the reference. (b) Photostability of BSA – Au nanoclusters with respect to rhodamine 6G. In the figure, NC stands for
nanocluster.
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Figure E6.4. MALDI-TOF results of (a) BSA-templated Au nanoclusters and (b) BSA only.
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Figure E6.5. (a) SDS PAGE of purified GST and GST-hGMCSF showing bands at 26 kDa and 42 kDa, respectively. (b, c) CD
spectra of GST and GST-hGMCSF.

Figure E6.6. (a) Standard absorbance plot of BSA for estimation of protein concentration. (b) Enzyme activity assay of
purified GST. (c) Enzyme activity assay of purified GST-hGMCSF.
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Figure E6.7. Luminescence profile of Au nanoclusters synthesized on anti-GST, GST – antiGST and BSA – anti-GST. (a)
Grayscale image under UV illumination (254 nm) of Au nanoclusters synthesized using GST – anti-GST antibody, anti-GST
antibody, non-specific antigen BSA – anti-GST antibody, on PVDF membrane, in increasing amounts (indicated by
the arrow). (b) Relative luminescence intensities (with respect to the maximum intensity in
the entire data) of Au nanoclusters synthesized on all spots (as obtained from image analysis). The values are represented
as mean ± SD of three individual experiments.
Description of Figure E6.7.
Anti-GST antibody was immobilized on to the PVDF membrane in three rows in increasing
concentrations ((i) 0.1 μg, (ii) 0.2 μg and (iii) 0.4 μg). Pure GST was interacted with immobilized
anti-GST in the first row in increasing concentrations ((i) 0.1 μg, (ii) 0.2 μg and (iii) 0.4 μg). BSA
was interacted with immobilized anti-GST in the third row in increasing concentrations (i) 0.1 μg,
(ii) 0.2 μg and (iii) 0.4 μg). The second row was kept as control for only anti-GST. Au nanoclusters
were then synthesized on all the spots of the membrane using the thermocycler unit of the bench top
device. The membrane was then imaged (Figure E6.7a) in the visualization unit of the bench top
device and was analysed using the custom developed software. The intensity analysis (Figure E6.7b)
showed that the luminescence didn’t get enhanced in the case of BSA as it did with increasing
concentrations of GST, possibly due to washing away of the nonspecific BSA antigen.
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Conclusions and Future Perspectives
This dissertation cumulates synthesis and applications of multifunctional nanomaterials towards the
achievement of in vitro therapy and diagnostics. Biopolymer chitosan based bimetallic silver
nanoparticle-gold nanocluster were synthesized for application in cancer cell bioimaging and
simultaneous induction of apoptosis. The pathway of uptake was elucidated by TEM investigations
as well as flow cytometry without the use of organic fluorophores and the mechanism of cell death
was also confirmed by flow cytometry based assays.

Thereafter, an attempt was made towards development of a suicide gene (CD-UPRT) carrier based
on cationic serum albumin embedded with luminescent bimetallic gold-silver nanoclusters. The
luminescence of the nanoclusters helped in tracking the delivery of suicide gene as well as
contributed to ROS generation due to their ultrasmall nature. The suicide gene in presence of the
prodrug 5 FU, triggered apoptosis in HeLa cancer cells. The combinatorial module in presence of
both nanoclusters and suicide gene was found to have pronounced effect compared to other controls
in reducing the viability of the cancer cells.Moreover,

Another aspect of generation of ROS and subsequent cell death supplemented by luminescence
tracking was explored by developing a luminescent gold nanocluster embedded mucin based
nanocarrier for photosensitizer drug (MB) delivery. The delivery of the photosensitizer was
monitored by gold nanoclusters luminescence and HeLa cancer cells were rendered towards cell
death via singlet oxygen generation under irradiation of 640 nm light. The uptake as well as
mechanism of cell death was elucidated.

Phenylboronic acid templated gold nanoclusters were explored towards in vitro targeted bioimaging
and therapy of HeLa and HepG2 cancer cells. The activity of the gold nanoclusters were also studied
in a more realistic tumor like environment by employing in vitro 3D multicellular spheroids. The
same nanoclusters were also applied for development of a smartphone based device for biomarker
mucin detection (in vitro). The interaction between the phenylboronic acid templated gold
nanoclusters with the mucin led to an increase in luminescence of gold nanoclusters which was
exploited for detection of mucin.

A simple, rapid and biofriendly synthesis method of formation of gold nanoclusters on proteins was
developed for application in in vitro diagnostics. Particularly the gold nanoclusters were employed
in assaying recombinant GST and GST-tagged proteins. The gold nanocluster probe was found to be
efficient in comparison to traditional methods.
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Overall the dissertation presents a variety of approaches employing multifunctional nanomaterials
for theranostic application. Based on the findings of in vitro cell culture and studies on multicellular
spheroid cultures the hence synthesised nanomaterials could be further explored in in vivo systems.
The use of a natural polymer chitosan as a stabilizer offers biocompatibility and biodegradability
rather than those involving the use of organic moieties, with enhanced permeation and mucoadhesive
properties suitable for systemic nanocarrier based applications. Also, serum albumin based materials
had been applied in various drug delivery systems like Abraxane, an FDA-approved albumin-based
nanoparticle system successfully implemented for breast cancer therapy. Also, cationic albumin has
been reported for delivery of therapeutic moieties both in vitro as well as in vivo with minimal
toxicity and good biocompatibility. In a similar line, mucin and other types of protein based metal
nanocluster systems open up a new paradigm in terms of the development of drug carriers as well as
signal generating agents that can have potential applications in vivo with good biodegradability and
minimal toxicity. Boronic acids apart from being successful targeting agents, have also gained
attention in anticancer therapy. Bortezomib, a boronic acid based drug have been approved by FDA
for use in multiple myeloma treatment. Also, drug testing is being carried out using boron-containing
drugs as a new class of pharmaceuticals for various diseases. Hence, the above mentioned systems
combined with the numerous advantages of metal nanoclusters as biological probes like low toxicity,
high photo stability, good renal clearance, water solubility, ultrasmall size enabling deeper tissue
penetration compared to quantum dots and organic dyes offers a potential

possibility of

implementing these systems in clinical as well as in vivo applications. Nanotoxicity evaluation of the
synthesized nanomaterials in embryonic development of zebra fish model systems can also be
pursued. Moreover, the results of the diagnostic assays obtained in vitro open up possibilities of
implementing the diagnostic approaches in clinical samples.
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No.201731031603.
2. Parameswar Krishnan Iyer, Anamika Dey, Ashish Singh, Deepanjalee Dutta, Siddhartha
Sankar Ghosh. An ultra-low voltage operated organic field effect transistor (OFET) based
bio-sensing system and a method for fabricating the same (2018). Indian Patent Application
No. 201831000478.
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CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP ATTENDED

Conference and Workshop attended
1. Poster presentation 8th Bangalore India Nano, Bangalore , March 3-4, 2016 (Silver
nanoparticle-gold nanocluster embedded chitosan nanocarrier for cancer theranostic
application)
2. Poster presentation in International Conference on Functional Materials, IIT Kharagpur,
India, December 12-14, 2016 (Silver nanoparticle-gold nanocluster impregnated chitosan
nanocarrier for cancer theranostic application).
3. Best model presentation, Reflux 2016, IIT Guwahati, (A bench top device for genomics
and proteomics).
4. Shortlisted within top 15 proposals, Assam Biotech conclave, Guwahati Biotech Park ,
January 5-6, 2017, (A bench top device and integrated methods for gene and protein
analysis).
5. Model presentation, TechExpo 2017, Technique IIT Guwahati,August 31 – September
3,2017 (A bench top device for genomics and proteomics).
6. Oral presentation in National Seminar on Advances in Materials Science, Guwahati
University, March 24-25, 2017, (Au–Ag Bimetallic Nanoclusters embedded Cationic BSA
nanocarrier for Suicide gene therapy and Bioimaging of HeLa cancer cells).
7. Best poster presentation, Nanobioteck’17, KTDC Samudra, Trivandrum, December 68,2017 (Bimetallic Au–Ag Nanoclusters embedded Cationic BSA nanocarrier for
Bioimaging and Suicide gene therapy of HeLa cancer cells)..
8. Best poster presentation, ICANN 2017, IIT Guwahati , December 18-21,2017, (Bimetallic
Au–Ag nanoclusters embedded nanocarrier for Bioimaging and Suicide gene therapy of
HeLa cancer cells).
9. Best research proposal ( 2nd position ), North East Biostart, Guwahati Biotech Park, April
3-5, 2018, (Portable smartphone based device for photodynamic therapy and colorimetric
assays).
10. Model presentation, Research Conclave 2018, IIT Guwahati, March 8-11, 2018, (Portable
smartphone based device for photodynamic therapy and colorimetric assays).
11. 1st-3rd National Workshop on NEMS/MEMS and Theranostics Devices, Centre for
Nanotechnology, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati.
12. One day workshop on “Biomedical Device Technology”, ICANN 2017, IIT Guwahati ,
December 18, 2017.
13. Worshop on Advanced techniques in cell and molecular biology, IIT Guwahati, June 24- 26,
2014.
14. Dissemination Program of National Ethical Guidelines for Biomedical and Health Research
Involving Human Participants and National Ethical Guidelines for Biomedical Research
Involving Children 2017, Gauhati Medical College, Assam, March 08, 2018.
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PERMISSIONS

Permissions
Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.2
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Figure 1.3
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Figure 1.4
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Figure 1.5
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Figure 1.6
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Chapter 3

Chapter 5
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Chapter 6
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